


Contemporary Human Rights Ideas

The vindication of human rights is a critical challenge of a new century.

Yet, there is much contestation over rights in a globalizing, post-9/11

world, as human rights ideas come into contact with different cultures

and with societies in varying stages of development. Leaders of gov-

ernment and civil society, and the academic world, are in need of policy

and normative frameworks for treading the way forward in responding

to these global challenges.

Written by a former UN High Commissioner for Human Rights
(2003–4), this book is a much needed, short and accessible introduc-

tion to the foundational human rights ideas of our times and shows

that every government is under international obligation to respect and

uphold universal human rights.

In developing this argument, Bertrand G. Ramcharan answers the

following questions:

� Where have rights come from?
� Have different societies contributed to the development of ideas of

law, justice, and rights?

� Who determines what a right is?

� What does it mean that all are entitled to enjoy rights equally

under international law?

� What does the concept of international protection of human rights

mean and who can implement it?

� How can we advance the quest for justice for the victims of gross
violations of human rights?

Bertrand G. Ramcharan is Professor at the Graduate Institute of Inter-

national and Development Studies, Geneva.
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All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are

endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a

spirit of brotherhood.

(Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article 1)

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal; that

they are endowed by their creator with certain unalienable rights; that among

these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the

consent of the governed; that whenever any form of government becomes

destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it,

and to institute new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and

organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to affect

their safety and happiness.

(American Declaration of Independence.

A declaration by the representatives of the United States,

in General Congress assembled, 4 July 1776)

[T]he spirit of our age and the realities of our time . . . call upon the peoples of

the world and all states members of the United Nations to rededicate themselves

to the global task of promoting and protecting all human rights and fundamental

freedoms so as to secure full and universal enjoyment of these rights.

(Adopted by the World Conference on Human Rights,

Vienna, 25 June 1993)

What then, are human rights, and why are they important. I would argue that

human rights are best seen, foundationally, as commitments in social ethics,

comparable to—but very different from—accepting utilitarian reasoning . . .
In this sense, the viability of human rights is linked with what John Rawls

has called ‘‘public reasoning’’ . . .
This view of human rights in terms of social ethics and public reasoning

contrasts with seeing human rights in primarily legal terms, either as con-

sequences of humane legislation, or as precursors of legal rights. Human rights

may well be reflected in legislation, and may also inspire legislation, but this is

a further fact, rather than a defining characteristic of human rights themselves.

(Amartya Sen, ‘‘Human Rights and Development,’’ in

Development as a Human Right, eds. Bård-Anders Andreassen

and Stephen P. Marks, Nobel Symposium 125.

Published by the Harvard School of Public Health,

Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2006, 3)
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Foreword

The current volume is the twenty-second in a dynamic series on

‘‘global institutions.’’ The series strives (and, based on the volumes

published to date, succeeds) to provide readers with definitive guides

to the most visible aspects of what many of us know as ‘‘global gov-

ernance.’’ Remarkable as it may seem, there exist relatively few books

that offer in-depth treatments of prominent global bodies, processes

and associated issues, much less an entire series of concise and com-

plementary volumes. Those that do exist are either out of date, inac-
cessible to the non-specialist reader, or seek to develop a specialized

understanding of particular aspects of an institution or process rather

than offer an overall account of its functioning. Similarly, existing

books have often been written in highly technical language or have

been crafted ‘‘in-house’’ and are notoriously self-serving and narrow.

The advent of electronic media has undoubtedly helped research

and teaching by making data and primary documents of international

organizations more widely available, but it has also complicated mat-
ters. The growing reliance on the Internet and other electronic meth-

ods of finding information about key international organizations and

processes has served, ironically, to limit the educational and analytical

materials to which most readers have ready access—namely, books.

Public relations documents, raw data, and loosely refereed web sites

do not make for intelligent analysis. Official publications compete

with a vast amount of electronically available information, much of

which is suspect because of its ideological or self-promoting slant.
Paradoxically, a growing range of purportedly independent web sites

offering analyses of the activities of particular organizations has

emerged, but one inadvertent consequence has been to frustrate access

to basic, authoritative, readable, critical, and well researched texts. The

market for such has actually been reduced by the ready availability of

varying quality electronic materials.



For those of us who teach, research, and practice in the area, such

limited access to information has been particularly frustrating. We

were delighted when Routledge saw the value of a series that bucks

this trend and provides key reference points to the most significant
global institutions and issues. They are betting that serious students

and professionals will want serious analyses. We have assembled a

first-rate line-up of authors to address that market. Our intention is to

provide one-stop shopping for all readers—students (both under-

graduate and postgraduate), negotiators, diplomats, practitioners from

non-governmental and inter-governmental organizations, and inter-

ested parties alike—seeking information about most prominent insti-

tutional aspects of global governance.

Human rights ideas

Today, human rights are central to the discourse of international public

policy and scholarship. And the mechanisms, which have evolved dra-

matically since the signing of the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights in December 1948, are so essential that we were delighted that the

very first book published in this series, by Julie Mertus, dealt with them.1

Our intention was always to complement her ‘‘guide for a new era’’

with an analysis of an equally fascinating and important part of the

contemporary puzzle of global governance, namely the ideas lying

behind what many see as one of the normative revolutions of our

times, human rights. The compelling normative claim that all indivi-

duals have inalienable human rights has spread far and wide. This

initiative also sprang from a genuine US enthusiasm for an interna-

tional order based on rules and law—which is worth remembering in
2007 after almost two terms of the administration of George W. Bush.

The ‘‘unsigning’’ of the Rome Treaty on the International Criminal

Court was virtually his first act in office, and much of the rest of his

term has been devoted to the so-called war on terror during which

Guantánamo and Abu Ghraib have tarnished the reputation of the

United States as standard-bearer.2

Other books in this series have pointed to the links among interna-

tional peace and security, development, sustainability, and human
rights. However, it is really the growing literature on ‘‘human security’’

that recognizes the interdependence among issue areas—for instance,

peace requires economic and social progress based on equality within

and among nations and on respect for basic human rights.3

In a speech at the United Nations just after the adoption of the

Universal Declaration in December 1948, Eleanor Roosevelt predicted

xiv Foreword



that ‘‘a curious grapevine’’ would spread the ideas contained in the

declaration far and wide.4 The last six decades have been quite a ride

and form part of the story from the Universal Declaration through

the tortuous debate and negotiation of the two conventions on eco-
nomic, social, and cultural as well as civil and political rights, in the

1950s and 1960s, and the later developments in the rights of special

groups and the right to development in the 1980s, to the World Con-

ference on Human Rights in Vienna and the establishment of the

Office of the High Commissioner in the 1990s. The most recent chap-

ter deals with the establishment of the Human Rights Council, whose

first session took place in June 2006 but may not be a real step for-

ward from the Commission on Human Rights that had so inade-
quately defended the powerful ideas that are spelled out in these

pages.

Given the potential size and complexity of a book on human rights

ideas, we needed a first-rate scholar with a track record in publishing

the very best work in the area, and so we were delighted that our

colleague Bertrand G. ‘‘Bertie’’ Ramcharan took up our challenge and

was willing to take on this volume. He has just assumed a teaching

position as Professor of International Human Rights Law at the
Geneva Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies,

as well as being Chancellor of the University of Guyana. He com-

pleted a 32-year distinguished career in the UN secretariat, which

gave him substantial personal exposure to and experience with the

kind of UN diplomacy about which he writes: early-warning, conflict

prevention, preventive diplomacy, peacemaking, peacekeeping, peace-

building, and human rights. He served in the Office for Research and

the Collection of Information, which Secretary-General Pérez de Cuéllar
established to strengthen the capacity of the secretariat for preventive

diplomacy. He contributed substantial parts of the first internal draft

of An Agenda for Peace and was a director in the Department of Political

Affairs dealing with African issues. He was director of the Interna-

tional Conference on the Former Yugoslavia, working with Cyrus Vance,

Lord David Owen, Thorvald Stoltenberg, and Carl Bildt in their efforts

to negotiate peace in the Balkans. He also was director of the Office of

the Special Representative for the Former Yugoslavia responsible for
the UN Protection Force in the Former Yugoslavia (UNPROFOR)

and was involved in the establishment of the first preventive deploy-

ment force for Macedonia. He served in the positions of Deputy and

then UN High Commissioner for Human Rights ad interim, cumula-

tively over six years. In addition to these myriad responsibilities, he

somehow found the time and energy in that period to author or edit
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some 25 books on international law, human rights, and the United

Nations.5

The text has the stamp of a practitioner, benefiting from long years

of reflection, but the academic in him maintains the core of the
human rights ideas as presented in the authoritative documents and

the relevant literature. Bertie Ramcharan correctly points out that at

times the text is necessarily dry because he uses international docu-

ments to buttress his argument, but authoritative documents adopted

by consensus at the United Nations or in similar forums are what help

us define contemporary human rights ideas. He thus lets the texts

speak for themselves. At the same time that each page brims with

knowledge and insight, it also displays the passion of someone who
has labored—sometimes successfully, sometimes not—in the vineyards

that Eleanor Roosevelt predicted would grow.

As always, we look forward to comments from first-time or veteran

readers of the Global Institutions series.

Thomas G. Weiss, The CUNY Graduate Center, New York, USA

Rorden Wilkinson, University of Manchester, UK

February 2008
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Foreword from Judge Abdool Koroma

It is with great pleasure that I write a Foreword to this unique exposition

and analysis of the system of international human rights. Reflecting

the fundamental importance of the idea of human rights to effective

international governance and international law, the legal discourse on

human rights has been at the forefront of academic thought and on

the UN agenda since the adoption of the Universal Declaration almost

60 years ago. This book by Professor Ramcharan is a most timely and

valuable contribution to human rights scholarship and practice.
There can be few legal scholars better equipped to provide an account

of contemporary human rights ideas than Professor Ramcharan. His

widely acknowledged international expertise and leadership on the inter-

national law and practice of human rights have been instrumental in

the success of the human rights movement. For over 30 years, Professor

Ramcharan served at the United Nations where he worked at the

Centre for Human Rights; headed the Speech-writing Service in the

Office of the Secretary-General; served as Director with the UN peace
negotiators/peace keepers in the Yugoslav conflict; served as Africa

Director in the Department of Political Affairs; and most importantly,

served as Assistant Secretary-General and Deputy High Commissioner

for Human Rights for 5 years and then as Under-Secretary-General and

High Commissioner for Human Rights for 14 months. The present work

is the culmination of decades of reflection and practice in the interna-

tional law of human rights. If nothing else, this alone sets the work apart

from the rest of the extensive literature on international human rights.
In his book, Professor Ramcharan sets out the core ideas under-

pinning and characterizing human rights, and sets out an agenda for

their advancement in the twenty-first century. With their roots in anti-

quity, human rights define the notion of world order and are crucial

not only to governance and justice, but also to our global civilization

as a whole.



The book traces the history of human rights development from the

codes of Ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia to the human rights law of

today. It addresses the empirical as well as philosophical basis for human

rights in the respect for shared humanity in all major religions and phi-
losophical traditions and pays attention to the position of the indivi-

dual in the community and the rights of groups and peoples.

This book advocates a world order with human rights at its base. It

addresses the role human rights norms play in our globalized world

and the implications they have for global security (human rights vio-

lations and the challenges of international protection). The book also

addresses the idea of international obligation and sets out the sources

of international human rights law, and also the idea of universality of
human rights—as an idea, as a goal, and as a normative concept—

with human societies cross-fertilizing and learning from each other,

converging towards a great synthesis around binding international

human right norms. Also analyzed are the ideas of equality in the UN

Charter and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

and the work of the Human Rights Committee (non-discrimination and

gender equality) and World Conferences devoted to women’s rights and

racial discrimination.
The book also looks at the idea of democracy and the principle of

democratic legitimacy as one of the foundational principles of inter-

national human rights law and the contemporary world order. It

traces the journey of the idea of development as a human right from

the UN Charter to the International Covenant on Economic, Social,

and Cultural Rights to the UN Declaration on the Right to Develop-

ment to the Millennium Development Goals. The book also deals

with the difficulties involved in the processes of international coop-
eration and dialogue on human rights. It highlights some of the salient

issues concerning cooperation on different levels and gives a compre-

hensive account of the practice of human rights dialogues and their

role in the promotion of democracy and the rule of law.

The book also focuses on the challenges of implementation. It

examines the ideas of justice, remedy, and reparation, and the idea of

protection of human rights on the national and international levels. It

addresses the responsibility to protect, various types and degrees of
protection, and the roles of the UN, its subsidiary bodies, and other

international organizations in human rights protection. In advancing

the idea of protection, Professor Ramcharan relies on the overlapping

bodies of international law: international human rights law, interna-

tional humanitarian law, international refugee law, and international

criminal law.
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The greatest value of this book is its foundation in the wealth of

experience and information that the author has been uniquely well-

placed to make available to us. The result is a book that is at once a

stock-taking of human rights norms and a careful and lucid prognosis
of the future of human rights and their protection by the world com-

munity. Few issues are more deserving of the attention of the world

community as a matter of urgency. Professor Ramcharan’s magisterial

exposition and analysis of the ideas essential to realizing the promise

of human rights is a massive step towards ensuring that human rights

theory and protection remain a matter of the highest priority on the

world community’s agenda.

Judge Abdool Koroma,

Judge of the International Court of Justice
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Introduction

We consider certain fundamental values to be essential to international

relations in the twenty-first century. These include: freedom, equality,

solidarity, tolerance, respect for nature, shared responsibility.

(Millennium Declaration)

Massive human rights violations are characteristic of a world in deep

crisis. Universal respect for human rights could lead to a chain reac-

tion that would help solve many of the world’s ills. This book exam-

ines the key human rights ideas that can help start this chain reaction.

Ours is a world that is wounded and tormented by environmental

degradation,1 conflicts, strife, poverty, discrimination, terrorism, and

atrocities committed by state and non-state actors on innocent human

beings, millions of whom have fled their national borders.2 For large
swaths of humankind, life is indeed miserable, nasty, brutish, and

short. Often it is no less than hellish, when individuals are tortured,

made to disappear, arbitrarily executed, trafficked into slavery or

prostitution, or suffer from honor killings. All of these, and more,

have occurred at the start of the twenty-first century. Protection—

nationally, regionally, and internationally—is sparse.3

The human rights idea, faithfully implemented, can help ameliorate

the human condition and lay the foundation for a more peaceful,
prosperous, and equitable future. But there are vigorous debates over

human rights; debates that were at the heart of the ideological con-

frontation during the Cold War and now feature in a political con-

frontation between countries of the developed North and the

developing South, between countries of the Western and non-Western

worlds.

Arguments over universal values and supposedly divergent cultural

tenets in countries with differing religious or philosophical persua-
sions are also thrown into this maelstrom. Oftentimes, this is simply



opportunistic, as the representatives of repressive governments seek to

counter criticism by asserting that human rights are alien values.

Sometimes, though, this is due to genuine misunderstanding about the

degree of consensus that exists over universal human values—what is
described in this book as the rolling history of the global development

of human rights in which different societies have learned about law,

justice, and human rights from each other. This crystallized in a his-

toric consensus in 1948 with the adoption of the Universal Declara-

tion of Human Rights (UDHR) and its reconfirmation in 1993 at the

World Conference on Human Rights.

More recently, in the UN Millennium Declaration, leaders from all

countries in the world re-endorsed shared values for the twenty-first
century, including freedom and equality. This declaration draws

directly from ancient trends in human history, as will be shown later.

Indeed, the human rights idea has run together and remains inter-

twined with the destiny of humankind.4 In Freedom in the Ancient

World,5 Herbert Muller traced the development of the idea of law in

societies from across the globe as well as the use of law to protect

freedom and human rights. Law has been traced to ancient scripts

such as the Codex Ur-Nammu, the Sumerian Codex, the Babylonian
Codex Lipit-Ishtar, Codex Eshnunna, and the Code of Hammurabi,

significantly predating the development of the idea of law in Western

civilizations.6 The ideas of law and justice were not Western ideas in

their inception. Rather they are part of the patrimony of humankind,

and different civilizations have contributed to them.7

This is also the case with human rights. Admittedly, in the second

millennium of the common era, there was a great deal of fermentation

and debate over the idea of natural or human rights in Europe. But
elements of the rights idea, such as law and justice, can be traced to

ancient civilizations, such as ancient Egypt, India, Mesopotamia,

Sumeria, and Persia. The famous decree of Cyrus issued in 539 BCE

after his conquest of Babylon, provided for the protection of human

rights. When accepting the Nobel Peace Prize in December 2003,

Shirin Ebadi invoked Cyrus’ laws, urging that ‘‘[t]he Charter of Cyrus

the Great should be studied in the history of human rights.’’8

Cyrus’ charter declared:

I undertake to honor the religion and custom of all nations under

my kingdom; I shall never impose my kingdom to any nation,

I shall not allow anyone to oppress another;

I shall not allow anyone to dispossess others’ property by force or

take it without consideration or satisfaction of the owner;
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I shall not allow anyone to use forced or unpaid labor;

Everybody is free to choose any religion he believes in;

Everybody is responsible for himself;

I shall not allow any man or woman to be sold as a slave . . . This
custom shall be totally abolished throughout the world.9

Yet, a millennium later, millions of Africans would be enslaved, and

genocide would be committed. Colonialism, segregation, and apart-

heid would all be committed in the name of Western civilization.

All societies have seen struggles for what is now known as human

rights, and the seeds of the human rights idea are scattered in different

parts of the world. Some experts have traced instances of workers’ and
women’s rights to ancient Egypt. Elements of humanitarian law have

been traced to practices in Africa and Asia.10 Societies have cross-

fertilized and shared ideas, and some societies have taken ideas further

in different historical epochs. It is a matter of historical record that the

Greek philosophers owed debts to Babylon and Egypt.11 The philo-

sophies of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle drew and built on intellectual

strands in ancient civilizations. The development of human rights is a

rolling process, and ideas have been developed across different lands.
Now, these ideas are further expanded within the framework of inter-

national human rights law that began with the establishment of the

United Nations.12

In the history of the human rights idea across the globe, there are

two interrelated strands: law, struggle, and policy, on the one hand,

and philosophical reflections, on the other. Ancient texts such as the

Code of Hammurabi, the Charter of Cyrus, and the Law of Manu are

examples of statements of law and policy from authoritative sources.
The Magna Carta, one of the foundation documents of the Western

human rights tradition, emerged from struggle and political negotia-

tions. A historian of the charter commented that it

was a product of intermittent negotiations which lasted for at

least six months. It was the culmination of hard bargaining and

skilful manoeuvring. Perhaps it registered too the weariness of the

negotiators in the face of the intractable character of the king, the
intransigence of some of his opponents and the hard facts of

English administration.13

When writing the history of the idea of human rights in Western

thought, Kenneth Minogue pointed out that, although the idea of nat-

ural rights was a topic of political discussion during the Civil War of
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the 1640s in England, ‘‘most political discussion in England tended to be

conducted in historical and legal terms rather than philosophical.’’14

This has been the case with all of the great declarations of human

rights. Grievances led to claims that were articulated in the form of
asserted rights and then fought over or negotiated, with the outcome

being distillations of rights in political statements or agreed outcome

documents. Political struggles and negotiations drew, in part, on phi-

losophical ideas, and some philosophers were partisans in political

struggles. This combination of struggle and philosophy is seen in the

elaboration of the English Declaration of Rights,15 the American

Declaration of Independence,16 and the French Declaration of the

Rights of Man and the Citizen.17 Struggles, negotiations, and philo-
sophical debates intertwined to produce these and subsequent human

rights statements, including the celebrated UDHR.

The idea of human rights has thus served as a moral and political

banner for people fighting for progress, equity, and justice, who have

used a combination of pragmatic and philosophical arguments.18 The

struggle for human rights was a major feature of the twentieth century

and remains so at the start of the twenty-first century. It would not be

too extravagant to claim that the future of human progress depends
on human rights as defined and elaborated at the United Nations.

Here, human rights means rights contained in consensual interna-

tional instruments promulgated by the United Nations, whether they

be civil and political rights or economic, social, and cultural rights.

The United Nations has never classified rights into generations, and

thus this term is not used here. Rights cannot be separated into gen-

erational categories except as academic classifications for the purposes

of teaching or research.
There are raging debates over human rights ideas concerning issues

such as universality and relativism. There are debates in the United

Nations and elsewhere regarding the responsibility to protect and

governments’ arguments against the dangers of interventionism. Many

countries emphasize their sovereignty over the international protection

of human rights. Nevertheless, the vindication of human rights is vital

for human progress and ameliorating the human condition, and,

political fireworks aside, there is a widespread international consensus
on a solid core of human rights ideas, which are entrenched in con-

temporary international law. In all instances, once the debates are

pushed aside, the realities of the landscape remain. The Millennium

Declaration, cited at the opening of this introduction, brings out the

centrality of human rights in the aspirations of humankind for the

twenty-first century.
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The clarification of the core human rights ideas can help develop

cooperative strategies to advance human rights in the twenty-first

century. This book seeks to set out the essence of the law regarding

the topics discussed. Governments have an obligation to implement
the norms of international law dealing with human rights that they

have freely consented to. Governmental compliance with international

human rights obligations is a necessity. The fact that many govern-

ments do not live up to those obligations does not diminish their legal

force. The task, rather, is to work for faithful compliance. The fact

that laws are violated does not negate their validity. The case is the

same with international human rights law.

Taking the idea of human rights as a point of departure, this study
examines key constituent strands that help move the global human

rights mission forward. It begins with a historical discussion of the

idea of rights and then examines the role of human rights in the con-

temporary world order. As this study will illustrate, human rights define

the notion of world order, are crucial to governance, are the value fra-

mework for our global civilization, provide indispensable anchors for a

globalizing world, must be protected from violations through preventive

strategies, and lead to the quest for justice. In addition, human rights
call for new strategies, particularly in the areas of education and the

prevention of gross and criminal violations, and serve as an interna-

tional policy framework for humanity’s aspirations for a world of

progress in freedom.

The book then examines governments’ international obligations to

uphold binding human rights norms, based on the premise that there

is an international legal order that stipulates that governments are

legally bound to uphold certain human rights. In the first place, every
UN member state has legal obligations under the Charter, particularly

articles 1, 55, and 56. Member states’ key legal obligations under the

Charter have passed into international customary law, under which

there are certain norms of international public policy from which no

state may legally deviate. These are the peremptory norms of public

international law or, in technical parlance, jus cogens norms.19

In addition to the UN Charter as a world constitutional docu-

ment20 and international customary law, governments have freely
subscribed to human rights obligations under international treaties.

Treaties are thus a source of legal obligation to uphold human rights.

Finally, international law recognizes general principles of law that are

common to the principal legal systems of the world as a source of law.

It may be possible to ground a binding legal obligation to uphold

human rights in such a general principle of law.
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Human rights thus often represent hard legal obligations binding

on governments—not abstract or vague notions. In the Economist

magazine, a recent global leader sought to deny that economic and

social rights are human rights.21 This is an issue to be determined in
accordance with the rules of international law governing whether a

particular right is a human right. More than 160 states have ratified

the International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights,

and thereby undertaken binding legal obligations. Under international

law, these are human rights.

After discussing the international obligation to uphold human rights,

this text looks at the idea of universality, which is the notion that all

human beings are equally entitled to basic human rights, such as the
rights not to be arbitrarily killed, enslaved, or tortured. Evidence will

be presented that convincingly establishes that the authoritative bodies

of the world community have declared and reconfirmed the universally

valid and binding international human rights of every human being.

Accompanying universality is the great idea of equality, which is

examined in key instruments such as the UN Charter and the Inter-

national Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, as well as major

world conferences on the quest for racial and gender equality. Although
enshrined in key international legal instruments, equality is still a dis-

tant reality for large parts of humankind, especially women.

The idea of democracy is considered next. According to the UDHR,

governments’ authority is derived from the will of the people, which

should be determined in freely held periodic elections under adult

suffrage. It will be shown that the right to democratic governance has

crystallized in the international legal order. The book will also exam-

ine efforts to centralize the right to democracy and examine practical
programs of assistance and support for free and fair elections.

Building on universality, equality, and democracy, an important

new idea that has emerged at the UN—the notion of development as a

human right—is also examined. This idea is a simple but powerful

one, namely that governments and regional and international institu-

tions should endeavor to provide all individuals with decent life

chances and the opportunity to realize their potential. Ongoing efforts

to put this idea into application will be also investigated.
In this journey of human rights ideas, the idea of international

cooperation and dialogue for the universal realization of human rights

is also explored. The duty to cooperate is grounded in the UN Char-

ter, the UN Declaration on Principles of International Law Concern-

ing Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States (1970), and key

human rights instruments, including pertinent General Assembly (GA)
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resolutions and those of the former Commission on Human Rights

(CHR), now succeeded by the Human Rights Council (HRC). The

practice of human rights dialogue in a number of contexts is also dis-

cussed, and it will be shown that the purpose of such dialogues is to
promote and protect internationally recognized human rights.

Thereafter, the idea of the protection of human rights is also dis-

cussed. This examination submits that protection has preventive, cura-

tive, and remedial or compensatory dimensions. The GA’s recognition

of a responsibility to protect is also reviewed, with an eye on both the

deficiencies and challenges of international protection. Next, this study

looks at efforts to strengthen national protection systems and at the

organs and instrumentalities of protection at the international level.
Finally, the ideas of justice, redress, and reparation for the victims

of human rights violations are explored. The idea of justice as an arbi-

ter of other values is discussed, with reference to the quest for justice

for victims of human rights violations, including the concept of tran-

sitional justice, as well as the ideas of redress and reparation in the

light of the UN Basic Principles and Guidelines, which were adopted

in 2006 by the GA on the basis of work within the former CHR and

ECOSOC. The key provisions of these guidelines are also set out,
which provide, in essence, a synthesis of the core parts of the con-

temporary international law on human rights. The guidelines provide

a superb encapsulation of the thrust of the human rights idea in the

contemporary world and a fitting conclusion to this work.

The raison d’être of this book is a simple one: Over the long history

of humanity, with the contribution of different peoples and leaders, we

have arrived at the twenty-first century with a solid set of human

rights ideas and international norms. Let us insist that governments
must uphold and defend these human rights.
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1 History

Shared heritage, common struggle

Each time a man stands up for an ideal, or acts to improve the lot of

others, or strikes out against injustice, he sends forth a tiny ripple of

hope, and crossing each other from a million different centers of energy

and daring, those ripples build a current that can sweep down the

mightiest walls of oppression and resistance.

(Robert Kennedy, 19661)

This chapter looks at historical aspects of the development of human

rights and at the global quest for their implementation and vindica-

tion. The following strands are discussed: the shared heritage of

humanity in the development of the ideas of law and justice; major

religions’ emphasis on respect for shared humanity; the place of the
individual in the community and the rights of groups and peoples;

philosophical debates that have accompanied the evolution of rights;

the idea of the individual’s positive rights; the idea of natural rights;

the role of struggle and policy in the development of rights; and the

role of international consensus and legislation in the contemporary

concept of rights captured in the UDHR’s opening article: ‘‘All human

beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are

endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one
another in a spirit of brotherhood.’’2

Law and justice: the common heritage of humanity3

To understand and appreciate the contemporary concepts of law and

rights, it is essential to have a sense of the common heritage of humanity

in the development of these concepts (see Table 1.1). In Freedom in the

Ancient World, the historian Herbert J. Muller noted that although
ancient men scarcely believed that freedom and justice were one and

inseparable as is now commonplace, ‘‘there has always been a real



connection between them beginning with the necessity of law for any

effective freedom. Law codes, written or unwritten, confer some rights

in the very act of specifying obligations and penalties.’’4

While these codes mainly imposed constraints, they also protected
the individual against uncustomary or arbitrary constraints: ‘‘Early

civilizations made positive advances towards such ideals in particular

through the efforts of kings to protect ordinary men against the

abuses of power and privilege.’’5

Ancient Egypt, Muller assessed, foreshadowed democratic principles

of justice when a god declared—in respect of the rights of the deceased—

that he had made every man like his fellow man, made the great flood

waters of the Nile for the benefit of the poor man and the great man
alike, and given all men equal access to the kingdom of the dead.

Even if Egypt never achieved this ideal of equality, ‘‘at least the next

world was thrown open to common men.’’6

The priests of the Middle Kingdom, scholars noted, were cognizant

of the tendency toward recognizing the equality of all men. A

declaration of the Sun God in the following excerpt from one of the

‘‘Coffin Texts’’ brought this out dramatically:

I made the four winds that every man might breathe thereof like

his father in his time . . .
I made the great inundation that the poor man might have

rights therein like the great man . . .
I made every man like his fellow. I did not command that they

do evil, but it was their hearts that violated what I had said . . . I
made their hearts to cease from forgetting the West in order that

divine offerings might be given to the gods of the nomes . . . I
brought into being the four gods from my sword, while men are

the tears of my eyes.7

In Mesopotamia, the idea grew that justice was man’s right, not

merely a royal favor, and that the gods themselves had approved this

right. The ancient Sumerians were the first to formulate law codes;

one of the earliest was that of Lipit-Ishtar, who ruled in the first half

of the nineteenth century BCE.8 The code includes an invocation of the
principle of justice: ‘‘If a man cut down a tree in the garden of

(another) man, he shall pay one-half mina of silver.’’9

The Code of Hammurabi, which is preserved on a large black stone,

contains 282 clauses. It sought to protect the interests of the state and

those who served it. The invocation of justice is at the very outset of

the code. In the prologue, Hammurabi announced that the gods had
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Table 1.1 The shared intellectual heritage of humanity in the development of
ideas of law and justice

BCE

4241 � First dated year in history
3500–3001 � Earliest known writing, Sumerian cuneiform
2500–2001 � The first libraries in Egypt; in Egyptian literature, lamentations

and scepticism about meaning of life
2001–1501 � Egyptian alphabet of 24 signs

� Mesopotamian Codex Ur-Nammu
� Babylonian Codex Lipit-Ishtar, Codex Eshnunna,
� Hammurabi, King of Babylon, sets laws of kingdom in order;

Code of Hammurabi is first of all legal systems
1500–1001 � Middle Assyrian laws

� Hittite laws
� Hymns of the Rigveda (Vedic religion assigns different powers

to the separate deities of the heavens, the air, and the earth)
� Gilgamesh epic
� Moses receives the Ten Commandments on Mount Sinai

1000–901 � Pantheistic religion develops in India (Brahmanism and
Atmanism) teaching identity of self, transmigration of soul;
caste system

� In China, rational philosophy gains over mysticism
900–801 � Iliad and Odyssey; leather scrolls with translations of Old

Babylonian texts into Aramaic and Greek
� The earliest Jewish prophets

800–701 � Laws of Lycurgus at Sparta.
� Indian Vedas completed (a collection of religious,

philosophical, and educational writings). In India, Brahmanic
religion defines six stages of the transmigration of the soul

� First written laws of Athens by Draco
� Anaximander of Miletus, Greek philosopher (611–546)
� Zoroaster, founder of Persian religion (631–653)
� Lao-tse, Chinese philosopher, b. 604

600–501 � Mayan civilization in Mexico
� During the Babylonian Captivity of the Jews, many books of

the Old Testament, based on word of mouth tradition, are first
written down in Hebrew

� Cyrus II, the Great of Persia (553–529) established Persian
empire; in 536, he frees Jews from Babylonian captivity and
aids their return to Israel

� Solon’s laws promulgated in Athens
� Anaximenes and Pythagoras, Greek philosphers
� Mahavira Jina founds Jainism in India; first known rebel

against caste system
� Kung Fu-tse (Confucius), Chinese philosopher
� Siddhartha Gautama, Buddha, founder of Buddhism
� Xenophanes founds school of philosophy
� Parmenides, Greek philospher1
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sent ‘‘me, Hammurabi, the obedient, God-fearing prince to make

manifest justice in the land, to destroy the wicked and the evil-doer,

that the strong harm not the weak.’’10 Maintaining the principle of

justice, the prologue proudly continued: ‘‘when Marduke sent me to
rule over men, to give the protection of right to the land, I did right

BCE

500–451 � Neo-Babylonian Laws
� Covenant Code
� Deuteronomic code
� Beginning of historical writing in Greece
� Ramayana, ancient Hindu poem (c.500)
� Empedocles and Protagoras, Greek philosphers
� Herodotus, father of Greek history
� Heraclitus, Greek philosopher
� Socrates, Athenian philosopher (470 to 399)
� Democritus, Greek philosopher
� Ezra, Hebrew scribe, goes to Jerusalem to restore the laws of

Moses (458)
450–401 � The Decemvirs codify Roman laws in a form known as the

Twelve Tables (450)
� The Torah becomes the moral essence of the Jewish state
� Plato (427–347)
� Thucydides, Greek historian (424)

400–351 � Aristotle, Greek philosopher (384–322)
350–301 � The Indian epic, Mahabharata being written
250–201 � Asoka, the Indian emperor, erects columns 40 feet high

inscribed with his laws (c.250 BCE)

CE

401–450 � St. Augustine’s City of God (411)
529 � Justinian’s Code of Civil Laws
570 � Mohammed, founder of Islam
598 � Probably the first English school at Canterbury
640 � Arabs find famous Alexandria library with 300,000 papyrus

scrolls

Source: The information in this table is excerpted from two sources: the highly
acclaimed work The Timetables of History: A Horizontal Linkage of People and
Events by Bernard Grun, based on Werner Stein’s Kulturfahrplan (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1982); and Russ ver Steeg, Law in the Ancient World
(Durham, N.C.: Carolina Academic Press, 2002).

Note:
1 The Timetables of History, cited above, comments: ‘‘In Confucius, Buddha,
Zoroaster, Lao-tse, the Jewish prophets, the Greek poets, artists, philoso-
phers and scientists, the sixth century BC reaches a zenith of human wisdom
and achievement.’’
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and righteousness . . . and brought about the well being of the

oppressed.’’ It continued:

In my bosom I carried the peoples of the land of Sumer and Akkad,
They prospered under my protection,

I have governed them in peace;

I have sheltered them in my strength,

In order that the strong might not oppress the weak,

That justice might be dealt the orphan and the widow . . .
I wrote my precious words on my stela,

And in the presence of my statute as the king of justice,

I set it up in order to administer the laws of the land,
To prescribe the ordinances of the land,

To give justice to the oppressed . . .
Let any oppressed man who has a cause

Come into the presence of my statue as king of justice

And then read my inscribed stela . . .
May he understand his case,

May he set his mind at ease . . .
In the days to come for all time
Let the king who appears in the land observe

The words of justice which I wrote in my stela . . .
Let him not scorn my statutes.11

The epilogue recalled ‘‘laws of justice which Hammurabi the wise king

established, a righteous law and pious statute did he teach the land.’’12

In his human rights charter, Cyrus the Great declared that he would

not allow anyone to oppress another person, and he would not allow
any man or woman to be sold as a slave. One notes the universalist

perspective of these pronouncements.

In ancient India, codes such as the Laws of Manu also invoked the

principle of justice when they affirmed that ‘‘justice, being violated

destroys; justice being preserved, preserves; therefore, justice must not

be violated lest violated justice destroy us . . . The only friend who

follows men even after death is justice.’’13

Although many of these ancient examples present concepts of
equality and justice, it is clear that they were not just and equitable

throughout. To the contrary, some of their provisions were quite

objectionable, but, nevertheless, they bring out two vital points: first,

the common heritage of humanity in the development of the idea of

law to regulate human conduct; and second, the affirmations of the

ideal of justice. The development and perfection of the law is a process
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that continues today across the globe and at the international level. It

took champions such as Blackstone, Sir Edward Coke, and others to

develop English law. Napoleon initiated the famous Napoleonic Codes

in France. Even in contemporary times, great jurists still strive to
make the law more just. The same can be said of the international

human rights regime. The quest for law and justice is an integral part

of humanity’s pursuit of a better world. The concepts of law and jus-

tice are indeed part of the shared heritage of humanity.

Respect for shared humanity in the major religious and
philosophical traditions

Although emphasis on the language of rights was part of the Western

tradition, ideas akin to rights may be found in many religions going

back centuries before the first great Western human rights statement,

the Magna Carta of 1215. A book entitled Religious Diversity and

Human Rights, published in 1996, examined precisely this issue. After

discussing Buddhism, Christianity, Confucianism, Hinduism, Islam,

and Judaism, that study found that space was generally made for or

claimed by the individual within a holistic order in all of the above
religions, and there was also a fundamental concern for the value of

individual lives. In the realm of religious practice, individual determi-

nations and choices often abounded.14 According to the book, there

was a profound and complex connection between the metaphysical ideas

central to traditions and their particular conceptions of the individual

and individual dignity.15 Further, the book continued, one of the func-

tions of human rights norms was to regulate the ways in which people

coming from different traditions, ideologies and cultures may deal
with each other: ‘‘The basic contribution to the shaping of our norms

for the treatment of others comes from our religious traditions.’’16

A monograph on the role of religion and culture in the development

of human rights in Sri Lanka, published by the Sri Lanka Foundation

in 1982, summarized the findings of five working groups that exam-

ined the links between religion and human rights in Buddhism, Hin-

duism, Islam, and Christianity, the last being considered in separate

groups on Catholicism and Christianity in general. According to the
working groups, in all five major religious groups:

Fundamental human rights are inalienable and have a valid basis

for the meaningful consideration of human rights in the universal

love of man and animal and the respect for every thing that exists,

both animate and inanimate, including the environment. While
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the differences have their distinct religious perceptions and philo-

sophical explanations of the universe, of human relationships and

of development, of motivations and of ultimate destiny, the reli-

gious and cultural traditions of the five major religions uphold in
common certain basic moral and ethical values for the promotion

of which man must be enabled to exercise his rights and perform

his duties in a mutuality of relationships. Among these values held

in common are human dignity and worth, equality, freedom, love

and compassion, truth, justice, brotherhood and charity.17

In his book, The Evolution of International Human Rights: Visions

Seen, Paul Gordon Laurens provided snapshots of human rights-
related thoughts in the principal religions. Hinduism, he noted, was

one of the world’s oldest religions, dating back some 3,000 years.

Hindu scriptures

address the existence of good and evil, wisdom, the necessity for

moral behavior and especially the importance of duty . . . and

good conduct . . . towards others suffering in need . . . All human

life, despite the vast differences among individuals, is considered
sacred, to be loved and respected without distinction as to family

member or stranger, friend or enemy.18

Hinduism’s doctrine of non-violence was also very much in the stream

of dignity and humanity: one should not cause pain to any living

being at any time through the actions of one’s mind, speech, or

body.19

Buddhism advocated the principles of universal brotherhood and
equality. One of the great advocates in our times, the Dalai Lama,

urged that one show kindness, love, and respect for all humanity and

an understanding of one another’s fundamental humanity; respect one

another’s rights, and share one another’s sufferings and problems.20

Confucian philosophy emphasized the importance of an ethical life

on earth as well as harmony and cooperation from all persons, hon-

oring their duty and responsibility toward others. It also emphasized

goodness, benevolence, love, and human-heartedness.21

Islam emphasized the common humanity and equality of all of

humankind. The Quran emphasized the role of justice, the sanctity of

life, personal safety, freedom, mercy, compassion, and respect for all

human beings.22

An assessment of the positive contributions of Christianity and

Judaism offered by Edward James Schuster held that: ‘‘[D]espite obvious
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abuses of power and authority, Judaism and Christianity furnished the

principles, guidelines and inspiration in support of human rights.’’

Judaism, Laurens noted, emphasized the shared fatherhood of god for

all people and the fundamental importance of the creation of human
beings as members of one family and as individuals endowed with

worth.23 Isaiah called on all believers to let the oppressed go free, to

share their bread with the hungry, and to bring the homeless and poor

into their homes.24 In Christianity, Jesus taught the value of all human

beings in the sight of God and advocated love and compassion as well

as charity, healing the sick, feeding the hungry, welcoming the stran-

ger, and caring for the oppressed.25

According to Schuster, the positive contributions of both religions
are: affirmation of the unique value and dignity of the human person;

ethical norms of justice and equity to govern interpersonal relations;

condemnations of injustice and offenses against man; norms for just

government and institutions; social justice as an extension of indivi-

dual rights; supremacy and integrity of the conscience as ultimate

arbiter of right and wrong.26

From the foregoing, which are mere samples, it is clear that the

great religions and philosophical systems all emphasize the common
humanity and dignity of every person. The UDHR, with its declara-

tion that all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and

rights, can be traced to these early streams.

The place of the individual in the community and the rights of
groups and peoples

All great religious and philosophical systems view the individual in his
or her relationship with the community. While preparing to draft the

UDHR, UNESCO asked leading thinkers and statesmen to share

their insights on rights and what might be included in the Declaration.

In his response, Mahatma Gandhi pointed out that, in India, empha-

sis had been placed, historically, on the individual’s duties to the

community.27

This phenomenon is found in other religious and philosophical

systems. Looking back historically, John Locke, who is associated with
the theory of natural rights, considered that the law of nature, which

conferred natural rights, imposed duties as well.28 Locke regarded the

performance of these duties as the source of the individual’s right to

order his actions and dispose of his possessions and person as he

thought fit. He also saw their non-performance as adequate reason for

withdrawal of that right. He wrote:
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That all men may be restrained from invading others’ rights, and

from doing hurt to one another, and the law of Nature be

observed, . . . the execution of the law of Nature is in that state put

into every man’s hands, whereby everyone has a right to punish
the transgressors of that law to such a degree as may hinder its

violation. For the law of Nature would, as all other laws that

concern men in this world, be in vain, if there were nobody that in

the state of Nature had a power to execute that law, and thereby

preserve the innocent and restrain offenders.29

When African nations proceeded to draft the African Charter of
Human and People’s Rights, it was emphasized that the beneficial

relationship of the individual, the group, and the community added to

the catalogue of African rights alongside rights recognized in interna-

tional law.

It was in recognition of tenets such as these that article 29 of the

UDHR affirmed that all people have duties to the community in

which the free and full development of his or her personality is also

possible. In the exercise of rights and freedoms, all people shall be
subject to limitations only as determined by law for the purpose of

securing the recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of

others and meeting the just requirements of morality, public order,

and general welfare in a democratic society.

The UN Charter, the International Covenants on Human Rights,

and the Declaration on Decolonization30 subsequently recognized the

right to self-determination. The ICCPR recognized the rights of

minorities to practice their rights in community with other members
of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice their

own religion, and to use their own language.

Today, indigenous peoples claim rights as a group. The intellectual

history of rights would offer no objections to this even if the Western

tradition has emphasized individual rights. And global rights do go

beyond the Western tradition.

The common struggle for human rights

In a recent book, Rights from Wrongs, Alan Dershowitz asked ‘‘Where

do rights come from?’’ and challenged the approach to rights taken by

classic natural law and classic legal positivism. He suggested a third

way—an experiential approach based on nurture rather than nature.

According to Dershowitz, based on experience with wrongs, rights can
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be designed to prevent (or at least slow down) the recurrence of such

wrongs. In his view, humanity’s collective experience with injustice

constitutes a fruitful foundation on which to build a theory of rights.

It is more realistic, he argued, to build a theory of rights on the
agreed-on wrongs of the past that we want to avoid repeating rather

than to build a theory of rights based on idealized conceptions of the

perfect society. Moreover, a theory of rights as an experiential reaction

to wrongs is more empirical, observable, and debatable and less

dependent on faith, metaphor, and myth than theories premised on

sources external to human experience. According to Dershowitz, this

theory of rights is more democratic and less elitist than divine or nat-

ural law theories.
Dershowitz continues that if rights are the product of human law-

making, they are subject to modification, even abrogation, by the

same source that devised them in the first place. However, a funda-

mental right should be more difficult to change than a mere legislative

preference. He considers that human equality should be an important

foundation for any theory of rights, but argues that it is an invention

rather than a discovery. Decent human beings invented the counter-

intuitive right to equal treatment to avoid recurrence of the wrongs of
unequal opportunity—wrongs now recognized as immoral.

This experiential approach indeed explains the origins of many

internationally recognized rights of the contemporary world order.

Nonetheless, it is important to hold on to the ideas of equal rights

inhering in the individual as a matter of his or her birthright. If laws

break down, these notions of inherent, equal, and inalienable rights

can provide the philosophical and legal bases for appeals to justice.

Positive rights

In a well known work on this subject, Maurice Cranston asked the

question ‘‘What does it mean to say that all men have rights?’’ In

response, he suggested that there is, first of all, a sense in which to

have a right is to have something that is conceded and enforced by the

law of the realm. He termed these positive rights, which are recognized

by positive law—the law of states. There is also, he suggested, a
second meaning of the word ‘‘right,’’ which differs from a positive

right and is closer to the idea of deserts or justice. He termed these

moral rights. Cranston offered the following distinctions between legal

rights and moral rights: ‘‘First, a positive right is necessarily enforce-

able; if it is not enforced, it cannot be a positive right. A moral right

is not necessarily enforced. Some moral rights are enforced and some
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are not.’’ It is also possible to discern positive rights by reading laws

that have been enacted, examining books, or going to a court and

asking a judge. There is no similar authority to consult regarding

moral rights.
Moving from rights per se to human rights, Cranston asked: ‘‘Are

they some kind of positive right or some kind of moral right, some-

thing men actually have or something men ought to have?’’ Using

UDHR provisions as examples, he claimed that the declaration’s

sponsors intended to specify something that everyone ought to have

and drew the conclusion that ‘‘the rights they named were moral

rights.’’ To say that human rights are moral rights, he explained, is not

to deny that they are positive rights as well as moral rights for many
people. Where human rights are upheld by positive law, human rights

are both moral and positive rights.

Regarding the distinction between human rights and other kinds of

moral rights, Cranston suggested that human rights have that quality

because they are universal. Many moral rights belong to particular

people because of a particular situation: the rights of a landowner, for

example, or the rights of an editor, a clergyman, judge, or station-

master. These rights arise from these particular positions and are
intimately linked to the duties required for the positions. But human

rights do not derive from a particular situation; they belong to a

person simply because he is human.31

How does one determine the existence of a positive right in law?

H. L. A. Hart offered the following view:

1 A statement of the form ‘‘X has a right’’ is true if the following

conditions are satisfied:
(a) there is in existence a legal system;

(b) under a rule or rules of the system some other person Y is, in

the events which have happened, obliged to do or abstain

from some action;

(c) this obligation is made by law dependent on the choice of

either X or some person authorized to act on his behalf so

that either Y is bound to do or abstain from some action only

if X (or some authorized person) so chooses or alternatively
only until X (or such person) chooses otherwise.

2 A statement of the form ‘‘X has a right’’ is used to draw a con-

clusion of law in a particular case which falls under such rules.32

This is one of the classical statements of legal positivism that asserts

that individuals have legal rights only insofar as they have been created
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by explicit rules. It rejects the idea that individuals or groups can have

rights in adjudication other than those provided in the collection of

explicit rules that compose a community’s laws.

Dworkin has argued, however, that this is an inadequate conceptual
theory of law. According to Dworkin, when lawyers reason about legal

rights and obligations, particularly in those difficult cases when pro-

blems with concepts seem most acute, they make use of standards that

do not function as rules, but operate differently as principles, policies,

and other sorts of standards. Individuals may have legal rights other

than those created by explicit rules; that is, they may have rights to

specific adjudicative decisions based on principles even in difficult

cases when no explicit rule requires a decision either way.33 This raises
the question of whether there may be a basis to establish legal rights

additional to those mentioned by Hart. For the purposes of this study,

a further exploration of this aspect of the issue is not required. It

suffices to note that Hart describes the way most legal systems operate

in practice, including international law.

Natural rights

The idea of natural law has been the subject of a long debate among

Western philosophers since the ancient Greeks. In ancient Greece,

debate flowed from the law of the gods as well as the idea of justice,

which had already been advocated in Mesopotamia well before the

Greeks began their philosophical reflections.

For the Stoics, to live in accord with nature meant, first, to live as

part of a moral world order and, second, to fully develop a human

endowment that was fundamentally rational and social. Therefore,

[J]ustice and law, upon which the social life depends, exist by

nature and not by convention. They are natural not only in the

sense that an inborn social impulse has brought men together, but

also in the more important sense that the development of reason,

which is the specifically human capacity, issues inevitably in a life

according to justice and law.34

A fundamental Stoic principle was ‘‘the existence of a universal and

world-wide law, which is one with reason both in nature and in human

nature and which . . . knits together in a common social bond every

being which possesses reason, whether god or man.’’35

The Romans had their national law, the jus civile, which was bind-

ing on nationals, the jus gentium, the law common to all nations, and
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the jus naturale, the law established by nature. Roman natural law also

emphasized the laws of God. Cicero advocated that there was one

eternal and immutable law applicable to all peoples at all times, and

God was the source of that law. The Romans considered that one
could resort to natural law to find the answers to legal questions that

could not be answered by looking in a legal provision.

In the Middle Ages, the Catholic doctrine of natural law rested in a

belief in a law of God above all human laws. Saint Augustine con-

sidered that the enacted law that violated the law of God was invalid

in principle. He formulated the doctrine according to which partici-

pation in God’s thought and creative work was imposed as a moral

and obligatory end. Natural law was the formulation of this moral
order.36

Saint Thomas Aquinas maintained that the legal rules of society

only possessed the quality of law if they conformed with correct divine

reason. Their validity was thus derived from eternal principles of law.

If a law deviated from the injunction of reason, it did not deserve the

qualification of being a law.

In the tradition of Enlightenment thinkers, the great Dutch jurist,

Hugo Grotius, made a clear break from natural law or higher justice
derived from the holy scriptures and the will of God. Instead, he

offered a conception of natural law based on reason:

[T]he law of nature . . . is unchangeable—even in the sense that it

cannot be changed by God. Measureless as is the power of God,

nevertheless it can be said that there are certain things over which

that power does not extend; for things of which this is said are

spoken only, having no sense corresponding with reality and being
mutually contradictory. Just as even God, then, cannot cause that

two times two should not make four, so he cannot cause that

which is intrinsically evil be not evil.37

Hobbes made the transition from the laws of nature to natural rights,

formulating the theory of a social contract between human beings in a

state of nature and a sovereign. He advanced the following concept of

natural rights: the ‘‘right of nature is the liberty each man hath, to use
his own power, as he will himself for the preservation of his own

nature; that is to say, of his own life, and consequently of doing any-

thing which, in his own judgment, and reason, he shall conceive to be

the aptest means their unto.’’38 According to Hobbes, human beings

had given overwhelming power to the sovereign through their contract

with him. But if the state of nature prevailed, humans had the right to
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defend themselves and advance his or her interests. In the words of

Michael Freeden, ‘‘Hobbes detached the concept of natural right from

that of natural law.’’39

John Locke further developed Hobbes’ idea of a contract with the
sovereign, presenting it as a social contract according to which the

sovereign rules with the consent of the governed. If that consent is

withdrawn, the sovereign no longer has the right to rule. Unlike

Hobbes, Locke regarded natural rights as derivative from natural law.

He sought to counter the Stuart notion of the divine right of kings

and replace it with a notion of the natural rights of man, particularly

the rights to life, liberty, and property. He considered that all sover-

eigns owed their power to the original social contracts made at the
beginning of history. Consent was their only title to rule:

The liberty of man in society is to be under no other legislative

power but that established by consent in the commonwealth, nor

under the dominion of any will, or restraint of any law but what

that legislation shall enact, according to the trust put it. Freedom

for man under government is not for everyone to do as he lists but

to have a standing rule to live by, common to everyone of that
society and . . . by the legislative power erected in it; to have a

liberty, to follow his own will in all things where the Rule pre-

scribes not and not to be subject to the inconstant, uncertain,

arbitrary will of another man.

Locke continued:

[W]henever the legislators endeavor to take away or destroy the
property of the people, or to reduce them to slavery under arbi-

trary power, they put themselves into a state of war with the

people, who are thereupon absolved from any further obedience,

and are left to the common refuge, which God hath provided for

all men against force and violence—resistance.40

Jean-Jacques Rousseau also advanced the theory of the social contract

in the Social Contract, written in 1792. He considered the contract an
agreement entered into by the various members of the community in

an original state of nature in which all men enjoy equal rights. This

agreement—whereby all members of society subordinated themselves

to the general will (la volonté générale)—created the ‘‘sovereign.’’ The

general will was synonymous with the will of the majority since all

were equal, and the general will was synonymous with the law.41
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The doctrine of natural rights would break onto the American and

the international scene in a dramatic way with the American

Declaration of Independence, of 4 July 1776, which argued for ‘‘una-

lienable rights of the individual.’’ The Virginia Declaration of Rights
of that same year had also made the case for eternal, inviolable

human rights.

The French Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen of

1789 internationalized natural rights for individuals by claiming them

not only for Frenchmen but for all human beings. The declaration

affirmed the principle of sovereignty of the people: the principle of

legality, namely that restrictions on citizens’ freedom of action could

only be established by law—the principle of the distribution of powers,
fair justice, and various inviolable rights to freedom.

The dramatic effect of the American Declaration of Independence

and the French declaration was that philosophical arguments in favor

of natural rights had passed into national policy documents—with

international significance in the case of the French declaration. The

assertion of natural rights in the United States and France sparked a

major philosophical debate involving, among others, Edmund Burke,

Thomas Paine, and Jeremy Bentham. In his Reflections on the Revo-

lution in France, Burke considered that natural rights were not real

rights. Real rights were prescriptive ‘‘and entailed inheritance derived

to us from our forefathers . . . without any reference whatever to any

other more General or prior right.’’42 Burke attacked the foundations

of the rights of man by denying that man possessed any rights and by

asserting that men should be subservient to the will of their rulers.

Burke’s attack on the French declaration drew a powerfully argued

response from Paine in his Rights of Man. Paine argued that people
had fought for their basic rights in the French Revolution and for

justice from oppressive masters. In defending the uprising of the

French people against their monarch, he pointed out that this revolu-

tion had not been against the individual who personified the monarch

but, rather, the French nation had revolted against the system of the

monarchy, which was founded on oppression and despotism. Paine

retraced man’s origin and the origin of his rights. By being born, he

said, man entered into society with certain natural rights, defined as
follows:

Natural Rights are those which appertain to man in right of his

existence. Of this kind are the intellectual rights, or rights of the

mind, and also rights of acting as an individual for his own com-

fort or happiness, which are not injurious to the natural rights of
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others. Civil rights are those which appertain to man in the right

of his being a member of society. Every civil right has for its

foundation some natural right pre-existing in the individual, but

to the enjoyment of which his individual power is not, in all cases,
sufficiently competent. Of this kind are all those which relate to

security and protection.43

Jeremy Bentham also fiercely attacked the concept of natural and

imprescriptible rights as rhetorical nonsense or, as he put it, nonsense

upon stilts. He considered the theory of natural law as arbitrary.44

Bentham thought that rights did not exist outside government; they

could not be absolute without gross contradiction, and their impre-
scriptibility removed them entirely from the sphere of law and thus

human direction for the purpose of reform. Their subjects and upholders

were unspecified; they were based on an unsustainable belief in human

equality. He considered that no declaration such as the French one

‘‘under any such name, or with any such design, should have been

attempted.’’45

Instead of natural law, Bentham offered a doctrine of social utility.

He held it to be ‘‘a sacred truth’’ that ‘‘the greatest happiness of the
greatest number is the foundation of morals and legislation.’’ He

expanded on his theory of utility as follows:

It is the principle of utility, accurately apprehended and steadily

applied, that affords the only clue to guide a man through these

straits. It is for that, if any, and for that alone to furnish a deci-

sion which neither party shall dare in theory to disavow. It is

something to reconcile men even in theory. They are at least
something nearer to an effectual union than when at variance as

well as in respect of theory as practice.46

Bentham’s theory of utility would be taken up by John Stuart Mill,

Herbert Spencer, and others.

Immanuel Kant, for his part, was of the view that the system of

rights, viewed as a scientific system of doctrines, is divided into nat-

ural and positive rights. Natural right rested on pure rational princi-
ples a priori; a positive or statutory right proceeded from a legislator’s

will. The system of rights might again be regarded in reference to the

implied powers of dealing morally with others as bound by obliga-

tions, that is, as furnishing a legal title of action in relation to them.

Thus viewed, the system was divided into innate right and acquired

right. Innate right was the right that belonged to everyone by nature
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independent of all juridical acts of experience. Acquired right was

founded on such juridical acts. Innate right might also be called the

‘‘internal mine and thine’’ for external right must always be required.47

Kant’s presentation of natural rights, coexisting alongside positive
rights, would eventually be upheld in national and international laws

and practice. The philosopher Mortimer Adler summarized the situa-

tion admirably in a book which was written on the bicentennial of the

American Constitution.

Adler, an editor of the Encyclopedia Britannica and a great popu-

larizer of philosophy, reviewed the American Declaration of Indepen-

dence, the American Constitution, and the Gettysburg Address and

listed the following human rights ideas: equality, inalienable rights (or
human rights), pursuit of happiness, civil rights (to secure human

rights), the consent of the governed, the dissent of the governed, justice,

domestic tranquility (or civil peace), common defense (or national

security), general welfare, and blessings of liberty.48

According to Adler, human equality consisted in the fact that no

human being is more or less human than another because all have the

same specific nature by virtue of belonging to the same species. If all

humans have the same nature, it cannot be denied that they are all
equal: no one has more or less than another.49

Adler further argued that the inalienability of inherent natural or

human rights consisted in rights that are not ab initio conferred on

persons by man-made laws and so cannot be rendered null and void

by man-made laws: ‘‘If all human beings are equal by virtue of their

having the same nature, and if they possess certain rights by virtue of

their having that nature then it follows that they are all equally

endowed with those rights.’’50 Among these rights are life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness. The primary right is the right to happiness,

which is based on the moral obligation of human beings to make

good lives for ourselves.51

For Adler, the protection of human rights is one of government’s

key purposes. The violation of such rights or the neglect of them is a

manifest injustice. For human beings living in organized societies

under civil governments, rights are conferred on them by the laws of

the state or its constitution. These are usually called civil rights, legal
rights, or constitutional rights. If justly conceived, they are intended to

uphold inalienable rights.52

Political liberty comes into existence with the establishment of con-

stitutional government and its creation of citizenship under a system

where human beings are governed with their own consent—in contrast

to those subject to arbitrary power. Self-government means being
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governed with one’s consent and also having a voice in government.

Political liberty is secured by enfranchisement53 and consists in the

freedom to do as one pleases, to carry out in action the choices one

has freely made, with the understanding that the exercise of personal
liberty is regulated by just law.54

Economic rights, like political rights, Adler continued, are rights to

goods that every human being needs to lead a decent human life and

to succeed in the pursuit of happiness. The right to life involves more

than security of life and limb; it is a right not merely to subsist but to

live well.55 The basic economic right is the right to a decent livelihood

by whatever means it can be honestly obtained.56 Economic rights are

secured by means of income-producing property and the economic
equivalents of property and by a combination of the first two.57

During the twentieth century, the institutions of the international

community, influenced by reasoning such as those adduced by Adler

and with past injustices in mind, have distilled, recognized, and pro-

claimed a broad range of human rights under the categories of

inalienable rights, civil and political rights, and economic, social, and

cultural rights. This process has led some experts, as shown earlier in

the case of Dershowitz, to proffer an empirical explanation of rights.
Amartya Sen has offered an appealing additional explanation.

The public policy function of human rights

Amartya Sen gives an added, valuable insight into the nature and

origins of rights. He argues that human rights are best seen, founda-

tionally, as commitments in social ethics. This is comparable to but

very different from accepting utilitarian reasoning. Sen states:

In this sense, the viability of human rights is linked with what

John Rawls has called ‘‘public reasoning’’ . . . This view of human

rights in terms of social ethics and public reasoning contrasts with

seeing human rights in primarily legal terms, either as con-

sequences of humane legislation, or as precursors of legal rights.

Human rights may well be reflected in legislation, and may also

inspire legislation, but this is a further fact, rather than a defining
characteristic of human rights themselves.58

Human rights thus perform aspirational roles in the contemporary

world community and help provide a policy framework for interna-

tional cooperation. The right to development, the right to peace, and

the right to a clean and safe environment are examples of this. Opinions
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may differ as to whether these have concretized into hard legal rights,

but authoritative organs of the international community, as well as

other regional bodies, have declared them as rights in order to con-

secrate major public policy goals of the international community. The
language of rights is thus used to support key public policy goals,

elevating their status to one of rights.

The contemporary role of international consensus and
legislation

The process of recognizing, declaring, or proclaiming rights at the

national and international levels is essentially a normative one. To
determine the existence of a right, one must enquire into whether it

has been authoritatively recognized by a competent organ. In inter-

national law, human rights may be grounded in an international con-

vention, an international declaration, international customary law,

and the general principles of law recognized by nations. In addition, it

can be determined by reference to judicial decisions and the academic

work of experts. International law recognizes ordinary legal rights and

human rights. Human rights possess one or more of certain qualita-
tive characteristics: appurtenance to the human person or group; uni-

versality; essentiality to human life, security, survival, dignity, liberty,

equality; essentiality for international order; essentiality in the con-

science of humankind; and essentiality to protect vulnerable groups.

The stock of human rights evolves over time. While some rights are

eternal, some old ones may be modified, and new rights may be cre-

ated. There are ongoing processes of discovery, recognition, enlarge-

ment, enrichment and refining, and adaptation and updating.

Conclusion

The idea of human rights is one the pillars of the contemporary world

order. In the words of one of the leading scholars on the subject, this

is the age of rights.59 The World Conference on Human Rights couched

it in terms of the spirit of our age, the realities of our time, capturing

the longing of all human beings for a world of human rights under the
rule of law and democratic governance.

The human rights idea is powerful in its simplicity and its thrust. It

is that all human beings, wherever they are, enjoy certain funda-

mental, inalienable rights stemming from their humanity, which have

been recognized and enunciated by the authoritative organs of the

international community, most notably the General Assembly of the
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United Nations. Whatever the historical, philosophical, political, eco-

nomic, or sociological factors that contributed to this,60 the interna-

tional legal system is the source of obligation regarding human rights

in the contemporary world. Additional or higher levels of rights may
be provided in national legal systems, but they may never reduce the

content of rights defined in international law.

Human rights have emerged through centuries of struggle across the

globe for the recognition and protection of rights. Claims of human

rights have been influenced by religious or other beliefs, political acti-

vists, philosophers’ reasonings, and people’s movements protesting

injustice. In this process, human rights are articulated, distilled, and

recognized by authoritative national, regional, or international organs,
with pre-eminence now enjoyed by international organs within the

sphere of international law. The basis of human rights is thus partly

empirical, partly philosophical.
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2 Human rights in the world
community

The promotion and protection of all human rights and fundamental

freedoms must be considered as a priority objective of the United

Nations in accordance with its Purposes and Principles . . . The promo-

tion and protection of all human rights is a legitimate concern of the

International Community.

(Vienna Declaration, paragraph 4)

This century finds the world convulsed and confused, with principles

and a framework for world order, but with disorder, conflicts, terror-

ism, chaos, and rampant violations of human rights across the globe.
Great masses of the world’s population live in misery. The interna-

tional economic system favors the strong over the weak. The fear of

terrorism stalks the world. After the decolonization successes of the

twentieth century, many governments of the newly independent coun-

tries are particularly sensitive about perceived dangers of external

interferences in their internal affairs. Many now insist that organiza-

tions such as the United Nations should engage in dialogue and

cooperation—rather than criticize human rights violations. Powerful
permanent members of the UN Security Council (UNSC) also advo-

cate this line. For example, this is the mantra at the Human Rights

Council. Yet, without standing up for principle in the face of violations,

without integrating respect for human rights in strategies for peace,

development, and progress, it is difficult to see how the international

community can make headway in ameliorating the plight of humanity.

The World Conference on Human Rights, held in 1993, recorded

the formal consensus of the international community on the priority
of human rights in international cooperation and the legitimate role of

the international community in protecting human rights. Nonetheless,

this consensus has not yet found its way into actual practice. How can

this be done? What is the way forward?



The human rights idea can perform many vital roles in the world

community. Human rights should give meaning to the concept of

world order. Governance must be grounded in human rights precepts.

Peace and security should be defined and achieved through respect for
human rights. Human rights provide the international framework of

public policy for our global civilization. A globalizing world must be

inspired by and respectful of international human rights norms. The

responsibility to protect is a basic norm of contemporary international

law. The principle of justice is given meaning by international human

rights norms. The challenge of the twenty-first century is to realize the

potential of the human rights idea in practice. This chapter examines

these and related roles—potential and actual—of the human rights
idea in the world community.

Human rights and world order

The notion of world order must be conceived with the idea of human

rights as its base, with the insistence that any policies, practices, or

institutions that violate human rights are antithetical to the notion of

world order.1 Addressing the UN Commission on Human Rights on 2
February 1981, Theodor van Boven stated:

Gross violations of human rights which occur in various parts of

the world scandalize any notion of world order. For if we believe

in the equality and interdependence of all human beings and if we

believe in the duty of solidarity in the realization of human rights,

we cannot rest content when human rights are being flagrantly

violated in any part of the world. Nevertheless . . . our methods
for tackling violations of human rights are still in their infancy

and are often inadequate to deal with the problems faced.2

The world order must seek to advance the human rights norms

included in the UDHR. Human security must be conceived and pur-

sued in terms of human rights. A contemporary challenge is the issue

of global terrorism. That there is a threat is clear; that it must be

countered is accepted. But security must be pursued while safe-
guarding respect for human rights. Judicial or independent monitoring

of counter-terrorism measures is needed; instruction in human rights

for security personnel is important.

Migration will also have a great bearing on the future world order.

Migration involves people, who have basic human rights. Human

rights must be brought to the fore when considering the migratory
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movements of people. How relevant is the Convention on the Rights

of Migrants and their families? What policy, normative, and institu-

tional framework is required from the point of view of human rights

and migration?
Human rights must be central to the work of the principal organs of

the contemporary world order, including the UNSC, the GA, ECOSOC,

and other specialized agencies and regional organizations. While the

UNSC is primarily dedicated to maintaining international peace and

security, it cannot fail to act in situations of gross violations of human

rights that threaten security or contribute to breaches of it.3 It would

be helpful for the UNSC to consider and adopt a presidential state-

ment on human rights and the maintenance of international peace and
security. The GA also needs to adopt a policy statement on human

rights challenges of the future. Former secretary-general Boutros-Ghali

prepared and issued An Agenda for Peace, An Agenda for Develop-

ment, and An Agenda for Democratization. To date, there has been no

agenda for human rights, and the GA should commission such a

report in the near future. The 60th anniversary of the UDHR would

be a fitting time to do so.

ECOSOC was established to coordinate economic, social, humani-
tarian, and human rights policies and strategies to advance economic,

social, and cultural rights. It does little in the human rights field, and

it is difficult to discern its human rights policy. This is a shortcoming

that needs to be urgently remedied.

Every specialized agency of the UN and all regional and sub-regional

organizations should have a human rights policy statement to help

centralize the role of human rights in the future world order. Unfor-

tunately, because many governments are defensive about human rights,
these organizations tend to shy away from human rights issues. But

constructive engagement on human rights issues should be unobjec-

tionable to governments acting in good faith.

Gross violations of human rights often lead to conflict. Hence there

should be human rights risk analysis in countries to warn of impend-

ing danger and to head it off. Preventive human rights strategies have

received little attention, but they should be given greater prominence

in policies and strategies of early warning and preventive diplomacy.
The International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty,

which launched the concept of the responsibility to protect, was firm

in its view that prevention is the single most important dimension of the

responsibility to protect: prevention options should always be exhausted

before intervention is contemplated, and more commitment and resour-

ces must be devoted to it. The exercise of the responsibility to prevent
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and react should always involve less intrusive and coercive measures

being considered before more coercive and intrusive ones are applied.

A preventive orientation should also characterize the Human

Rights Council. (Prevention here means detecting potential gross vio-
lations before they occur and acting to head them off in cooperation

with regional and other partners.) The prevention of genocide is a case

in point.

There is now greater understanding of the importance of negotiat-

ing peace on the basis of respect for human rights and justice. Thus it

has also become accepted wisdom that all peacekeeping operations

should have human rights components. Further, the UN has recently

established the Peacebuilding Commission, and peacebuilding must be
pursued on the foundations of human rights.

Human rights and governance4

The conception of the UDHR and the international covenants on civil

and political rights and economic, social, and cultural rights is that

governments and governance shall have the pursuit of the core civil

and political and economic, social, and cultural rights as their raison

d’être. The structure of government should be based on human rights

values, notably, the will of the people shall be the basis of authority, to

use the words of the UDHR. But even in democracies, governance is

rarely monitored from the point of view of basic human rights. Although

NGOs do this to a limited degree, this issue deserves more attention.

National human rights institutions might help in this kind of monitoring,

and the High Commissioner for Human Rights might be able to con-

tribute to human rights monitoring of international governance.5

One way to strengthen the role of human rights in governance is to

build on each country’s national protection system since the protec-

tion of human rights should take place at the country level. The

national protection system is, therefore, one of the most important

means for realizing human rights.

A national protection system has six dimensions, detailed below.

Constitutional dimension

A country’s constitutional structure depends on the sovereign choice

of its people. However, three issues require particular attention and

scrutiny from the perspectives of international human rights law: the

structure’s fundamental human rights guarantees, its judicial institu-

tions, and its national institutions to protect human rights.
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Fundamental human rights guarantees in the constitution or the

bill of rights should not be less but may be more than what is pro-

vided for in international human rights law. Each country should be

able to illustrate that it has done two things: first, that it has methodically
compared the provisions of its fundamental human rights guarantees

and those in the principal international human rights instruments;

second, that rights guaranteed in international customary law, parti-

cularly jus cogens norms, are among its constitutional human rights

guarantees.

Legislative dimension

International law gives states discretion about whether treaties they

have adopted are directly applicable in their legal systems or whether

these treaties are reflected in national legislation. Whichever route a

country chooses, it must ensure that its national laws correspond to its

legal commitments under international human rights law or treaties.

National parliaments should exercise oversight over whether this

obligation has been met and, where action is required, make legislative

changes or enactments as required. Human rights treaties often make
suggestions for legislative updating, and national parliaments should

require regular reports from their executive about the recommenda-

tions of the human rights treaty bodies. There is a role for parlia-

mentary oversight over governmental compliance with international

human rights obligations, and each parliament should establish a

human rights committee to perform this role.

Judicial dimension

The judicial dimension requires that courts be independent and effec-

tive. (There are UN declarations and statements on the meaning of

judicial independence and effectiveness.) As already indicated, inter-

national law allows governments to decide whether to make a treaty

directly applicable in its legal system or enact legislation incorporating

the treaty’s obligations. However international human rights norms of

jus cogens status and human rights norms that have the status of
international customary law should be directly applicable in national

courts.

International law requires all states to provide adequate guarantees

against human rights violations. This responsibility falls, in the first

place, on the national judiciary. International law can provide reme-

dies if there is a failure to protect.
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Judges and legal practitioners must be provided with access to the

key decisions of international human rights bodies in local languages

so they are aware of them and can draw upon them. International

human rights organizations and NGOs may assist with this. But national
ministries of justice must also pay attention to this matter.

Institutional dimension

Experience has shown that, in addition to the courts, institutions such

as national human rights commissions, national human rights com-

missioners, or ombudspersons can be quite helpful in advancing and

protecting human rights. International law does not make such insti-
tutions mandatory but, as a matter of policy, a country should peri-

odically assess its institutional arrangements to examine whether national

human rights bodies could help protect human rights.

National human rights institutions could perform key tasks such as

seeking an amicable settlement of human rights grievances through

conciliation or binding decisions; informing the complainant of his or

her rights and of available means of redress and promoting access to

such redress; hearing complaints or referring them to a competent
authority; and making recommendations to the competent authorities,

including proposals to amend laws, regulations, or administrative

practices that obstruct the free exercise of rights.

Monitoring dimension

The responsibility to protect and to prevent demands that every

country monitor itself to detect situations of distress and to address
them before they erupt into human rights violations or conflict. This

calls for independent bodies that systematically watch out for such

distress situations and draw attention to them. A national human

rights commission could be given the mandate to do this. In multi-

ethnic countries, special arrangements may be required. But the con-

cept of self-monitoring is a vital part of a national protection system.

Educational dimension

Human rights education has a key role to play in combating dis-

crimination and advancing universal values of respect and tolerance,

and education on human rights should be provided in primary and

secondary schools and higher institutions of learning. The HRC

should take the lead in encouraging human rights education in schools,
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universities, and other educational institutions in local languages. This

is an immense task that has hardly begun. Working together with

UNESCO and UNICEF, the HRC should make this a priority issue

for consideration.
There is need for an international convention on human rights

education that would have three simple goals: all countries should

provide to teachers—at all levels—a manual, in the local language, on

teaching human rights. Unfortunately this does not happen in many

places.

The UN should provide all judges with a basic manual, in local

language, containing the key international human rights norms and

the key international human rights jurisprudence.

Human rights, our global civilization, and globalization6

We are living in times of great contestation across cultures. Debates

abound about so-called clashing civilizations, dialogue among civiliza-

tions, fundamentalist movements, and extremism and terrorist threats.

Human rights are not a religion—religious space is private matter for

individual belief and conscience. But human rights norms provide
policies of public order—both internationally and nationally. While

leaving belief or conscience to the individual, governments and related

institutions are required to uphold and apply the international human

rights norms that have been developed through consensus at the

United Nations.

From this perspective, human rights norms become the basis of

dialogue between societies and peoples. Inter-religious dialogue con-

cerns the private sphere of belief or conscience. Fostering dialogue
among societies and peoples requires the pursuit of cooperation. But

when it comes to the international public order, there must be respect

for international law and the international law of human rights. There

must be further work on this notion of human rights norms as

underpinning global civilization. The time has come for a high-level

panel of experts to produce and issue a report on the human rights

threads that knit different peoples and cultures across the globe.

UNESCO could commission and issue such a report.
Globalization, which has been underway for centuries, involves the

spread of trade, communications, people, ideas, culture, and values. It

has positive attributes, but economic globalization can make it more

difficult for smaller countries to survive and prosper. Therefore, there

must be an international policy framework on the future of globali-

zation and the way it impacts on the lives of people worldwide.
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In the twentieth century, the human rights idea was itself globalized.

The idea of the universality of human rights, namely that all human

beings have and should enjoy basic human rights, is a key tenet of our

world. From a human rights perspectives, there must be an insistence
that globalization does not lead to departures from human rights

norms. How can this be achieved? There must be close scrutiny of how

globalization impacts on efforts to uphold human rights—civil and

political, as well as economic, social, and cultural. There is a massive

academic and research challenge here.7

Globalization is not free of the pull of politics and nor are human

rights. Countries seek to advance their interests, and globalization is

not necessarily altruistic. The human rights idea proceeds from a dif-
ferent intellectual and policy point of departure, namely, that all

people are entitled to a social and international order in which the

rights in the UDHR can be achieved across the globe.

Economic and communications globalization will undoubtedly

progress. But will the globalization of human rights values progress

likewise? The evidence so far gives cause for concern and points to the

need to strengthen the international policy and legal framework.

Some argue that growth and development will advance political and
economic freedom. Others argue that globalization brings economic

benefits, and the challenge is to see that these benefits are shared by

all. But should economic freedom further marginalize and impoverish

vast numbers of the world’s population? The human rights answer to

this is a firm no. The UDHR must influence the future of globalization.

Systems of governance and economic and social activities must aim to

realize basic human rights. The synthesis of globalization and human

rights would be the pursuit of human rights strategies of governance.
Governments and business organizations should also have the realization

of the basic rights contained in the UDHR as their priority objective.

The key civil and political rights are mandatory and immediate: no

one should torture or enslave another human being. Some of the

economic and social rights are to be realized progressively provided

that there is no discrimination in the allocation of available resources.

Human rights strategies of governance apply not only to govern-

ments but to all organs of society, including corporations. It should be
the shared mission of all to advance the basic rights, and none,

including corporations, should be guilty of violating them. The UN

Global Compact with business seeks to encourage corporations to

contribute to human rights causes. A related but somewhat different

approach was advanced in the former UN Sub-Commission on the

Promotion and Protection of Human Rights, namely that there should
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be a human rights code of conduct for corporations. There is room for

further dialogue here.

How can one ensure respect for human rights in a globalizing world?

A key point of departure is that all governments should commit them-
selves to abide by the core international human rights conventions. This

requires, as discussed earlier, adequate and effective national human

rights protection systems in all countries. UN human rights work

should increasingly emphasize the importance of effective national

protection systems in each country.

It is also crucial to identify and take urgent corrective measures in

respect of the plight of the vulnerable and the extremely poor. The

international community should bring two concepts to the fore,
namely, gross violations of economic and social rights and the concept

of preventable poverty. There are many situations where more efficient

and equitable governance could prevent extreme poverty. This would

be a way of giving practical relevance to human rights to the poor and

the vulnerable.

From this, it follows that the push for better governance must be a

basic tenet of our globalizing world. Better governance involves con-

stitutional democracy, participatory governance, and the rule of law
grounded in international human rights law. In short, international

human rights law must be the indispensable legal and policy frame-

work for a globalizing world, and the responsibility to protect must be

shared by all.

Human rights violations and the challenges of international
protection

Thus far, framework issues when it comes to the place of human

rights in our world community have been addressed. But there are

also reality issues: human rights are violated massively in many parts

of the world. The following examples and passages illustrate this.

The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights

Louise Arbour, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, has
lamented that the vision and promise of the UDHR are under con-

siderable strain: ‘‘Few of us are free from fear; many of us are still not

free from want. The sinister shadow of terrorism is generating a con-

fused response, unanchored in the principles that have guided us in

the search for a proper balance between our desire for collective

security and our need for liberty and individual freedom’’8
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The president of the International Committee of the Red Cross

In an address to the former UN Commission on Human Rights on 18

March 2003, the president of the International Committee of the Red

Cross (ICRC), Jakob Kellenberger, noted that human rights law,

refugee law, and international law shared the common objective of

protecting human life, safety, and dignity. These bodies of law and

their supervisory mechanisms formed an interlocking web of guaran-
tees for individuals, in particular, in times of emergency. Sadly, brea-

ches of all three bodies of law were widespread in the contemporary

world. Kellenberger urged:

Improving respect for international humanitarian law remains a

huge challenge. Without greater respect for existing rules the

credibility and protective value of existing and also of any new

rules is very limited.
How can respect be improved? First, and quite simply, by

spreading knowledge of the rules to authorities, to combatants,

including of course, organized armed groups, and to civil society.

Secondly, by the adoption of preventive steps in times of peace,

such as the implementation of relevant treaties and national laws,

military manuals and other instruments.

Thirdly, in the heat of conflict, by the mobilization of all

those who can contribute to the better respect of the law. The
representations made on a daily basis by ICRC delegates in the

field to those participating in hostilities are often a life-saving

contribution.9

The UN High Commissioner for Refugees

The Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)

has repeatedly expressed concern over disregard for the 1951 Conven-
tion Relating to the Status of Refugees, which defines the rights of

refugees, including asylum, and sets out states’ legal obligations.

The convention is the cornerstone of international protection. Faced

with widespread breaches of the convention, in 2003, the UNHCR

launched Convention Plus, an initiative aimed at strengthening the

original convention, which intended to improve refugee protection and

facilitate resolving refugee problems through special multilateral agree-

ments. These agreements would focus on three priority areas. The first
is the strategic use of resettlement as a tool of protection, a durable

solution, and a tangible form of burden-sharing. The second area is
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more effective targeting of development assistance to support durable

solutions for refugees, whether in countries of asylum or on return

home. Finally, a third priority is clarification of states’ responsibilities

in the event of secondary movements of refugees and asylum seekers
from an initial country of refugee to another country. These measures

were intended to secure a higher standard of protection for refugees

as close to home as possible and also to increase the level of state

involvement as an effective system of international burden-sharing. It

remains to be seen whether these strategies will strengthen protection

for refugees.

Special procedures of the Commission on Human Rights

In 2004, Hina Jilani, the UN Special Representative on Human

Rights Defenders, recounted serious problems on the ground:

A host of questions emerged—new challenges to democracy, new

forms of authoritarianism, the privatization of prisons and secur-

ity, the impact on civil liberties of anti-terrorism policies, the

evolution of the UN and human rights institutions within it, cor-
ruption as a human rights issue and access to information.10

In a joint statement issued on Human Rights Day in 2004, 28 inde-

pendent experts of the CHR pleaded:

Over the years, we have witnessed the immense obstacles certain

persons and groups face in enjoying their human rights fully.

Among the groups most at risk and in need of protection are
indigenous peoples, who have suffered perennial prejudice and

discrimination . . .
In many countries indigenous peoples are the victims of extra-

judicial executions, arbitrary detention, torture, forced evictions

and many forms of discrimination, in particular in the adminis-

tration of justice. In too many places, they also lack access to

basic social rights, such as the rights to health, food, culturally

appropriate education and adequate housing.
Within the indigenous community, the plight of women and

human rights defenders is often exacerbated. Indigenous women

face multiple forms of discrimination, both as women and as

members of the indigenous community. There must be effective

implementation of international human rights laws to eradicate

gender-based violence and tackle its causes effectively.11
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Human rights NGOs

In Amnesty International’s 2004 report, its secretary-general cautioned:

The challenges facing the global movement for human rights

today are stark. As activists we must confront the threat posed by

callous, cruel and criminal acts of armed groups and individuals.

We must resist the backlash against human rights created by the
single-minded pursuit of a global security doctrine that has deeply

divided the world. We must campaign to redress the failure of

governments and the international community to deliver on social

and economic justice.12

How are we to protect people from such atrocities? Human rights

NGOs are on the frontline here. At the United Nations, special rappor-

teurs, working groups of the HRC, and the UN High Commissioner
for Human Rights are the leading actors. The HRC is mandated to

promote and protect human rights and help prevent human rights

violations. As a very minimum, the HRC should seek to develop strate-

gies at the national, regional, and international levels to prevent gross

violations of human rights. Surely preventive strategies can attract a

global consensus.

The establishment of the International Criminal Tribunals on the

Former Yugoslavia and on Rwanda were major breakthroughs. The
International Criminal Court (ICC) is undoubtedly a landmark insti-

tution. The concept of rendering justice to those who have suffered

grievous violations of human rights is a foundation concept of the

world community, which must be pursued in imaginative ways in

places such as Darfur. This is discussed more fully below.

The Human Rights Council

The Human Rights Council (HRC) is expected to act on the basis of

the human rights norms in the Charter, the UDHR, and human rights

treaties. It is expected to advance the implementation of these treaties

in cooperation with the human rights treaty bodies, which should also

participate in the council.

At the World Summit in 2005, world leaders rightly called for the

HRC to address situations of gross violations of human rights,

including economic and social rights as well as civil and political
rights. The new HRC should develop an emphasis on prevention. It

should strengthen the system of special procedures—rapporteurs and
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working groups working against torture, arbitrary executions, dis-

appearances, arbitrary detention, violence against women and children,

and other blots on our civilization.

The HRC must work closely with civil society and assure optimal
participation for human rights NGOs. It should also enhance the

parliamentary role of the Human Rights Commission.

The HRC should also work in closer partnership than the Human

Rights Commission did in recent years with regional human rights

bodies such as the African Commission on Human Rights, the European

Court of Human Rights (ECHR), and the Inter-American Commis-

sion and Court of Human Rights.

The HRC should take the lead in encouraging human rights edu-
cation in the schools, universities, and other educational institutions

of every country. This is an immense task. Working together with

UNESCO and UNICEF, the HRC should make this a priority issue

for consideration.

Three principles should guide future international efforts for the

universal protection of human rights: the principles of respect, of

protection, and of confidence-building. Mutual respect is a way of

advancing with dialogue. Dialogue, however, must be influenced by
the principle of protection. Respect and protection require that we

build up confidence in our methods of protection. A patient process is

required to establish international consensus on the core methods of

protection, which must be prompt, adequate, and effective.

Conclusion

This chapter has intended to give a sense of the centrality of human
rights in the world community and elucidate some aspects of this

relationship. It has argued that the notion of world order must be

conceived with human rights prominently in view, and has also sought

to make the case for greater reflection of this in the work of the

Security Council, the General Assembly, ECOSOC, and the agencies

of the UN system. It presented the concept of the national protection

system and argued that this should feature prominently in ideas and

strategies of governance. Further, a national human rights system has
constitutional, legislative, judicial, educational, institutional, and moni-

toring dimensions.

In a globalizing world, international human rights must provide the

anchors for justice; this chapter presented poignant evidence of gross

violations of human rights prevalent in the world. It noted the sig-

nificance of the International Criminal Court and looked to future
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leadership from the HRC in protecting human rights. The council

would do well to heed the following plea of Ugandan president God-

frey Binaisa, when he addressed the General Assembly in 1979, fol-

lowing eight years of injustice under the reign of Idi Amin Dada:

[O]ur people naturally looked to the United Nations for solidarity

and support in their struggle against the fascist dictatorship. For

eight years they cried out in the wilderness for help; unfortunately,

their cries seemed to have fallen on deaf ears. . . . The Uganda

situation is merely one example of a very serious global problem

involving extensive violations of human rights. The increasing

number of refugees and displaced persons is sufficient testimony
to the gravity of the situation. . . . For how long will the United

Nations remain silent while Governments represented within this

Organization continue to perpetrate atrocities against their own

people? Governments come and go, but the peoples of the world

remain a permanent constituency of the United Nations. It was

for the well-being of the peoples of the world that the United

Nations were founded in the first instance. Indeed, it is for their

welfare that the United Nations must continue to work. It would
be unfortunate if this Organization were reduced to a club of

governments afraid to speak out boldly for the rights of the citi-

zens of the world.13
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3 International obligation

The World Conference on Human Rights reaffirms the solemn commit-

ment of all States to fulfill their obligations to promote universal respect

for, and observance and protection of, all human rights and fundamental

freedoms for all in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations,

other instruments relating to human rights and international law.

(Vienna Declaration, paragraph 1)

The idea of international obligation helps people in their everyday

lives. Sandra Lovelace was one such person. In her tribe in Canada, a

man who married outside the tribe retained his communal rights on

the reservation. However, if a woman did this, she lost her communal

rights. Tribal leaders wished to retain this system, and the government
of Canada, in accordance with internal legislation, was obliged to

respect their wishes. Lovelace took her case to the Canadian Supreme

Court, which upheld the internal legislation. She then brought a case

to the Human Rights Committee under the Optional Protocol to the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The committee

held that Sandra Lovelace had been denied the right to enjoy her

culture within her community. It based its findings on article 27 of the

covenant. Canada accordingly changed its laws.1

The idea of international obligation is a simple but decisive one,

namely that states have international obligations under the UN

Charter and international law to uphold the human rights norms that

they are accountable to (see Table 3.1). The reasoning is as follows:

states exist and function in their international relations on the basis of

international law. International law determines whether a state is a

state, whether it has legitimacy, and what is permissible or impermis-

sible conduct. Over the centuries, international customary law has
developed. These are norms that have emerged through the practice of

the great majority of states accompanied by the belief that the norm in



question is obligatory and has attained the status of a legal norm in

international law. As illustrated below, the norm interdicting slavery

emerged as a norm of international customary law.

In addition to norms that have emerged through international cus-

tomary law, states conclude treaties that, when signed and ratified,

contain binding obligations under international law. The normal pro-

cess is signature followed by ratification. Signature is usually an indi-

cation of a future intention to be bound. Ratification is the solemn act
performed by the prescribed authority within the state by virtue of

which it solidifies its earlier intention to be bound. If a state has not

signed a treaty within the prescribed period, it may deposit what is

known as an instrument of accession that equally binds it to uphold

the terms of the treaty under international law.

If an applicable norm may not be identified under international

customary law or in a binding treaty, one may look at what are termed

general principles of law that are common to the principal legal sys-
tems of the world. This is a way of ensuring that there are no gaps in

international law when it comes to determining lawful or unlawful

behavior.

These three sources of law are reflected in the statute of the Inter-

national Court of Justice (ICJ), which empowers the court to apply

international conventions establishing rules expressly recognized by

the state or states in question; international custom, as evidence of a

general practice accepted as law; and the general principles of law
recognized by ‘‘civilized nations.’’2 These are sometimes called the law-

creating sources. The ICJ’s statute also refers to two law-determining

agencies, namely judicial decisions and the teachings of the most

highly qualified publicists. Thus, if someone is looking for the answer

Table 3.1 Acceptance and implementation of contemporary human rights
ideas (five star system, five stars being the highest in each category)

Formal
international
agreement

Actual
degree of
consensus

Degree of
implementation
worldwide

Universality ***** *** **
Equality ***** *** **
Democracy **** *** **
Development ***** *** **
International cooperation and
dialogue

***** **** ***

Protection *** *** *
Justice, remedy, and reparation *** *** *
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to a legal question and cannot find a clear answer in one of the

three sources, one may look to see what judges and leading authors

have said about the subject. This may be used as guidance in deciding

cases.
No state can opt out of a norm once it has attained the status of

international customary law. Only practice by the overwhelming

majority of states can modify a pre-existing norm of international

customary law. Some treaties allow participating states to enter reser-

vations to certain provisions. Some treaties allow participating states

to withdraw by giving requisite notice. In addition, some treaties allow

temporary suspension of certain provisions in times of emergency,

provided that the emergency has been publicly declared and is pro-
portional to the threat faced. But there are some provisions that may

not be suspended even in such public emergencies. For example, article

4 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights makes it

illegal to torture another human being in any circumstances.

The World Court has recognized the existence of peremptory norms

of international law or norms of international public policy that take

precedence over all other norms of international law.3 In other words,

they are binding on all states regardless of their internal structure or
other commitments. The duty to protect the environment could be an

example of such a peremptory norm of international law.

Some argue that the UN Charter represents international constitu-

tional law, thereby according it special status in international law.4

This argument has particular relevance when it comes to assessing the

obligations of member states to respect, protect, and ensure human

rights under the Charter and the UDHR.

From the above, it may be seen that human rights norms, like other
international legal norms, may have their origins in international cus-

tomary law, human rights treaties, or legal principles shared by the

main legal systems of the world. The Second American Restatement

of the Foreign Relations Law of the US is considered a highly

authoritative summary of the current state of international law. (This

document was produced by a distinguished group of American inter-

national lawyers, including Louis Henkin, the well known human

rights lawyer.) The restatement explains states’ obligations to respect
human rights as follows:

A state is obliged to respect the human rights of persons subject

to its jurisdiction that it has undertaken to respect by interna-

tional agreements; that states generally are bound to respect as a

matter of customary international law; and that it is required to
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respect under general principles of law common to the major legal

systems of the world.5

Before a discussion of states’ obligations under the three sources of
international law, this study will examine the UN Charter, the inter-

national constitutional document of the world.

The United Nations Charter

The UN Charter’s preamble expressed people’s determination to reaf-

firm faith in fundamental human rights, the dignity and worth of the

human person, and the equal rights of men and women and nations.
The UN’s purposes include achieving international cooperation to

solve international economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian pro-

blems and promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and

fundamental freedoms. The UN was to be a center for harmonizing

nations’ actions in attaining these ends.6

All UN members pledge to fulfill their obligations required by the

Charter.7 Articles 55 and 56 elaborate on this duty. According to

article 55, the UN promotes universal respect for and observance of
human rights and fundamental freedoms for all, without distinction as

to race, sex, language, or religion. Under article 56, members pledge to

take joint and separate action in cooperation with the organization to

achieve the purposes under article 55. Together, the two articles

represent the binding legal obligations on member states, which are

spelled out in more detail in the UDHR.

In determining a state’s international obligations to uphold human

rights, the first port of call is thus the UN Charter, with the UDHR as
an elaboration of its human rights provisions. The second port of call

is international customary law.

International customary law

The Second American Restatement of the Foreign Relations Law

includes a succinct statement on states’ human rights obligations

under international customary law:

A state violates international customary law if, as a matter of state

policy, it practices, encourages, or condones: genocide; slavery

or slave trade; the murder or causing the disappearance of indivi-

duals; torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment

or punishment; prolonged arbitrary detention; systematic racial
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discrimination; or, a consistent pattern of gross violations of inter-

nationally recognized human rights.8

This list was drawn up two decades ago. In the light of subsequent
experiences, ethnic cleansing could be added to the list of prohibited

acts under international customary law.

Human rights treaties

Under the League of Nations, the practice began of concluding trea-

ties to protect people from slavery and slavery-like practices and to

protect minorities. This practice has continued under the UN, and
dozens of international treaties have now been accepted by states and

are legally binding. The most widely accepted treaty is the Convention

on the Rights of the Child, which is binding on 189 states parties.

Other major treaties are the International Convention on the Elim-

ination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the International Con-

vention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against

Women, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the
International Convention against Torture, and the International Con-

vention on the Human Rights of Migrant Workers and their Families.

All of these treaties, except the one addressing migrant workers, have

been widely ratified.9 The UN’s Compilation of International Instru-

ments on Human Rights,10 published in 2002, lists 94 instruments, not

including those from regional organizations such as the Organization

of American States, the Council of Europe, the Organization of Afri-

can Unity (now the African Union) and the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe. Since this publication was issued, more

instruments have been adopted at the UN, including the Convention

against Enforced and Involuntary Disappearances.

Stated summarily, the international covenants on human rights, the

conventions against racial discrimination and gender discrimination, the

Convention on the Rights of the Child, the Convention against Torture,

the Convention on the Rights of Migrants and their Families, and simi-

lar conventions contain norms that states parties have consented to be
bound by. Depending on the treaty, they have also agreed to submit

reports periodically, engage in a dialogue with the body established under

each treaty, consider advice and recommendations of the treaty body,

and generally make the treaty provisions part of their national order

in law and in practice. Some states have also accepted to be bound by

petitions procedures or even by state-to-state complaints procedures.
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The feature that is unique about the regime of human rights treaties

is that they have been freely accepted by the ratifying or adhering gov-

ernments. They are, therefore, the most solid consensual bases on which

to build national, regional, and international human rights work in the
twenty-first century. There are ongoing debates about whether the

treaties should controversially be consolidated or whether the different

human rights treaty bodies should be combined. High Commissioner for

Human Rights Louise Arbour has proposed possible consolidation.

There is a practical inference to be drawn from this conclusion,

namely that the bulk of the resources of the UN and regional organi-

zations should be deployed to support implementing human rights

treaties. The ultimate rationale of the human rights treaty regime is to
provide the basis for building effective national protection systems.

The human rights treaty regime often provides a solid basis for deal-

ing with new problems or threats, such as global terrorism, even if

they have to be supplemented to address such new issues.

What are the legal consequences of a state becoming a party to such

a convention? The Human Rights Committee, which functions under

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, has adopted

a series of general comments spelling out states’ obligations. General
Comment no. 31/80, of 29 March 2004, addresses the obligations of

states that are parties to a human rights treaty. The principles con-

tained in General Comment no. 31, although based on the covenant,

reflect the general obligations of a state party to a human rights treaty.

The Human Rights Committee recalled states’ legal obligations, under

article 2 of the covenant, under which, among other things, each state

party to the covenant undertakes to respect and ensure the rights recog-

nized in the document to all individuals within its territory and subject
to its jurisdiction. The Human Rights Committee observed that, while

article 2 is couched in terms of the state obligations toward indivi-

duals as right-holders, every state party has a legal interest in other state

parties’ performance of their obligations. This follows from the fact that

the rules concerning a person’s basic rights are erga omnes (or uni-

versal) obligations and that, as indicated in the covenant’s preamble,

the UN Charter includes the obligation to promote universal respect

for and observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms.
The committee noted that a general obligation is imposed on states

parties to respect the covenant rights and ensure them for all indivi-

duals in their territory and subject to their jurisdiction. Pursuant to

article 26 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, states

parties must give effect to their obligations under the covenant in

good faith.
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The covenant’s obligations are binding on every state party. All

branches of government (executive, legislative, and judicial), and other

public or governmental authorities engage the responsibility of the

state party. This understanding flows directly from article 27 of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, according to which a state

party may not invoke the provisions of its internal law to justify its

failure to perform a treaty.

The obligation to respect and ensure the rights recognized in the

covenant has immediate effect for all states parties. Reservations to

article 2 would be incompatible with the covenant. The legal obligation

under article 2(1) is both negative and positive in nature. States parties

must refrain from violating the rights recognized by the covenant, and
any restrictions on those rights must be permissible under the covenant’s

relevant provisions. Where such restrictions are made, states must

demonstrate their necessity and only take measures that are propor-

tionate to pursuing legitimate aims to ensure continuous and effective

protection of covenant rights. Restrictions may not be applied or invoked

in a manner that would impair the essence of a covenant right.

According to article 2, states parties should adopt legislative, judi-

cial, administrative, educational, and other appropriate measures to
fulfill their legal obligations. The committee believes that it is impor-

tant to raise awareness about the covenant not only among public

officials but also among the population at large.

The positive obligations on states parties to ensure covenant rights

will only be discharged if individuals are protected by the state—not

just against violations of covenant rights by its agents but also against

acts committed by private persons or entities that would impair the

enjoyment of covenant rights in so far as they are amenable to appli-
cation between private persons or entities. There may be circum-

stances in which a failure to ensure covenant rights as required by

article 2 would give rise to violations by states parties of those rights

as a result of states parties’ permitting or failing to take appropriate

measures or to exercise due diligence to prevent, punish, investigate,

or redress the harm caused by such acts by private persons or entities.

The beneficiaries of the rights recognized by the covenant are indi-

viduals. Although (with the exception of article 1—the right of self-
determination), the covenant does not mention the rights of legal

persons or similar entities or collectivities, many of the rights it

recognizes may be enjoyed in community with others.

Article 2(1) requires states parties to respect and ensure covenant

rights to all persons who may be within their territory and to all persons

subject to their jurisdiction. This means that a state party must respect
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and ensure the rights laid down in the covenant to anyone within the

power or effective control of that state party even if not on the state’s

territory. The enjoyment of covenant rights is not limited to citizens of

states parties but must also be available to all individuals, regardless of
nationality or statelessness, such as asylum seekers, refugees, migrant

workers, and other persons on the territory or subject to the state’s

jurisdiction. This principle also applies to those within the power or

effective control of the forces of a state party acting outside its terri-

tory, regardless of the circumstances in which such power or effective

control was obtained, such as forces constituting a national contingent

of an international peacekeeping or peace-enforcement operation.

The covenant also applies to situations of armed conflict to which
the rules of international humanitarian law are applicable. While more

specific rules of international humanitarian law may be relevant to

interpret covenant rights, both spheres of law are complementary and

are not mutually exclusive.

Article 2 entails an obligation not to extradite, deport, expel, or

otherwise remove a person from his/her territory where there are sub-

stantial grounds for believing that a real risk of irreparable harm—

either in the country to which removal is to be effected or in any
country to which the person may be removed—exists.

Article 2(2) requires states parties to take steps necessary to give

effect to the covenant rights in the domestic order. Thus, unless the

covenant rights are already protected in domestic law or practices,

states parties must change their domestic laws and practices to ensure

conformity with the covenant. Where domestic law and the covenant

contradict each other, article 2 requires that the domestic law or

practice be changed to meet the standards required by the covenant.
Article 2 allows a state party to pursue this according to its own

domestic constitutional structure and does not require that the cove-

nant be directly applicable in the courts by incorporating the covenant

into national laws. The committee takes the view, however, that covenant

guarantees may receive enhanced protection in those states where the

covenant is part of the domestic legal order. In those states where the

covenant is not part of the domestic legal order, states parties were

invited to consider incorporating the covenant into domestic law.
Article 2’s requirement that states take steps to give effect to cove-

nant rights is unqualified and of immediate effect. A failure to comply

with this obligation cannot be justified by referring to political, social,

cultural, or economic considerations within the state.

In addition to protecting covenant rights, article 2(3) stipulates that

state parties must ensure that individuals have accessible and effective
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remedies to vindicate those rights. Such remedies should be appro-

priately adapted to take account of the special vulnerability of certain

people such as children. The committee attaches importance to states

parties establishing appropriate judicial and administrative mechan-
isms to address claims of rights violations under domestic law.

The Human Rights Committee noted that the judiciary can assure

the enjoyment of covenant rights in many different ways, including

direct applicability of the covenant, application of comparable con-

stitutional or other legal provisions, or the interpretive effect of the

covenant in the application of national law. In particular, adminis-

trative mechanisms are required to give effect to the general obligation

to investigate allegations of violations promptly, thoroughly, and effec-
tively through independent and impartial bodies. National human

rights institutions, endowed with appropriate powers, can contribute

to this end. A failure by a state party to investigate allegations of viola-

tions could give rise to a separate breach of the covenant. Cessation of

an ongoing violation is an essential element of the right to an effective

remedy.

Article 2(3) requires that states parties make reparation to indivi-

duals whose covenant rights have been violated. Without such
reparation, the obligation to provide an effective remedy, which is

central to article 2(3), is not discharged. In addition to the reparation

required by articles 9 and 14, the committee considers that the cove-

nant requires appropriate compensation more generally. Further, the

committee has noted that reparation can involve restitution, rehabili-

tation, and other measures, such as public apologies, public memor-

ials, guarantees of non-repetition and changes in relevant laws and

practices, and the bringing to justice of the perpetrators of human
rights violations.11

In general, the covenant would be defeated without an obligation to

take measures to prevent its recurred violation. Accordingly, in its con-

sideration of individual petitions, the committee frequently includes the

need for measures in its views (decisions), beyond a victim-specific

remedy, to avoid recurrence of violations. Such measures may require

changes in the state party’s laws or practices.

Where investigations reveal violations of rights, states parties must
ensure that those responsible are brought to justice. As with failure to

investigate, failure to bring perpetrators of violations to justice could

also be a separate breach of the covenant. These obligations arise

notably regarding those violations recognized as criminal under

domestic or international law, such as torture and similar cruel, inhu-

man, and degrading treatment (article 7), summary and arbitrary
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killing (article 6), and enforced disappearance (articles 6, 7, and 9).

Indeed, the problem of impunity for these violations may contribute to

the recurrence of violations. When committed as part of a widespread

or systematic attack on a civilian population, these violations are
crimes against humanity (article 7 of the Rome Statute of the ICC).

Accordingly, where public officials have violated covenant rights,

states parties may not relieve perpetrators from personal responsi-

bility. Furthermore, there is no official status that allows someone to

be immune from legal responsibility for such violations. Other impe-

diments to establishing legal responsibility should also be removed,

such as the defense of obedience to superior orders or unreasonably

short periods of statutory limitation. States parties should also assist
each other in bringing to justice persons suspected of violating the

covenant.

The committee further took the view that the right to an effective

remedy may require states parties to provide for and implement pro-

visional or interim measures to avoid continuing violations and to

endeavor to repair—at the earliest possible opportunity—any harm

that may have been caused by such violations.

General Comment no. 31 is a magisterial summary of the idea of
international obligation under international human rights treaties. It

represents, in many respects, the heart of international human rights

law. Its principles are applicable, subject to textual variations, to human

rights treaties in general.

General principles of law and international declarations or
guidelines

As mentioned earlier, if an international decision-making body is called

on to decide a human right case, and there is no clear norm of interna-

tional customary law or in a human rights treaty, there may be recourse

to general principles of law common to the principal legal systems.

In the Chorzow Factory case, the World Court remarked ‘‘that it is

a principle of international law, and even a general conception of law,

that any breach of an engagement involves an obligation to make

reparation.’’12 In his authoritative Principles of Public International

Law, Ian Brownlie discusses considerations of humanity13 as part of

the general principles of law and notes that, in recent years, the UN

Charter provisions concerning protection of human rights and funda-

mental freedoms and references to the Charter principles have been

used as a more concrete basis of considerations of humanity, ‘‘for

example in matters of racial discrimination and self-determination.’’14
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General legal principles may be deduced from the numerous declara-

tions, bodies of principles, or guidelines adopted at the United Nations.

The UN Compilation of International Instruments contains several such

instruments. In theory, a declaration, body of principle, or guideline
may not be legally binding to begin with. But a particular provision

could mutate into a rule of international customary law. Or it would

be perfectly normal to look to such provisions when seeking to iden-

tify a general legal principle. The declarations, bodies of principle, or

guidelines are usually adopted by consensus and therefore reflect a

good synthesis of the thinking of governments and civil society on a

particular issue.

Conclusion

The international obligation to uphold human rights has a great deal

of specificity. All states are members of the United Nations and sub-

ject to the Charter’s human rights obligations. International customary

law is applicable to all states, and there are solid human rights norms

that must be complied with. Nearly every state has committed to one

or more of the seven principal human rights treaties. Their legal obli-
gations were clarified by the Human Rights Committee in General

Comment no. 31 that related to the International Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights but whose principles are applicable to human rights

treaties. As a residual source of obligation, there may be recourse to

general principles of law including the principle of humanity.

The conclusion to be drawn from this discussion of international

obligation is that all states have human rights obligations under the

UN Charter, international customary law, treaties, and general prin-
ciples of law, including the principle of humanity. Unlike at earlier

times in history, there is no longer a question as to whether a state has

a legal obligation to uphold human rights. Rather, the question,

purely and simply, is whether it is fulfilling its international obligation

to respect, protect, and ensure internationally recognized human rights.

Implementation and accountability are the challenges of our time. But

human rights are defined and universal.
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4 Universality

The universal nature of these rights and freedoms is beyond question.

(Vienna Declaration, paragraph 1)

We resolve . . . to respect fully and uphold the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights; to strive for the full protection and promotion in all our

countries of civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights for all.

(Millennium Declaration, paragraph 25)

During his tenure, Secretary-General Kofi Annan had to deal with

numerous crises, conflicts, and governance problems in Africa. He had

to contend with assertions by some African leaders that international

human rights norms were foreign impositions and did not correspond
to African culture and realities. He met these challenges head on

during an address to the OAU summit in Harare on 2 June 1997. He

declared:

[L]et us dedicate ourselves to a new doctrine for African politics:

where democracy has been usurped let us do what ever is in our

power to restore it to its rightful owners, the people.

Verbal condemnation, though necessary and desirable, is not
sufficient. We must also ostracize and isolate putschists . . .

The success of Africa’s third wave depends equally on respect

for fundamental human rights. The conflicts which have disfigured

our continent have, all too often, been accompanied by massive

human rights violations.

Africa can no longer tolerate and accept as faits accomplis,

coups against elected governments, and the illegal seizure of

power by military cliques. I am aware of the fact that some view
this concern as a luxury of the rich countries for which Africa is

not ready. I know that others treat it as an imposition, if not a



plot, by the industrialized west. I find these thoughts truly demean-

ing, demeaning of the yearning for human dignity that resides in

every African heart.

Do not African mothers weep when their sons or daughters are
killed or maimed by agents of repressive rule? Are not African

fathers saddened when their children are unjustly jailed or tor-

tured? Is not Africa as a whole impoverished when even one of its

brilliant voices is silenced?

We cannot afford to lose one life, spare one idea, relinquish one

hope, if we are to succeed on our chosen course. So I say this to

you, my brothers and sisters, that human rights are African rights,

and I call upon you to ensure that all Africans are able fully to
enjoy them.

Let us work together and with the United Nations to develop

good governance and respect for the rule of law. When we suc-

ceed, Africa will have taken a great step forward.1

In politics and academia, great debates continue to rage over the uni-

versality of human rights.2 Some contend that human rights are not

universal, arguing rather for cultural relativism in applying human rights
norms. Some have argued for the primacy of religious tenets over

international human rights norms. As will be demonstrated here, these

arguments are flawed.

The thread running through this book is one of human societies

cross-fertilizing and learning from one another, converging toward a

great synthesis around binding international human rights norms.

Viewed from this perspective, the universality of rights has been

authoritatively affirmed in the international community, and there is a
formal consensus on universality.

The universality of human rights must be vigorously upheld. It rests

on the idea that there is a minimum body of basic human rights that

belongs to every human being regardless of his or her country of

origin or philosophical, religious, or other beliefs. Regional or national

charters may add to the universal body of human rights but may not

detract from them.

The validity of the universality of human rights is not lessened by
the fact that, in practice, human rights are violated in many parts

of the world. But rights exist even if they are breached, and the

challenge is to work for their implementation and protection. This

chapter discusses universality as an idea, a goal, a normative con-

cept, its democratic test, the basis of universality, and problems of

implementation.
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Universality as an idea

As illustrated in previous chapters, the concept of human rights has

developed over the centuries and has roots in all of the major world

religions. In turn, these principles have been codified in international

legal instruments, namely the UDHR. Since its declaration in 1948,

the UDHR has been re-endorsed in international and regional treaties

and in authoritative policy pronouncements by governments and people
in Africa, the Americas, Asia, and Europe. This certainly underscores

the universality of human rights.

Some years ago, the late Senator José Diokno of the Philippines

summarily dispatched spurious arguments about cultural diversity

that diminished universality:

Two justifications for authoritarianism in Asian developing coun-

tries are currently fashionable . . . One is that Asian societies are
authoritarian and paternalistic and so need governments that are

also authoritarian and paternalistic; that Asia’s hungry masses are

too concerned with filling their stomachs to concern themselves

with civil liberties and political freedoms; that the Asian concep-

tion of freedom differs from that of the West; that, in short,

Asians are not fit for human rights.

Another is that developing countries must sacrifice freedom

temporarily to achieve the rapid economic development that their
exploding populations and rising expectations demand; in short,

that governments must be authoritarian to promote development.

Well, the first justification is racist nonsense. And I will say no

more than that. The second is a lie: authoritarianism is not needed

for development; what it is needed for is to maintain the status quo.

Regardless . . . of what dictators and social scientists may say,

we Asians know that the loss of freedom does not lead to a better

life. On the contrary, we know that life cannot become better—it
cannot even be good—unless people are free.3

Universality as a goal

If human beings have so many things in common, is it strange to want

to preserve these common characteristics and to reach out in mutual

support and cooperation? Can we protect the environment or keep the

air clean unless we do so together? Is it wrong to say that every human
being should have an equal opportunity to develop his or her poten-

tial? Is universality then not valid as a goal for common aspirations?
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The idea that all human beings at the beginning of the twenty-first

century possess, as part of their birthright, a core of inalienable rights

is not disputed. What is sometimes debated is the content of particular

rights and the need for change. This is a legitimate debate. The inter-
national human rights treaties inspired by the UDHR contain amend-

ment procedures that could deal with claims for modernization or

updating. The UDHR, however, stands on its own as a historic, inspira-

tional document. The universality of core human rights is quite com-

patible with cultural diversity, and the argument of cultural diversity

should not challenge the core universal human rights but, rather,

might influence the mode and manner of their application in parti-

cular societies. One can, for example, proclaim freedom of religion or
belief, while leaving it to each person to choose a religion or belief.

The notion of good faith in applying universal human rights norms

comes into the picture here.

The existence of duties does not negate the universality of human

rights. Rather, as is explicitly recognized in article 29 of the UDHR,

everyone has duties to his or her community. That same article further

states that one may be subject only to such limitations as determined

by law in the exercise of rights and freedoms. Such limitations may
only be for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the

rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the requirements of

morality, public order, and general welfare.

Universality as a normative concept

In the history of the international community, has it not been found

necessary to postulate universal norms? And have the norms not been
useful? Is not the very notion of international law grounded in the

concept of a law applicable to all communities—at least in respect of

imperative norms of public policy (jus cogens) and international cus-

tomary law? Would order be possible in the international community

without a system of norms of universal applicability and validity? The

answer can only be in the negative. That being the case, is it not

entirely natural and proper that the stock of norms of international

law would also include norms of universal human rights?
By the very act of joining the organization, all UN member states

commit to the principle of universality contained in the Charter and

the UDHR. The commitment to universality is itself universal. When

the Commission on Human Rights began drafting the UDHR in

1947, Charles Malik of Lebanon urged that the commission base itself

on the following four principles:
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(a) the human person is more important than the racial, national, or

other group to which he may belong;

(b) the human person’s most sacred and inviolable possessions are in

his mind and his conscience, enabling him to perceive the truth,
choose freely, and to exist;

(c) any social pressure on the part of the state, religion, or race invol-

ving the automatic consent of the human person is reprehensible;

(d) the social group to which the individual belongs may, like the

human person himself, be wrong or right. The person alone is the

judge.4

The spirit animating the drafting committee members is inspiring to
read, even 60 years later. At an early drafting session, Rene Cassin

proposed that two or three fundamental principles be incorporated in

the outline:

(a) the unity of the human race or family;

(b) the idea that every human being has a right to be treated like every

other human being;

(c) the concept of solidarity and fraternity among men.5

Hernán Santa Cruz of Chile opined that the drafting committee must

draw up a charter of human rights, giving it not only legal but real

human content. He further suggested that this charter should be a

spiritual guide for humanity, enumerating the rights that must be

respected everywhere.6

The UDHR’s opening article was significantly influenced by Asia.

During the second session of the drafting committee, on 5 December
1947, Carlos Romulo of the Philippines proposed to redraft article 1

as discussed in the first session in June 1947 on the basis of Cassin’s

draft proposal. In response, the chairman invited the French and Phi-

lippine representatives to submit a new text of the article. At the ninth

meeting of the drafting committee, on 10 December 1947, Romulo

proposed the following text: ‘‘All men are brothers. Being endowed by

nature with reason and conscience, they are born free and possess

equal dignity and rights.’’7

Following further discussion, the following text proposed by the

Philippines and France was adopted: ‘‘All men are born free and equal

in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience

and should act towards one another like brothers.’’8 With some sub-

sequent polishing, the following is what was adopted as the UDHR’s

opening article: ‘‘All human beings are born free and equal in dignity
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and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should

act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.’’

The Egyptian representative, Osman Obeid, made a case for includ-

ing a mention of individuals’ duties as a corollary to his or her rights.
He made the following stirring plea for justice for the peoples of the

world: ‘‘The principles of human rights should be set forth in clear

terms. The peoples of the world would greet with enthusiasm the

first action taken by the United Nations to enforce redressment of

wrongs.’’9

Representatives from Africa, Asia, the Americas, and Europe thus

influenced the drafting of the UDHR. In the drafting process, detailed

draft declarations were submitted by Chile, Cuba, and Panama. In
compiling materials from all over the globe to aid in drafting the

declaration, the secretariat drew on the constitutions and legislation of

55 countries from Africa, Asia, Latin America, and Eastern Europe.

Only 14 were from Western countries.10

Developing countries also were actively involved. The Philippines

proposed an article stating that everyone had the right to participate

in their government, both directly or indirectly, through elections that

are periodic, free, and conducted by secret ballot.11 The Panamanian
representative proposed an article declaring that the state has a duty

to maintain comprehensive arrangements to promote health, prevent

sickness and accident, and provide medical care and compensation for

the loss of livelihood.12

Malik argued that social and economic rights and the problem of dis-

crimination were very important and should form part of the instru-

ment.13 P. C. Chang of China called for a document that would accord

with the spirit and atmosphere of the post-war era and argued that the
document should reflect freedom from want.14 India tabled a draft

declaration that included the following statement: ‘‘Every human being

has the right of equality, without distinction of race, sex, language,

religion, nationality or political belief.’’15

This is a mere sampling of the defining contributions of the repre-

sentatives from Africa, Asia, and Latin America in drafting the UDHR.

At the World Conference on Human Rights in 1993, the representa-

tives, assembled from around the world, reaffirmed the universality of
human rights in the most emphatic terms.

The UDHR has inspired regional instruments to protect human

rights throughout the globe, all of which have reaffirmed its precepts.

This may be seen in the constitution of the OAU (now the African

Union), the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights, the Arab

Charter on Human Rights, the Cairo Islamic Declaration on Human
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Rights, the LAWASIA Statement of Basic Principles of Human Rights,

the American Convention on Human Rights, and the European Con-

vention on Human Rights. These endorsements of the UDHR bear

witness to its universal status.16

The democratic test of universality

There is an irrefutable democratic test that confirms the concept of the

universality of rights. It is a simple matter. Just ask any human being:

Would you like to live or be killed arbitrarily? Would you like to be

tortured or enslaved? Would you like to live free or be in prison?

Would you like to be in bondage? Would you like to have a say in how
you are governed? The democratic test of universality is the basis for

its strongest affirmation.17

The bases of universality

The bases of the universality of human rights are: (1) all human

beings claim their inherent human rights; (2) the common humanity

of all human beings and the inherency of rights; (3) the formal affir-
mation and reaffirmation of human rights in consensual processes of

authoritative decision-making bodies such as the GA and world con-

ferences on human rights.

There may, indeed, be discussion about whether every inter-

nationally proclaimed human right is universal or if global consensus

is lacking regarding a particular asserted right. There is, for example, a

lively debate about the right to change one’s religion or belief. This

right was included in the UDHR but not in the International Cove-
nant on Civil and Political Rights and was finessed in the 1992

Declaration on Freedom of Religion or Belief. Where a particular

human right is contested by one or more government or group, the

matter must be assessed by referring to the tests of inherency and

consensus.

When a right is contested, recourse may be had to the principle of

inherency, namely that one should enjoy certain rights from the very

nature of common humanity. The example of the right to change one’s
religion or belief may be cited. One can understand religions or laws

prohibiting religious proselytizing or forbidding campaigns to con-

vince people to change religions. But if an individual decides to

change her or his religion or belief, how can this be forbidden by any

religion or law? The universality of the right to change one’s religion

or belief would therefore rest in the principle of inherency.
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There are repeated instances of the reaffirmation of consensus over

the universality of human rights in authoritative fora of the interna-

tional community such as the Vienna World Conference on Human

Rights, the Millennium Declaration, and the outcome document of
the Summit of World Leaders in 2005.

The Vienna conference reaffirmed all states’ solemn commitment to

fulfill their obligations to promote universal respect for, observance

of, and protection of all human rights and fundamental freedoms in

accordance with the UN Charter, other instruments relating to

human rights, and international law. In ringing terms, it proclaimed

that: ‘‘The universal nature of these rights and freedoms is beyond

question.’’18

The Millennium Declaration reaffirmed the UN’s commitment to

the Charter’s purposes and principles, ‘‘which have proved timeless

and universal. Indeed, their relevance and capacity to inspire have

increased, as nations and peoples have become increasingly inter-

connected and interdependent.’’ It pledged: ‘‘We resolve . . . to respect

fully and uphold the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; to strive

for the full protection and promotion in all our countries of civil,

political, economic, social and cultural rights for all.’’19

The GA considered certain fundamental values essential to inter-

national relations in the twenty-first century. These included free-

dom, equality, solidarity, tolerance, respect for nature, and shared

responsibility.20

The Summit of World Leaders in 2005 reaffirmed the centrality of

human rights in the UN’s work and endorsed the responsibility to pro-

tect.21 The world leaders declared their readiness to refer genocide, ethnic

cleansing, crimes against humanity, and war crimes to the UNSC.

Challenges of implementation

It has been argued that the universality of human rights is belied by

the fact that these rights are not respected in practice or are grossly

violated in large parts of the world. Lack of implementation is cer-

tainly a feature of our contemporary world. So are gross violations of

human rights. But this is not an argument against universality. In
national legal systems, the validity of laws is not belied by the fact that

many are breached. This is an issue of law and order and protection.

An individual’s rights are not taken away because they are not

respected or are violated. This is a challenge of universal implementation

and protection that the entire international human rights movement is

striving to address.
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Conclusion

To reiterate, there is a simple test of universality. If any human being

were asked whether she or he would like to be free from arbitrary and

summary execution, torture, arbitrary arrest and detention, enforced

or involuntary disappearance, and persecution on grounds of religion

or belief, there can be no doubt that every human being would answer

in the positive. From this, we may conclude that there is a basic set of
fundamental human rights that all human beings would claim, affirm,

and defend.
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5 Equality

Respect of Human Rights and for fundamental freedoms without distinction

of any kind is a fundamental rule of international human rights law.

(Vienna Declaration, paragraph 15)

The human rights of women should form an integral part of the United

Nations human rights activities, including the promotion of all human

rights instruments relating to women.

(Vienna Declaration, paragraph 18)

An earlier chapter described how Canada’s international obligation
brought relief to Sandra Lovelace. Similarly, the concept of equality in

international human rights law brought relief to the women of Mauritius.

According to the laws of that country, if a man married a woman

outside of Mauritius, his wife was entitled to his nationality. A

Mauritian woman, however, who married a non-national could not

pass on her nationality to her husband. A group of Mauritian women

brought a class action case before the Human Rights Committee. The

committee ruled that the law was discriminatory on grounds of
gender, and the government of Mauritius changed the law.1

The idea that every human being should be treated equally under

the law and should be given equal access to opportunities is an article

of faith of the UN and a bedrock principle of international human

rights law. Sixty years since the UN was established, the international

community has registered important progress in developing norms to

buttress the principle of equality and pursue programs to promote this

equality. Discrimination on grounds of race and gender has been given
prominence, and elaborate programs of action have been adopted to

counter such discrimination.

The pursuit of equality and non-discrimination, however, is not a

simple matter. In practice, complex issues of principle and reconcilia-

tion arise. These must be resolved in light of the fundamental meaning

of equality. The following seeks to present the pith and substance of



the idea of equality. First, the drafting history of this idea in the UN

Charter and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights will

be examined. General comments of the Human Rights Committee on

non-discrimination and gender equality will also be considered, as well
as the challenges facing the implementation of equality that emerged at

the 1995 World Conference on the Rights of Women and the 2001 World

Conference on Racism and Racial Discrimination. The chapter seeks

to elucidate the idea of equality on the basis of principle and practice.

The idea of equality in the UN Charter and the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

The inherent dignity and the ‘‘equal and inalienable rights of all

members of the human family’’ were recognized in the UDHR’s

opening lines as the ‘‘foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the

world.’’ The claim to equality, the late Sir Hersch Lauterpacht held,

‘‘is in a substantial sense the most fundamental of the rights of man.

It occupies the first place in most written constitutions. It is the

starting point of all other liberties.’’2

The bedrock nature of the principles of equality and non-discrimination
in international human rights law were admirably brought out in an

address by the head of the Federal Political Department of Switzerland

at the opening of the World Conference to Combat Racism and Racial

Discrimination on 14 August 1978:

Of all human rights, the right to equality is one of the most

important. It is linked to the concepts of liberty and justice, and is

manifested through the observance of two fundamental com-
plementary principles of international law. The first of these prin-

ciples, that ‘‘all human beings are born free and equal in dignity

and rights,’’ appears in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human

Rights; the second, the principle of nondiscrimination, has been

solemnly reaffirmed in Article 1 of the Charter of the United

Nations. It is upon those two principles that all the instruments

on human rights adopted since 1945 are based . . . The prohibition
of discrimination has become a norm of positive law, as has been
recognized by the International Court of Justice in respect of

racist practices: To establish . . . and to enforce, distinction, exclu-

sions, restrictions and limitations exclusively based on grounds of

race, color, descent or national or ethnic origin which constitute a

denial of fundamental human rights is a flagrant violation of the

purposes and principles of the Charter.
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Articles 2(1), 3, and 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights set forth five related principles: the principle of equal

enjoyment of rights; the general principle of equality and the corollary

principle of equality between men and women; the principle of equal-
ity before the law and equality before the courts; the principle of equal

protection before the law; and the principle of nondiscrimination. The

covenant’s preparatory works indicate that, notwithstanding differences

in terminology, the principles of equality and non-discrimination in

the document were intended to be the same principles as those con-

tained in the Charter, the UDHR, and the International Covenant on

Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights. The meaning of equality and

non-discrimination in all of these instruments can be taken from the
modern international law of human rights.

Equal enjoyment of enumerated rights

Article 2 of the covenant requires states parties to respect and ensure

‘‘the rights recognized in the present Covenant, without distinction of

any kind, such as race, color, sex . . . ’’ Unlike article 26, the article

does not forbid distinction or discrimination generally, but only dis-
tinctions and discriminations in the enjoyment of the rights recognized

in the covenant. But since the covenant recognizes equal protection of

law (article 26), distinctions forbidden by the latter article also violate

article 2(1).

Article 2(1) requires that the enjoyment of rights be respected

‘‘without distinction of any kind, such as race, color or sex.’’ The clear

implication is that the grounds enumerated are not exclusive, and

other grounds for distinction are also barred. But the grounds barred
are others similar to race, color ‘‘or other status.’’ Even some types of

‘‘status’’ may be a permissible ground to deny rights if it is relevant.

This includes, for example, being under age, mentally incompetent,

and for some specified purposes, alienage. The covenant does not

forbid depriving or limiting rights for misconduct, for example on

conviction for crime.

Non-discrimination

In addition to equality and equal protection, the covenant prohibits

discrimination on particular grounds. Article 2 prohibits discrimina-

tion on forbidden grounds in respecting or ensuring the rights recog-

nized by the covenant. Article 26 forbids discrimination on the same

grounds in respect of equality before the law and the equal protection
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of the law. Discrimination on forbidden grounds is expressly pro-

hibited also in the enjoyment of particular rights, such as the rights of

children (article 18). Article 2 forbids discrimination in the enjoyment

of the rights of the covenant. But article 26 forbids discrimination
with respect to the equal protection of laws generally.

Discrimination versus distinction

During drafting, the question arose whether the word ‘‘discrimination’’

or ‘‘distinction’’ should be used. Ultimately, both words were used inter-

changeably, even within the same covenant. During consideration of

article 26 of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in the Third
Committee in 1961, some representatives stressed the differences between

‘‘discrimination’’ and ‘‘distinction.’’3 The following year, when article 2

(1) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural

Rights was being drafted, the Italian, Argentine, and Mexican dele-

gations proposed an amendment to replace the word ‘‘distinction’’

with ‘‘discrimination’’ on the grounds that ‘‘some distinction might be

justified—for example, preferential treatment for certain under-

privileged groups—and that it was discrimination which should be
condemned.’’4 Some delegations, however, argued that the proposal

was questionable on legal grounds.5

In the end, however, it was decided to insert the word ‘‘discrimina-

tion’’ in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural

Rights. When the Third Committee considered a similar provision of

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights the following

year, this same decision was not repeated. As a result, the Interna-

tional Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights uses the
term ‘‘discrimination,’’ and the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights uses the term ‘‘distinction.’’ It is clear from both

debates that the drafters intended to include the higher level of pro-

tection, whichever word was used, in both covenants. Representatives

proposing each word argued that it would give the higher level of

protection. It is clear in the preparatory works of both covenants,

however, that both terms exclude only arbitrary or unjust distinction

or discrimination.6

A memorandum submitted by the division of human rights of the

UN Secretariat to the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimina-

tion and Protection of Minorities stated: ‘‘Discrimination implies,

essentially, unequal and unfavorable treatment, either by the bestowal

of favors or the imposition of burdens. Any of a number of grounds

may underlie such unequal treatment.’’ Four of them are mentioned in
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the Charter—race, sex, language, and religion. The prevention of dis-

crimination is, therefore, the implementation of the principle of equality

of treatment.7 A later memorandum elaborated further: ‘‘The following

delimitation of the meaning of the term discrimination may be sug-
gested: discrimination includes any conduct based on a distinction made

on grounds of natural or social categories, which have no relation

either to individual capacities or merits, or to the concrete behavior of

the individual person.’’8

The European Court of Human Rights, referring to the criteria for

determining whether a given difference in treatment contravenes arti-

cle 14 of the European Convention, has stated that:

[T]he principle of equality of treatment is violated if the distinc-

tion has no objective and reasonable justification. The existence of

such a justification must be assessed in relation to the aim and

effects of the measure under consideration, regard being had to

the principles which normally prevail in democratic societies. A

difference of treatment in the exercise of a right laid down in the

Convention must not only pursue a legitimate aim: Article 14 is

likewise violated when it is clearly established that there is no
reasonable relationship of proportionality between the means

employed and the aim sought to be realized.9

Affirmative action

When both covenants were being drafted, it was accepted that prohi-

biting discrimination or distinction does not preclude positive mea-

sures taken in favor of disadvantaged groups. When article 26 of the
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights was being written, it was

recognized that ‘‘the word, ‘discrimination’ . . . was used . . . in a

negative sense only, to mean a distinction of an unfavorable kind.’’10

Similarly, it was said that the word ‘‘discrimination’’ conveyed the idea

of a distinction made without any objective basis.’’11 The representa-

tives of Chile, the Netherlands, and Uruguay pointed out that equality

did not mean identity of treatment.

During discussions on the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights in 1962, the Indian representative pointed

out that implementing non-discrimination raised certain problems, such

as in the case of certain groups in under-developed countries. Thus, it

was suggested that the committee add an article reading: ‘‘Special

measures for the advancement of any socially and educationally

backward sections of society shall not be construed as distinctions
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under this article.’’12 The committee endorsed the point made by the

Indian representative,13 and the position adopted by the Third Com-

mittee followed that also made by the World Court in a case regarding

minority schools in Albania.14

General Comment 18/37 of the Human Rights Committee
(non-discrimination)

In General Comment 18/37 of 9 November 1989, the Human Rights

Committee provided useful guidance on the International Covenant

on Civil and Political Rights provisions dealing with equality and

non-discrimination. The committee noted that the covenant did not
define the term ‘‘discrimination’’ or indicate what constituted dis-

crimination. It noted, however, that article 1 of the International

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination

provided that the term ‘‘racial discrimination’’ means any distinction,

exclusion, restriction, or preference based on race, color, descent, or

national or ethnic origin that intends to nullify equal enjoyment or

exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political,

economic, social, cultural, or any other field of public life. Similarly,
article 1 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Dis-

crimination against Women provides that ‘‘discrimination against

women’’ means any distinction, exclusion, or restriction made on the

basis of sex that impairs or nullifies women’s enjoyment or exercise of

human rights and fundamental freedoms.

While these conventions only address cases of discrimination on

specific grounds, the Human Rights Committee believed that the term

‘‘discrimination,’’ as used in the covenant, should be understood to
imply any distinction, exclusion, restriction, or preference that is based

on any ground, such as race, color, sex, language, religion, political or

other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

Moreover, such distinction should also nullify or impair the recogni-

tion, enjoyment, or exercise by all persons—on equal footing—of all

rights and freedoms. However, the term ‘‘enjoyment of rights and free-

doms on an equal footing’’ does not mean identical treatment in every

instance. The committee also pointed out that the principle of equality
sometimes requires states’ parties to take affirmative action to dimin-

ish or eliminate conditions that cause or perpetuate discrimination.

In an important clarification, the Human Rights Committee stated

that article 26 of the covenant does not merely duplicate the guarantee

already provided in article 2 but provides an autonomous right. It

prohibits discrimination in law or in any field regulated and protected
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by public authorities. Article 26 is, therefore, concerned with the obli-

gations imposed on states’ parties regarding their legislation and the

application of it. Thus, when legislation is adopted by a state party, it

must comply with the requirement in article 26 that its content should
not be discriminatory. In other words, the application of the principle

of non-discrimination in article 26 is not limited to those rights

enumerated in the covenant.

Finally, the Human Rights Committee observed that not every dif-

ferentiation of treatment will constitute discrimination if the criteria

for differentiation is reasonable and objective and if the aim is to

achieve a purpose legitimate under the covenant.15

General Comment 4/13 of the Human Rights Committee
(gender equality)

In General Comment 4/13, of 28 July 1991, the Human Rights Com-

mittee provided important guidance on the international law of

human rights regarding gender equality, specifically under articles 2

(1), 3, and 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

Importantly, the committee began with the observation that these
articles require measures of protection but also affirmative action to

ensure the positive enjoyment of rights. This cannot be done simply

by enacting laws. Hence, more information has generally been required

to ascertain what measures, in addition to law, are required to give

effect to the obligations under article 3 and to ascertain what progress

is being made or what factors or difficulties are being met in this

regard. However, the positive obligation undertaken by states parties

may have an inevitable impact on legislation or administrative mea-
sures designed to regulate matters other than those addressed in the

covenant but which may adversely affect rights recognized in the

covenant. As an example, the committee mentioned the degree to which

immigration laws that distinguish between men and women may

adversely affect women’s rights to marry non-citizens or hold public

office.

The Human Rights Committee advised that that it might assist

states parties if special attention were given to a review by specially
appointed bodies or institutions of laws or measures that inherently

draw a distinction between men and women if those laws or mea-

sures adversely affect covenant rights. The committee also considered

that it might help the states parties implement this obligation if

more use could be made of existing means of international coopera-

tion to exchange experience and organize assistance to solve the
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practical problems connected with ensuring equal rights for men and

women.16

The Beijing World Conference on Women’s Rights (1995)

The fourth World Conference on Women’s Rights, held in Beijing in

September 1995, was a landmark in efforts to advance gender justice.17

The conference recognized that the status of women had advanced in

some important respects in the previous decade. Nonetheless, progress

had been uneven, inequalities between women and men persisted, and

obstacles remained. The conference also recognized that the increasing

poverty affecting many people, particularly women and children, exa-
cerbated the situation.

The conference reaffirmed the commitment to equal rights and the

human dignity of women and men enshrined in the UN Charter, the

UDHR, and other international human rights instruments, in parti-

cular the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimina-

tion against Women and the Convention on the Rights of the Child,

as well as the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against

Women and the Declaration on the Right to Development.
The conference emphasized that women’s empowerment and their

full participation in society, including in the decision-making process

and access to power, were fundamental to achieve equality, development,

and peace. It insisted that ‘‘women’s rights are human rights.’’ Fur-

thermore, equal rights, opportunities and access to resources, equal

sharing of familial responsibilities by men and women, and a harmo-

nious partnership between them were critical to people’s well-being

and that of their families as well as to the consolidation of democracy.
The conference expressed its conviction that explicit recognition and

reaffirmation of women’s right to control all aspects of their health, in

particular their own fertility, was basic to their empowerment.

The conference expressed its determination to ensure the full

enjoyment of all human rights and fundamental freedoms by girls and

women and to take effective action against violations of these. It fur-

ther expressed its determination to take all necessary measures to

eliminate discrimination against women and girls and remove all
obstacles to gender equality and the advancement and empowerment

of women.

The conference expressed its determination to:

� prevent and eliminate all forms of violence against women and

girls;
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� ensure equal access to and equal treatment of women and men in

education and health care and enhance women’s sexual and repro-

ductive health as well as education;

� promote and protect all human rights of women and girls;
� intensify efforts to ensure equal enjoyment of all human rights and

fundamental freedoms for all women and girls who face multiple

barriers to their empowerment and advancement because of factors

such as race, age, language, ethnicity, culture, religion, or disability,

or because they are indigenous people;

� ensure respect for international law, including humanitarian law to

protect women and girls, in particular;

� develop the fullest potential of girls and women of all ages, ensure
their full and equal participation in building a better world for all

and enhance their role in the development process.

Two years before the conference on 20 December 1993, the GA adop-

ted the Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women.18

The GA reaffirmed that women were entitled to equal enjoyment and

protection of all human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political,

economic, social, cultural, civil, or any other field. These rights included
the right to life; the right to equality; the right to liberty and security

of person; the right to equal protection under the law; the right to be

free from all forms of discrimination; the right to the highest standard

attainable of physical and mental health; the right to just and favor-

able conditions of work; and the right not to be subjected to torture,

or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

The GA called on states to condemn violence against women and to

refrain from invoking any custom, tradition, or religious consideration
to avoid their obligation to do so. Further, states should pursue poli-

cies to eliminate violence against women by all appropriate means and

without delay. The GA defined violence against women as encom-

passing but not limited to the following:

� physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring in the family,

including battering, sexual abuse of female children in the house-

hold, dowry-related violence, marital rape, female genital mutilation
and other traditional practices harmful to women, non-spousal vio-

lence and violence related to exploitation;

� physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring within the gen-

eral community, including rape, sexual abuse, sexual harassment

and intimidation at work, in education institutions and elsewhere,

trafficking in women and enforced prostitution.
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The Durban World Conference Against Racism, Racial
Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance (2001)

The Durban Declaration adopted in 2001 by the World Conference

Against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related

Intolerance described victims of racism, racial discrimination, xeno-

phobia, and related intolerance as individuals or groups of individuals

who are or have been negatively affected by, subjected to, or targets of
those scourges. It recognized that people of African descent have been

victims of racism, discrimination, and enslavement and of history’s

denial of their rights for centuries. It also recognized that they, as well

as Asians and people of Asian descent, faced barriers as a result of

social biases and discrimination.

Strongly condemning racism and discrimination against migrants

and the stereotypes often applied to them, the declaration reaffirmed

states’ responsibility to protect their human rights and governments’
responsibility to safeguard and protect them against illegal or violent

acts perpetrated with racist or xenophobic motivation.

Noting that racism, discrimination, and xenophobia contributed to

forced displacement and movement of people as refugees and asylum

seekers, the declaration recognized that intolerance against refugees,

asylum seekers, and internally displaced persons continued despite

efforts to combat them. It underlined the urgency of addressing the

root causes of displacement and of finding durable solutions, particu-
larly voluntary return to countries of origin and resettlement in third

countries.

The declaration recognized the existence of intolerance against reli-

gious communities, particularly limitations on their right to practice their

beliefs freely, as well as the emergence of increased negative stereotyping,

hostile acts, and violence against such communities because of their reli-

gious beliefs and their ethnic or so-called racial origins.

The declaration strongly reaffirmed that victims of human rights
violations resulting from racism, discrimination, xenophobia and intol-

erance should be assured access to justice. Access to justice includes

legal assistance where appropriate, and effective and appropriate pro-

tection and remedies, including the right to seek just and adequate

reparation or satisfaction for any damage suffered.

The declaration condemned the persistence and resurgence of neo-

nazism, neo-fascism, and violent nationalist ideologies based on racial or

national prejudice. It also condemned political platforms and organi-
zations based on racism, xenophobia, or doctrines of racial superiority

and related discrimination; and legislation and practices based on
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racism, discrimination, xenophobia and intolerance as incompatible with

democracy and with transparent and accountable governance.

Conclusion

As demonstrated in this chapter, equality remains one of the principal

pillars of the international human rights movement. The idea has been

well spelled out in the UN Charter, the UDHR, and a succession of

international treaties. The jurisprudence on equality is also quite rich.

Nevertheless, the practical implementation of equality remains illusory

in many parts of the world. Discrimination on the grounds of race

and gender is widespread. The UN has set a determined course to
promote and vindicate equality. This, however, would require progress

in advancing human rights across the board and in implementing the

other concepts discussed in this book, particularly development.
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6 Democracy

We will spare no effort to promote democracy and strengthen the rule of

law as well as respect for all internationally recognized human rights and

fundamental freedoms, including the right to development.

(Millennium Declaration, paragraph 24)

Democracy is based on the freely expressed will of the people to deter-

mine their own political, economic, social and cultural systems and their

full participation in all aspects of their lives.

(Vienna Declaration, paragraph 8)

In Zambia, a parliamentary candidate was prevented from participat-
ing in the general election campaign and preparing his candidacy for

his party. After trying to bring his case to his national courts, Peter

Chiko Bwallia brought his case to the Human Rights Committee

under the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights. The committee held that article 25 of the cove-

nant had been violated.1

This chapter looks at democracy as a human rights idea, examining

the related idea of self-determination and proceeding to discuss the
role of democracy in the contemporary world order. Thereafter, efforts

to reinforce democracy are examined, including the CHR’s efforts to

underscore that democracy is a fundamental human right.

Self-determination

Self-determination has been a foundation principle of international

order and law since President Woodrow Wilson articulated his famous
fourteen points in 1917. The UN Charter and the international cove-

nants on human rights enshrine the principle of self-determination.

On the 25th anniversary of the UN, on 24 October 1970, the General



Assembly adopted a declaration on the principles of international

law grounded in the UN Charter that codified the principle of self-

determination.2 The declaration stated that all people have the right to

determine freely their political status and pursue their economic social
and cultural development based on the Charter’s principles of equal

rights and self-determination. Moreover, the UN Charter requires that

every state respect this right. The right of self-determination can be

implemented by establishing a sovereign and independent state, the

free association or integration with an independent state, or entering

any political status freely determined. Every state must refrain from

any action aimed at disrupting—whether totally or partially—the

national unity and territorial integrity of any other state or country.
Further, the declaration continued, every state must promote—

through joint and separate action—universal respect for the obser-

vance of human rights and fundamental freedoms.

Pursuing the principle of self-determination, the UN has worked

assiduously for decolonization, and there are no longer any significant

territories that are colonial or dependent territories. The principle of

self-determination has had great success since the UN was established.

But does implementation of the principle of self-determination
cease when external self-determination has been achieved? Or should

self-determination also be considered internally in the form of

democracy? This has been hotly debated, with many governments

insisting that after external self-determination has been achieved, out-

side states or international organizations should not interfere in inter-

nal affairs. This was seen in 2007 when the World Bank published its

Worldwide Governance Indicators report rating the countries’ perfor-

mance in the area of governance. Many countries vehemently objected
to the bank’s engaging in this activity. Argentina, for example, protested

the bank’s assessment that its quality of governance had declined

between 1998 and 2006. China was also unhappy about its low rating

on ‘‘voice and accountability.’’3 A total of nine of the World Bank’s 24

executive directors addressed a letter to the bank president expressing

doubts about the institution’s role in making such judgments.4

As a matter of principle and law, there can be no doubt that the

principle of self-determination applies in the external and internal
spheres. Antonio Cassese argued that self-determination had both

internal and external dimensions in the International Covenants on

Human Rights. Article 1 intends to convey two ideas: first, that the

choice of domestic political institutions and authority must be free of

outside interference and, second, that that choice must not be condi-

tioned, manipulated, or tampered with by domestic authorities.5
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Cassese insisted that the test for gauging whether self-determination

was recognized or denied ‘‘is whether or not there is a democratic

decision-making process.’’ It followed that self-determination was a

continuing and permanent right.6

Democracy in the contemporary world order

The principle of democratic legitimacy is one of the foundation prin-

ciples of international human rights law and the contemporary world

order.7 There are at least seven aspects that are particularly important:

conflict prevention, development; justice, human rights, terrorism,

world order, and democratic legitimacy and international security.
In the afterword to a three-volume collection of the papers of

former UN secretary-general Boutros-Boutros Ghali, Bruce Russet

referred to the significance of the secretary-general’s Agenda for

Democracy, issued at the end of 1995. Russet stated: ‘‘Internationally

as well as nationally, institutions must be seen as legitimate, not just as

immediately effective. In the long run, effectiveness depends on legiti-

macy. Democracy is an instrument for achieving both.’’8

Democracy is also an important factor in preventing conflicts. As
David Hamburg has put it, ‘‘The building of democratic institutions

would be one of the greatest conflict prevention measures that could

be taken, especially if one thinks in terms of both political and eco-

nomic democratic structures.’’9

In his Agenda for Democracy, Boutros-Ghali emphasized the role of

democracy in conflict prevention:

Lacking the legitimacy or real support offered by free elections,
authoritarian Governments all too often take recourse to intimi-

dation and violence in order to suppress internal dissent. They

tend to reject institutions such as a free press and an independent

judiciary which provide the transparency and accountability

necessary to discourage such governmental manipulation of citi-

zens. The resulting atmosphere of oppression and tension, felt in

neighboring countries, can heighten the fear of war. It is for this

reason that the Charter declares that one of the first purposes of
the United Nations is ‘‘to take effective collective measures for the

prevention and removal of threats to the peace.’’ Threatened by

the resentment of their own people, non-democratic Governments

may also be more likely to incite hostilities against other States in

order to justify their suppression of internal dissent or forge a

basis for national unity.10
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It has been suggested that democratic legitimacy should be one of the

leading policy planks of the HRC. The following principles should

guide the council in advancing constitutional, democratic legitimacy.

� the existence of a constitution that has popular support and

represents the populace’s hopes and aspirations;

� the right of people to determine freely their own political, eco-

nomic, and social systems;

� the importance of democratic legitimacy for peace, human rights,

and development;

� democratic legitimacy and governance is a basic human right;

� constitutional democratic legitimacy can play a role in preventing
conflicts;

� constitutional democratic governance can play a role in spurring

development;

� constitutional democratic governance can play a role in preventing

terrorism;

� constitutional democratic governance can play a role in advancing

justice and equity, both locally and internationally.

According to philosophers, including Mortiner Adler,11 justice should

be the supreme inspirational principle of all human societies. The

pursuit of justice can best be conducted in an environment of demo-

cratic legitimacy. It was in recognition of this that article 21 of the

UDHR proclaimed that the will of the people shall be the basis of the

authority of government. This should be expressed in periodic and

genuine elections by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by

secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.
According to article 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights, everyone should have the right and the opportunity,

without any of the distinctions mentioned in article 2 or any unrea-

sonable restrictions, (a) to take part in public affairs directly or through

freely chosen representatives; (b) to vote and be elected at genuine

periodic elections that are by universal and equal suffrage and shall be

held by secret ballot, guaranteeing the free expression of the will of

the electors; (c) to have equal access to public service in his or her
country.

Likewise, the European Convention on Human Rights and Funda-

mental Freedoms calls for an effective political democracy. In the

Handyside case, the ECHR referred to the notions of pluralism, tol-

erance, and broadmindedness, which should be characteristics of a

democratic society. In the Klass case, the court considered that one of
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the fundamental principles of a democracy is the rule of law. Justice is

best served by constitutional democracy under the rule of law.

Not only is democratic legitimacy an important requirement for

justice, but some claim that democracy is a basic human right. The
World Conference on Human Rights declared that democracy, devel-

opment, and respect for human rights are interdependent and mutually

reinforcing. It emphasized that the ‘‘international community should

support the strengthening and promoting of democracy, development

and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms of the entire

world.’’

Louis Henkin has argued that:

The human rights ideology and the law of human rights repre-

sented in the International Covenant [on Civil and Political Rights]

include, I believe, a right to democracy in the sense of constitu-

tional democracy and its elements—authentic popular sovereignty,

respect for individual rights, the rule of law, due process of law

and commitment to the principle of justice. I think that these

principles of justice were what those who drafted the Covenant

contemplated and what states that became parties to the Cove-
nant committed themselves to abide by.12

In the human rights treaty and case law, there are important expres-

sions of the links between democracy and human rights. In some

instances, limitations are accepted if they are perceived to be neces-

sary in a democratic society. The Human Rights Committee has held

that the principles of legality and the rule of law require that fun-

damental requirements of a fair trial must be respected during a
state of emergency.13 The European Commission of Human Rights

has held that measures affecting fundamental rights must be subject

to some form of adversarial proceedings before an independent and

competent tribunal.14

Democratic legitimacy is key to preventing and suppressing terrorism.

Moreover, human rights monitoring bodies have made an important

distinction between democracies and dictatorships when deciding whe-

ther there is an emergency threatening the life of the nation. Regional
and international supervisory human rights bodies have granted the

governments of democracies, as opposed to those of unrepresentative

governments, a wider margin of appreciation in determining whether a

state of emergency exists, whether from an external or internal threat.

However, national courts and regional or international supervisory

bodies hold themselves competent to supervise the application of
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emergency measures. In scrutinizing the application of such measures,

the principles of legality, proportionality, non-derogability of certain

fundamental rights, and the principle of non-discrimination are kept

in mind.
In Ireland v. The United Kingdom (1978), the ECHR declared:

It falls in the first place to each Contracting State, with its

responsibility for ‘‘the life of the nation, to determine whether that

life is threatened by a public emergency. . . . By reason of their

direct and continuous contact with the pressing needs of the

moment, the national authorities are in principle in a better posi-

tion than the international judge, to decide . . . on the presence of
such an emergency

. . . In this matter, article 15(1) leaves those authorities a wide

margin of appreciation.15

The domestic margin of appreciation is subject to supervision and

control by the European Court of Human Rights, and case law indi-

cates that a democratic government’s opinion on whether a public

emergency exists will not be questioned by the convention organs.
However, in the Greek case, the European Commission of Human

Rights disagreed with Greece’s military government regarding the

existence of a state of emergency.16

At the UN, attention to the issue of new and restored democracies

began to be emphasized in 1988, with 13 countries participating in the

first international conference on this topic in Manila. By the time the

most recent conference was held in Doha in 2006, over 100 countries

were present, together with a large number of participants in the par-
liamentarians and civil society forums.

In a recent report to the GA, the secretary-general announced his

intention to ask relevant UN entities to initiate a study on the com-

parative advantages, complementarity, and desirable distribution of

labor of intergovernmental democracy movements, organizations, and

institutes, and how the UN system has worked and could work further

with them in a mutually supportive way.

There is significant recent practice of the recognition and applica-
tion of the principle of democratic legitimacy. According to a recent

study, from 1993 through 2000, the UNSC referred to democracy in

53 resolutions. The council, according to the same study, praised

democratic governance for reasons ranging from its role in fostering

national reconciliation, to ensuring security in states recently emerging

from civil war, to assisting in reconstructing governing infrastructures.
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The council has refused to recognize those regimes as legitimate

that overthrew elected leaders. It has also authorized the use of armed

force to return elected leaders to office. In addition, the UNSC and

the African Union have stated that they will not accept the violent
overthrow of a democratically elected government.

The content of democracy

On 16 September 1997, the Council of the Inter-Parliamentary Union

adopted the Universal Declaration on Democracy, which stated that

strengthening the democratization process and representative institu-

tions will greatly contribute to achieving peace and development in the
world. The Universal Declaration contained principles of democracy,

the elements of democratic government, and the international dimen-

sion of democracy. Its salient provisions are set out here.

On democracy, the declaration stated that it is a universally recog-

nized ideal as well as a goal based on common values held by peoples

throughout the world, irrespective of cultural, political, social, and

economic differences. It is a basic right of citizenship to be exercised

under conditions of freedom, equality, transparency, and responsi-
bility, with due respect for the plurality of views and in the interest of

the polity.

Democracy, the declaration continued, is both an ideal to be pur-

sued and a mode of government to be applied according to modalities

that reflect the diversity of experiences and cultural particularities

without derogating from internationally recognized principles, norms,

and standards. It is thus a constantly improving and always perfectible

state or condition whose progress depends on a variety of political,
social, economic, and cultural factors.

As an ideal, democracy aims to preserve and promote the dignity

and fundamental rights of the individual, achieve social justice, foster

a community’s economic and social development, strengthen the

cohesion of the society and enhance national tranquility, and create a

climate that is favorable for international peace. As a form of govern-

ment, democracy is the best means of achieving these objectives; it is

also the only political system that has the capacity for self-correction.
Achieving democracy presupposes a genuine partnership between

men and women in the conduct of the affairs of society in which they

work in equality and complementarity, drawing mutual enrichment

from their differences.

A state of democracy ensures that the processes by which power is

acceded to, wielded, and alternates allow for free political competition
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and are the product of open, free, and non-discriminatory participa-

tion by the people, exercised in accordance with the rule of law.

Democracy is inseparable from international human rights. Those

rights must, therefore, be applied effectively and their proper exercise
must be matched with individual and collective responsibilities. Democ-

racy was founded on the primacy of the law and the exercise of human

rights. In a democratic state, no one is above the law, and all are equal

before the law. Peace and economic, social, and cultural development

were both conditions for and fruits of democracy. Thus, there was

interdependence between peace, development, respect for and obser-

vance of the rule of law and human rights.

On the elements and exercise of democratic government, the declara-
tion added that democracy was based on the existence of well structured

and well functioning institutions, as well as on a body of standards

and rules and on the will of society as a whole, fully conversant with

its rights and responsibilities. Democratic institutions should mediate

tensions and maintain equilibrium between the competing claims of

diversity and uniformity, individuality, and collectivity to enhance

social cohesion and solidarity.

Furthermore, democracy was founded on everyone’s right to take part
in public affairs; it therefore requires representative institutions at all

levels and, in particular, a parliament in which all components of society

are represented and which has the requisite powers and means to express

the will of the people by legislating and overseeing government action.

The key element in the exercise of democracy is the holding of free

and fair elections at regular intervals. These elections must be held on

the basis of universal, equal, and secret suffrage so all voters can choose

their representatives in conditions of equality, openness, and transpar-
ency. To that end, civil and political rights are essential, and, more

particularly among them, the rights to vote and to be elected, the

rights to freedom of expression and assembly, access to information,

and the right to organize political parties and carry out political activ-

ities. Party organization, activities, finances, funding, and ethics must

be properly regulated in an impartial manner to ensure the integrity of

the democratic processes.

It is an essential function of the state to ensure the enjoyment of
civil, cultural, economic, political, and social rights for all citizens.

Democracy thus goes hand in hand with an effective, honest, and

transparent government, freely chosen and accountable for its man-

agement of public affairs.

Public accountability, essential to democracy, applied to all who

hold public authority, whether elected or non-elected, and to all bodies
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of public authority. Accountability entails a public right of access to

information about government activities, the right to petition govern-

ment and to seek redress through impartial administrative and judicial

mechanisms.
Public life must be characterized by a sense of ethics and transpar-

ency, and appropriate norms and procedures must be established to

uphold both. Individual participation in democratic processes and

public life at all levels must be regulated fairly and impartially and

must avoid any discrimination, as well as the risk of intimidation by

state and non-state actors.

Judicial institutions and independent, impartial, and effective over-

sight mechanisms guarantee the rule of law. For these institutions and
mechanisms to ensure respect for the rules, improve the fairness of the

processes, and redress injustices, all people must have equal access to

administrative and judicial remedies.

While the existence of an active civil society is essential in democ-

racies, the capacity and willingness of individuals to participate in

democratic processes and make governance choices cannot be taken

for granted. It is, therefore, necessary to develop conditions conducive

to the genuine exercise of participatory rights, while also eliminating
obstacles that prevent, hinder, or inhibit this exercise. It is, therefore,

indispensable to ensure the permanent enhancement of equality, trans-

parency, and education and to remove obstacles such as ignorance,

intolerance, apathy, the lack of genuine choices, and alternatives and the

absence of measures designed to redress imbalances or discrimination.

A sustained state of democracy requires a democratic climate and

culture constantly nurtured and reinforced by education and other

vehicles of culture and information. Hence, a democratic society must
be committed to education in the broadest sense of the term, and,

more particularly, civic education and the shaping of a responsible

citizenry.

Democratic processes are fostered by a favorable economic envir-

onment. Therefore, in its overall effort for development, society must

be committed to satisfying the basic economic needs of the most dis-

advantaged, ensuring their full integration in the democratic process.

The state of democracy presupposes freedom of opinion and expres-
sion. This right implies freedom to hold opinions without interference

and to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas through any

media and regardless of frontiers.

The institutions and processes of democracy must accommodate all

people’s participation in homogeneous and heterogeneous societies to

safeguard diversity, pluralism, and the right to be different in a climate
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of tolerance. Democratic institutions and processes must also foster

decentralized local and regional government and administration, which

is a right and a necessity, and which makes it possible to broaden the

base of public participation.17 The Universal Declaration on Democ-
racy is a helpful statement of the core content of this concept.

Promoting the right to democracy

In 1999, the Clinton administration secured a major victory at the

CHR when it negotiated the passage of a resolution affirming democ-

racy as a fundamental human right. Since then, the Office of High

Commissioner for Human Rights has organized international semi-
nars that have adopted significant recommendations on strengthening

democracy as a human right.

In its Resolution 1999/57, adopted by 51 votes (with no votes

against and two abstentions), the CHR affirmed that democracy fos-

tered the full realization of human rights and vice versa. The com-

mission also affirmed that the rights of democratic governance include

the following:

� rights to freedom of opinion and expression, thought, conscience

and religion, and peaceful association and assembly;

� the right to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas through

any media;

� the rule of law, including legal protection of citizens’ rights, inter-

ests and personal security, fairness in the administration of justice

and independence of the judiciary;

� the right of universal and equal suffrage, as well as free voting
procedures and periodic and free elections;

� the right of political participation, including equal opportunity for

all citizens to become candidates;

� transparent and accountable government institutions;

� the right of citizens to choose their governmental system through

constitutional or other democratic means;

� the right of equal access to public service in one’s own country.

A UN seminar on the subject, held in 2005, noted that the triangle

formed by the concepts of rule of law, human rights, and democracy is

not an equilateral one; circumstances may often require that greater

emphasis be placed on one element, without detaching it from the

others. Thus, a state whose institutions have broken down may need to

re-establish democratic institutions and the rule of law to ensure
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respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. States in which

authoritarian rule or a populist majority have denied people’s rights

may give priority to restoring human rights and fundamental free-

doms and their system of protection, including the administration of
justice.18

The seminar underlined that free, fair, and periodic multi-party

elections are a key component of democracy, the rule of law, and the

protection of human rights. They also have autonomous value as a

means of self-realization and recognition of human dignity. Periodic

elections are essential to ensure accountability of representatives to

exercise the legislative or executive powers vested in them. The con-

duct of elections should be entrusted to an independent mechanism
that is free from interference that could undermine the fairness of

elections.19

At the seminar, participants stated that that General Comment no.

25 of the Human Rights Committee concerning article 25 of the

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights should guide the

implementation of the right to participate in public affairs, voting

rights, and the right of equal access to public service. According to

this general comment, the conduct of public affairs is a broad concept
that relates to the exercise of political power, in particular the exercise

of legislative, executive, and administrative powers. It covers all aspects

of public administration and the formulation and implementation of

policy at the international, national, regional, and local levels. The

allocation of powers and the means by which individual citizens exer-

cise the right to participate in the conduct of public affairs should be

established by the constitution and other laws.20

In 2000, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP)
established democratic governance as one of its main areas of focus

within its development cooperation program. In 2002, UNDP pub-

lished the Human Development Report 2002: Deepening Democracy in

a Fragmented World, which provided an in-depth study of the linkages

between human development and democracy and incorporated a

rights-based approach.21 The UN Democracy Fund helps finance

projects that build and strengthen democratic institutions, promote

human rights, and ensure the participation of all groups in democratic
processes.

The International Conference on New and Restored Democracies is

an inter-governmental movement that seeks to advance democratization.

To date, it has organized six international conferences, the most recent of

which took place in Qatar in 2006. A parallel conference of democ-

racies has met to promote democratic governance. The International
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Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA), based in

Stockholm, promotes sustainable democracy worldwide. IDEA seeks

to blend research and field experience and develop practical tools to

improve democratic processes. The Inter-parliamentary Union (IPU),
founded in 1889, is an international organization of parliaments that

promotes inter-parliamentary dialogue and democracy.

Conclusion

The democracy idea is of great importance to the future of human

progress and prosperity with justice. In large parts of the world,

undemocratic governments ride roughshod over people who often
have little say in the governance of their countries. Because of this, the

growing emphasis on democratic governance and democracy as a

human right is extremely important. Democratic governance can help

countries draw on their resources efficiently and fairly. Democratic

governance can help ensure that all parts of the population are given a

stake in the future of their countries. Democracy can contribute to

lessening conflicts. Democracy can enrich regional and international

cooperation. The idea of democracy deserves heightened emphasis in
the future of the human rights movement.
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7 Development

The World Conference on Human Rights reaffirms the right to develop-

ment, as established in the Declaration on the Right to Development as a

universal and inalienable right and an integral part of fundamental

human rights.

(Vienna Declaration, paragraph 10)

In the contemporary world, hundreds of thousands of women are

trafficked into slavery and prostitution, and children are sexually

exploited. Many of these women and children are lured by the promise
of better opportunities or earnings. Poverty has a great deal to do with

the plight of the victims. How can this take place at the beginning of

the twenty-first century? Could the declaration and implementation of

a right to development help remove such conditions?

Many parts of the developing world that were subjected to coloni-

alism entered into independence impoverished and ravaged. A prominent

Third World historian, Walter Rodney, made a powerful presentation

in his book, How the West Underdeveloped Africa.1 On the island of
Gore, off the coast of Senegal, a holding depot held captured slaves

before they were shipped to the New World. Keba Mbaye, a Senegalese

jurist, that country’s chief justice, and also its representative on the

UN Commission on Human Rights, was so moved by the plight of his

ancestors and the impact of slavery on his continent that, in an

address at the International Institute of Human Rights, in Strasbourg

in 1972, he articulated, for the first time, the notion of the right to

development.2 The right to development is the subject of one of the
major contemporary human rights debates.

Some of the debates concern questions such as: Is development a

human right, and what does it mean? Whose right is it? Is it applicable in

the internal sphere within countries or only in the external relations

among states, implying a duty of developed countries to assist developing



countries? Is there a genuine consensus over the right, which, as seen

above in the epigraph to this chapter, was endorsed by the World Con-

ference on Human Rights in 1993? This chapter examines the journey

of the idea of development as a human right, starting with the UN
Charter, then proceeding to the International Covenant on Economic,

Social and Cultural Rights, the UN Declaration on the Right to

Development (1986), the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs),

and ongoing efforts to implement the right to development.

The UN Charter

The link between development and human rights has been prominent since

the UN was established. Article 55 of the Charter set out the inter-

dependence and interrelatedness of peace, development, and human rights:

With a view to the creation of conditions which are necessary for

peaceful and friendly relations among nations based on respect
for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples,

the United Nations shall promote:

a) Higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions

of economic and social progress and development,

b) Solutions of international economic, social, health, and
related problems, and international cultural and educational

cooperation;

c) Universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and

fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race,

sex, language, or religion.

The importance of development for human rights and the need to
integrate human rights in the development process have been empha-

sized since the Charter was drafted, and, currently, there are extensive

debates about rights-based approaches to development and the role of

human rights in poverty reduction strategies. While related, these are

distinct from the right to development, and further examination of the

substance of this idea, as well the different interpretations given by

developing and developed countries, is required.

Differing interpretations and the proposal for an International
Convention on the Right to Development

These divergent interpretations could be seen in recent debates at the

HRC. In 2007, a working group on the right to development met to
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consider how to advance implementation of the right. In the working

group,3 African states underscored the centrality of the right to develop-

ment in promoting and protecting human rights and its importance in

relation to the HRC’s mandate. According to the African states, only
a comprehensive approach—including equitable international trade

rules and a response to energy, raw materials, and debt burden

issues—could reduce the growing gap between developing and devel-

oped countries. In the framework of fighting poverty, the African

states called for international cooperation without conditionality and

advocated an international convention on the right to development.4

As will be shown later, this is a contested idea at the United Nations.

The countries belonging to the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM)
emphasized the importance and centrality of the right to development

in the HRC and complained that, since the Declaration on the Right

to Development was adopted 20 years ago, the international commu-

nity has done very little to implement this right. In the current glo-

balization context, the NAM underscored developing countries’ lack

of autonomy in formulating their own development policies. Rather,

many development policies are seen to act against the interest of

developing countries—the so-called decapitalization of developing
countries: unfair trade rules and practices that restrict market access

and allow export subsidies, failed commitments on official develop-

ment assistance and transfer of technology, and heavy debt burdens.

Elaborating on the right to development, the NAM reaffirmed the

duty of states to cooperate to create conditions conducive to realizing

the right to development. It called for cooperation that was not sub-

ject to conditionality or treated as charity.5

For their part, the European Union and associated countries reaf-
firmed their ‘‘firm commitment to the realization of the right to

development and underscored the primary responsibility of states for

the promotion and protection of all human rights, including the right

to development; responsibility to create internal conditions favorable

to their development, and to cooperate at an international level in

eliminating obstacles to development.’’6

As seen above, developing countries emphasized the international

dimensions of the right to development while opposing discussion of
the internal dimensions of this right. The developed countries, on the

other hand, emphasized the internal dimensions, also viewing inter-

national cooperation as related. This difference in approach between

developing and developed countries could be seen in the deliberations

of the working group, whose report called for a comprehensive and

coherent set of standards. Developing countries advocate drafting and
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adopting a convention on the right to development. The working

group explained that these standards ‘‘could take various forms,

including guidelines on the implementation of the right to develop-

ment, and evolve into a basis for consideration of an international
legal standard of a binding nature, through a collaborative process of

engagement.’’ This was diplomatic language for a convention.

The NAM made this clear in annex III to the report: ‘‘The Non-

Aligned Movement interprets the phrase ‘international legal standard

of a binding nature’ contained in paragraph 52 of the conclusions and

recommendations to mean ‘internationally legally binding conven-

tion’.’’7 Canada objected, stating that it ‘‘does not believe it is appro-

priate for the Working Group or high-level task force to consider the
development of a legally binding instrument.’’8 The European Union

and Australia made similar reservations.9

It remains to be seen whether developing countries, who are in the

majority at the UN, will press for an international convention on the

right to development, what would be included in such an instrument,

who would support it, and how it would interpret the right to devel-

opment. Before such a document is adopted, the International Cove-

nant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the 1986 Declaration
on the Right to Development, and the recent Millennium Develop-

ment Goals can be examined for insight into international views on

the right to development.

The International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights

An examination of the covenant illustrates development performing
six roles. First, development comes closest to being recognized as a

right in article 11, which refers to the right to an adequate standard of

living ‘‘and to the continuous improvement of living conditions.’’ The

covenant follows a deliberate scheme in which many articles define the

right recognized and then proceed to indicate the steps to be taken,

nationally and internationally, to promote rights such as the right to

an adequate standard of living.

Second, development is sometimes cast, in some instances, as deri-
vative of a recognized right. This is the case, for example, in article 1,

which addresses the right to self-determination and also states that by

‘‘virtue of that right,’’ people fully pursue their economic, social, and

cultural development.

Third, development is cast as a goal to be pursued when trying to

realize the rights recognized in the covenant. One may see this, for
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example, in article 15 on the right to take part in cultural life. This

article specifies that states parties should include the ‘‘development and

the diffusion of science and culture.’’ Another example is article 13(2e),

which includes ‘‘the development of a system of schools at all levels’’
among the steps to be taken to implement the right to education.

Fourth, in some instances, development is cast as a guide to imple-

ment a right recognized in the covenant. For example, article 12 on

the right to enjoy the highest attainable standard of physical and

mental conditions requires states to take steps ‘‘for the healthy devel-

opment of the child.’’ Likewise, article 13, after recognizing the right

to education, adds that ‘‘education shall be directed to the full devel-

opment of the human personality.’’ (One might have thought that the
‘‘full development of the human personality’’ should have featured

explicitly in the core definition of the right to development in the

declaration adopted by the GA in 1986.)

Fifth, development is also included in the covenant as a means to

realize the rights that the document recognizes. This is evident, for

example, in article 6, which recognizes the right to work and specifies

that the steps necessary to achieve this right should include ‘‘policies

and techniques to achieve steady economic, social and cultural devel-
opment.’’ One also sees this in article 11(2a), which refers to the need

for developing or reforming agrarian systems to achieve the most

efficient development and utilization of natural resources.

Sixth, and finally, one sees the concept of development in deter-

mining the extent of a state’s obligations to guarantee the covenant’s

economic rights to non-nationals.

The above mentioned instances indicate that the covenant’s drafters

definitely had development issues at the forefront of their minds.
However, they did not consider it necessary, at that stage, to expressly

include the right to development. This has now been done in the

Declaration on the Right to Development and at the World Con-

ference on Human Rights.

The Declaration on the Right to Development

Article 9 of the Declaration on the Right to Development, which was
adopted by the GA in 1986, states that all aspects of the right to

development are indivisible and interdependent and each of them

should be considered in the context of the whole.10 Is an ‘‘aspect’’ the

same as an ‘‘element of the definition’’ of a right? The declaration may

help answer this question. The nearest that the declaration comes to

defining the right to development is article 1(1), which states that ‘‘the
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right to development is an inalienable human right by virtue of which

every human person and all peoples are entitled to participate in,

contribute to, and enjoy economic, social, cultural and political

development, in which all human rights and fundamental freedoms
can be fully be realized.’’ One could also possibly include article 8 in

this definition, which provided that:

1 States should undertake, at the national level, all necessary mea-

sures for the realization of the right to development and shall

ensure, inter alia, equality of opportunity for all in their access to

basic resources, education, health services, food, housing, employ-

ment and the fair distribution of income. Effective measures
should be undertaken to ensure that women have an active role in

the development process. Appropriate economic and social

reforms should be made with a view to eradicating all social

injustices.

2 States should encourage popular participation in all spheres as an

important factor in development and in the full realization of all

human rights.

The remaining articles make a number of statements that serve dif-

ferent purposes. There are collateral statements such as article 6,

which states that all human rights and fundamental freedoms are

indivisible and interdependent. It identifies the subjects and bene-

ficiaries of the right to development in article 1(1), which refers to the

right to development as one to which ‘‘every person and all peoples

are entitled.’’ Article 2(1) specifies that the human person is the cen-

tral subject of development and should be the active participant and
beneficiary of the right to development. Paragraph 3 of the same

article adds that states have the right and duty to formulate appro-

priate national development policies. The possible subjects and bene-

ficiaries are, therefore, the individual, the state, and all peoples.

The declaration also explains what the right to development implies.

Article 1(2) states that the right to development implies the full reali-

zation of the right to self-determination (as will be seen below, devel-

opment is cast as a derivative of the right to self-determination). It
also indicates what the right to development requires, such as article 3

(2), which states that the right to development requires full respect for

the principles of international law concerning friendly relations and

cooperation among states. Article 4(2) adds that sustained action is

required to promote more rapid development. Effective international

cooperation is also essential.
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The declaration also indicates responsibilities. Article 2(2) states

that all human beings have a responsibility for development. Article 3

(1) adds that states have the primary responsibility to create national

and international conditions favorable to realize the right to develop-
ment. It also indicates duties of the subjects and beneficiaries of the

right to development. Some examples are presented here.

� article 2(2): Individuals should promote and protect an appro-

priate political, social, and economic order for development;

� article 2(3): States have the right and duty to formulate appro-

priate national development policies;

� article 3(3): States have the duty to cooperate to ensure develop-
ment and eliminate obstacles to development;

� article 4: States have the duty to take steps, individually and col-

lectively, to formulate international development policies to facil-

itate the full realization of the right to development. Sustained

action is required to promote more rapid development of devel-

oping countries. Effective international cooperation is essential;

� article 5: States shall take resolute steps to eliminate massive and

flagrant violations of human rights;
� article 6: All states should cooperate to promote, encourage, and

strengthen universal respect for and observance of all human rights

and fundamental freedoms; states should also take steps to elim-

inate obstacles to development resulting from failure to observe

civil and political rights as well as economic, social and cultural

rights;

� article 7: All states should promote the establishment, maintenance,

and strengthening of international peace and security;
� article 8: States should undertake, at the national level, all neces-

sary measures to realize the right to development. States should

encourage popular participation in all spheres as an important

factor in development and the full realization of human rights;

� article 10: Steps should be taken to ensure the full exercise and

progressive enhancement of the right to development.

Although all of the above are contained in the Declaration on the
Right to Development, they cannot all form parts of the definition of

the right to development. The elements that seem to be new—the

normative statements that have been added to the existing human

rights norms—are in article 1(1), which rests on the notions of parti-

cipation in, contribution to, and enjoyment of development. Thus, the

declaration adds a new right to the list of human rights: ‘‘The right to
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development is an inalienable human right by virtue of which every

human person and all peoples are entitled to participate in, contribute

to, and enjoy economic, social, cultural and political development, in

which all human rights and fundamental freedoms can be fully rea-
lized.’’ This is the first time that such an explicit statement has been

made in an authoritative international instrument.

The declaration insists that development has to be of such a nature

that ‘‘all human rights and fundamental freedoms can be fully rea-

lized.’’ This point is further emphasized in articles 5 and 6. In other

words, development is vitiated when there is gross violation of human

rights and fundamental freedoms.

The declaration insists on the indivisibility and interdependence of
all human rights. It urges full respect for principles of international

law and calls on all states to promote the establishment, maintenance,

and strengthening of international peace and security. These are

essentially statements about interrelationships and interlinkages. The

right to development cannot, therefore, be considered a synthesis right

that some claim encompasses and subsumes other rights. Peace, dis-

armament, respect for human rights, and fundamental freedoms are

required for development to take place. They are not, however, sub-
sumed in an overarching ‘‘right to development.’’

Development is conceptually employed in the declaration in several

ways: narrowly, in the legal sense of a right (article 1[1]), broadly as a

goal, relatively as a guide, and practically as a means. Its conception

as a new right is an advance from the ICESCR, which does not con-

tain a specific affirmation of the right to development. The covenant,

though, contains some traces of the notion. The Declaration on the

Right to Development and the covenant cover very similar ground in
calling for national and international measures to realize economic,

social, and cultural rights.

The Millennium Declaration and Millennium
Development Goals

In successive policy documents, the United Nations has sought to set

development goals and pursue development strategies to tackle massive
economic and social problems, particularly the extreme poverty that

two thirds of the global population faces (see Table 7.1). The Millen-

nium Declaration is the latest example of such a policy document.

In the Millennium Declaration, which was adopted on 8 September

2000, heads of states and governments reaffirmed their commitment

to the UN Charter, expressing their determination to establish a just
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and lasting peace. Signatories to the document stated that the central

challenge is to ensure that globalization is a positive force for the world’s

peoples. They considered certain fundamental values to be essential to

international relations, such as freedom, equality, solidarity, tolerance,
respect for nature, and shared responsibility.

Table 7.1 World development and poverty indicators

Fact Source

� Almost 30,000 children under the age of five die every day from
malnutrition and preventable disease. That is one kindergarten
class every minute.

1

� Approximately 790 million people in the developing world are
chronically undernourished. That is the equivalent of every single
person in both North and South America going hungry every day.

1

� Nearly a billion people entered the twenty-first century unable
to read a book or sign their names.

1

� Over the last 10 years, developing economies have grown faster
than in any period since 1965—and even faster since 2000. While
the global picture is dominated by the larger economies—Brazil,
China, India, Russia, and South Africa, recently joined by the
major oil exporters—more are doing well now, and fewer have
suffered severe recessions, raising average growth rates.

2

� Current projections suggest that developing countries will
continue to grow more rapidly than high-income ones in the
next 25 years. Based on these scenarios, the developing country
share of the global economy could rise from 23 percent of world
GDP today to 31 percent in 2030, and developing country average
incomes could increase from 16 percent to 24 percent of those of
high-income countries (World Bank, Global Economic Prospects
2007). Nonetheless the income gap between developing and
high-income economies will remain substantial, and the absolute
difference in per capita incomes will continue to widen.

2

� Although developing economies as a whole are catching up with
high-income economies, there is little evidence of convergence
between low- and middle-income economies. For them, the
relationship between per capita growth rates and initial levels of
per capita GDP shows that lower initial per capita GDP was not
systematically associated with higher per capita GDP growth
(figure 1c). This illustrates that countries start out with roughly
the same potential for economic growth. Differences in
performance are likely to be associated with policies and
institutions that encourage productive investment in human, social,
and physical capital. But luck also plays an important role,
particularly in the small and poor countries, which are more
sensitive to external shocks, good and bad, such as conflicts, terms
of trade, and the like.

2

(table continued on next page)
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Table 7.1 (continued)

Fact Source

� The number of people living on less than $1 a day in developing
countries fell by more than 260 million over 1990–2004, thanks in
large part to massive poverty reduction in China. In contrast, the
number of poor people continued to increase in sub-Saharan Africa,
rising by almost 60 million (figure 1h). In turn, the share of the
population in sub-Saharan Africa living on less than $1 a day
dropped from 47 percent in 1990 to 41 percent in 2004.

� The Millennium Development Goal of halving the proportion of poor
people is still within reach at the worldwide level—with a projected
decline from 29 percent to 10 percent between 1990 and 2015. But
many countries will most likely not reach it, particularly those in
sub-Saharan Africa, where average poverty rates remain above 40
percent, raising concerns of widening inequalities between regions.

2

� More than 10 million children in developing countries die before
the age of five every year, mostly from preventable illnesses. Child
mortality has declined in every region since 1990, but progress is
slow. Only 35 countries are on track to meet the Millennium
Development Goal of reducing under-five mortality by two-thirds
between 1990 and 2015. Progress is particularly slow in sub-Saharan
Africa, where AIDS, malaria, and malnutrition are driving up
mortality rates.

2

� More than 500,000 women in developing countries die in childbirth
each year, and at least 10 million suffer injuries, infections, and
disabilities. High mortality results from malnutrition, frequent
pregnancies, and inadequate healthcare during pregnancy and delivery.
Women are receiving better care during childbirth, with the proportion
of births attended by skilled health staff increasing from 60 percent
to 70 percent between 1990 and 2004 (figure 1p). Countries in Africa
and South Asia nevertheless lag behind, with much lower ratios.

2

� As a result of significant progress over the last decade, the average
primary school completion rate has risen from 62 percent to 72 percent
(figure 1v). But even at this pace, sub-Saharan Africa and South
Asia may not reach the Millennium Development Goal target of
having all children complete primary school by 2015. In 2001–2, it
was estimated that about 100 million primary-school-age children
were not attending school, three quarters of them in these two regions.

2

� Progress in eliminating gender disparities in primary and secondary
school has been remarkable in the last decade. On
average, the deviation from perfect parity (a gender parity index of
100 percent) shrank from 14 percent in 1991 to 8 percent in 2003–5.

2

� Today, more than a billion people in developing countries lack access
to an adequately protected source of water close to their dwellings

2

Sources: 1. Unitus, Innovative Solutions to Global Poverty, available at www.
unitus.com/sections/poverty/poverty_pov_main.asp#statistics; 2. World Bank,
World Development Indicators 2007, available at siteresources.worldbank.org
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In the document, governments declared their intention to spare no

effort to free people from the scourge of war. They also resolved to

strengthen the rule of law in international and national affairs and

make the United Nations more effective in maintaining peace and
security. The declaration stated that member states would spare no

effort ‘‘to free our fellow men, women and children from the abject

and dehumanizing conditions of extreme poverty.’’ They resolved, in

particular, to halve the proportion of the global population who live

on less than one dollar a day, suffer from hunger, and lack access to

safe water, all by 2015. They also committed to ensure that all chil-

dren would be able to complete a full course of primary schooling.

Similar goals were set to reduce maternal mortality, tackle HIV/AIDS
and malaria, and improve the lives of slum-dwellers.

The declaration included the intention to protect the vulnerable

and protect and assist children and civilian populations that dis-

proportionately suffer the consequences of natural disasters, genocide,

armed conflicts, and other humanitarian emergencies. They promised

to make the United Nations a more effective instrument to pursue

development and fight against poverty, ignorance, disease, injustice,

terror and crime, and degradation and destruction of ‘‘our common
home.’’

Heads of state and governments also undertook specific commitments

regarding human rights, democracy, and good governance. They resolved

to strengthen their capacity to implement principles of democracy and

respect for human rights, including minority rights. They further

resolved to eliminate all forms of violence against women; take mea-

sures to protect the human rights of migrants, migrant workers, and

their families; eliminate acts of racism and xenophobia; and promote
greater tolerance in all societies.

Further, in the declaration, governments pledged to strengthen

cooperation between the United Nations and national parliaments

and give greater opportunities to the private sector, NGOs, and civil

society to contribute to realizing UN goals and programs. They

requested the GA to review the progress made in implementing the

declaration’s provisions and asked the secretary-general ‘‘to issue per-

iodic reports’’ to the GA as a basis for further action.11

The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) were derived from

the declaration. During the 1990s, a number of global conferences had

taken place, defining the main objectives of the development agenda,

now collectively known as the MDGs, which are eight goals to be

achieved by 2015. Goal 8 called for a global partnership for develop-

ment with the following targets:
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� addressing the special needs of the least developed countries, land-

locked countries and small island developing states;

� developing further an open, rule-based, predictable, non-discrimi-

natory trading and financial system;
� dealing comprehensively with developing countries’ debt;

� in cooperation with developing countries, developing and imple-

menting strategies for decent and productive work for youth;

� in cooperation with pharmaceutical companies, providing access

to affordable essential drugs in developing countries;

� in cooperation with the private sector, making available the bene-

fits of new technologies, especially information and communica-

tions to developing countries.

The MDGs are based more on partnership and cooperation than on

the right to development, but they have been invoked by developing

countries in support of the right to development, particularly alle-

viating extreme poverty.

Preventable poverty12

The first goal of the MDGs is eradicating extreme poverty and

hunger. In 2006, the UN reported that chronic hunger had declined in

developing countries, but overall progress was lagging, and an esti-

mated 824 million people in the developing world were affected by

chronic hunger in 2003.13

The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, a body

established by the ECOSOC and operating under the International

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, adopted a state-
ment on poverty in 2001, which noted that poverty can arise when

people lack access to resources because of who they are, what they

believe, or where they live. Thus, discrimination may cause poverty,

just as poverty may cause discrimination.14 According to the UN

Charter and the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and

Cultural Rights, governments should use their resources to meet the

needs of their people, there should be no discrimination in the allo-

cation of resources, and governments should cooperate to realize the
rights enumerated in the Charter, the UDHR, and the International

Covenant. Nowadays, there is understandable emphasis on imple-

menting the right to development, on how globalization impacts on

governments’ ability to fulfill their human rights obligations, and on

the adverse effects of an inequitable international economic order.

These are all deserving issues, but they do not gainsay a government’s
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obligation to meet the basic needs of its people, especially those in

extreme poverty.

The concept of preventable poverty requires that situations of extreme

poverty should be monitored, and national strategies should be pro-
posed to tackle them. Regional and international assistance should be

targeted to such situations as a matter of priority. There are national,

regional, and international bodies that can help identify such situa-

tions and call for action to redress them. The Committee on Economic,

Social and Cultural Rights can take the lead on this. The HRC’s

Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty can do likewise. UNDP, the

World Bank, and regional development banks or institutions can also

play a part. It surely must be fair to expect priority attention to be
devoted to alleviating extreme poverty as issues of prevention, protec-

tion, and justice. Regional prevention mechanisms can also play their

part.

Conclusion

This chapter has shown the emphasis given to the pursuit of develop-

ment and the implementation of economic, social, and cultural
rights—alongside civil and political rights—since the United Nations

was established. Development and human rights are intrinsically rela-

ted, and they require each other for their full realization. The GA and

the World Conference on Human Rights have declared the existence

of a right to development, and development is widely accepted as a

human right, even if differing interpretations are given for it. Even so,

the emergence of the right to development has not been free of con-

troversy, and many contend that it is not a human right. This raises
profound questions of the meaning of a human right. If one takes the

legalistic view that a human right must be legally enforceable, then

development might not be considered a human right everywhere. But

if one agrees with Amartya Sen that rights form part of social ethics,

are situated within the process of public reasoning, and may inspire

legislation, then surely the concept of the right to development is sound.

The international community, assembled at the World Conference on

Human Rights, considered development so important that it was
consensually agreed as a human right. This is a strong argument that

development is a human right. The task ahead is implementation,

beginning with the implementation of the right to development at the

national level.
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8 International cooperation and
dialogue

We recognize that, in addition to our separate responsibilities to our

individual societies, we have a collective responsibility to uphold the

principles of human dignity, equality and equity at the global level. As

leaders we have a duty therefore to all the world’s people, especially the

most vulnerable and, in particular, the children of the world, to whom the

future belongs.

(UN Millennium Declaration, paragraph 2)

In the UN’s evolving approaches and programs for dealing with human

rights, growing emphasis is being put on cooperation and dialogue. One

could already see this in the UN Charter, at the International Con-

ference on Human Rights in Tehran in 1968, the World Conference on

Human Rights held in 1993, and the resolution establishing the HRC.
The people of Darfur have suffered from conflict and gross viola-

tions of human rights for over four years. Thousands have been killed,

displaced, tortured, raped, and there is no end in sight. Insisting that

this is an internal conflict, the government of Sudan continues to

proclaim that the outside world should not get involved. When the

situation came before the UN Human Rights Council in 2007, sup-

ported by countries from Africa and Asia, the Sudanese government

resisted condemnatory language against those responsible for the
atrocities, insisting on the softest possible language in an HRC deci-

sion. The decision highlights the question of whether justice can be

served when dialogue takes precedence over principle. This chapter

highlights some of the salient issues involved in processes of coopera-

tion and dialogue.

The principle of cooperation

As the UN Charter envisioned, international cooperation plays a

central role in the international system. All countries were expected to



cooperate to achieve the Charter’s principles and the UN’s economic,

social, and human rights goals. Further, all countries were expected to

pool their efforts to realize human rights in accordance with articles 1

(3), 55, and 56.
In the human rights field, the idea of international cooperation has

the following dimensions. First, states must live up to their obligations

under the Charter and international human rights instruments.

Second, governments must cooperate with international human rights

bodies. Third, governments must cooperate with special procedures

and mechanisms established by the United Nations. Fourth, where

national action cannot protect and promote human rights norms,

states should cooperate toward this end. Fifth, states and the inter-
national community should cooperate to protect human rights.

Human rights cooperation under the UN Charter

According to the Charter’s first article, the purposes of the United

Nations are, among others, to achieve international cooperation in

solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or

humanitarian character, promote and encourage respect for human
rights and fundamental freedoms, and be a center for harmonizing

nations’ actions to attain these common ends. Article 55 of the Charter

gives the United Nations a mandate to promote universal respect for

and observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all. In

article 56, all members pledged to take joint and separate action with

the organization to achieve the purposes set forth in article 55.

In Resolution 2625 (XXV) of 24 October 1970, the GA adopted the

Declaration on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly
Relations and Cooperation Among States in accordance with the UN

Charter, which is considered a codification of the Charter’s legal

principles. In that declaration, the GA proclaimed that

States have the duty to cooperate with one another, irrespective of

the differences in their political, economic and social systems, in

the various spheres of international relations in order to maintain

international peace and security and to promote international
stability and progress, the general welfare of nations and interna-

tional cooperation free from discrimination based on such differ-

ences. To this end: states shall co-operate with other states in the

maintenance of international peace and security; states shall co-

operate in the promotion of universal respect for, and observance

of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all, and in the
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elimination of all forms of racial discrimination and all forms of

religious intolerance; states shall conduct their international rela-

tions in the economic, social, cultural, technical and trade fields

in accordance with the principles of sovereign equality and non-
intervention; states members of the United Nations have the duty

to take joint and separate action in cooperation with the United

Nations in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Charter.

Furthermore, states should cooperate in the economic, social, and cul-

tural fields as well as in science and technology and to promote inter-

national cultural and educational progress. States should also cooperate

to promote economic growth, especially in developing countries.1

In their commentary on the Charter, Leland Goodrich, Edvard

Hambro, and Anne Simons noted that the United Nations was not

intended to have the powers of a government. Rather, it should promote

cooperation between states in finding solutions to common problems and

achieve maximum support from members for the organization’s work.2

On the legal thrust of article 56, Goodrich, Hambro, and Simons

pointed out that the phrase ‘‘in cooperation with the Organization’’ does

not mean that UN recommendations are binding. However, it does mean
‘‘that members are obligated to refrain from obstructionist tactics and

to cooperate in good faith to achieve the goals specified in Article 55.’’3

The commentary on the Charter edited by Bruno Simma noted

that, as far as the protection of human rights was concerned, article 1

(3) had been invoked to improve the effective enjoyment of human

rights and fundamental freedoms and with respect to particular

human rights issues and situations generally within the UN system.4

The same commentary concluded that article 56 specifies member
states’ obligations set forth in articles 2(2) and 55. This specification

dealt with the three elements of article 56: joint action, separate

action, and cooperation with the organization. It also addressed the

obligations assumed under article 55. In his commentary on article 56,

Rüdiger Wolfrum agreed with Goodrich, Hambro, and Simons that

article 56 requires ‘‘that member states cooperate with the UN in a

constructive way; obstructive policies are thus excluded.’’5

The World Conference on Human Rights

The World Conference on Human Rights, held in Vienna in June 1993,

provided an unchallenged consensus of the international community

on human rights issues, including on human rights cooperation and

dialogue. The preamble to the Vienna Declaration and Program of
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Action reaffirmed the commitment in article 56 to take joint and

separate action, placing emphasis on developing effective international

cooperation. The conference reaffirmed states’ commitment to fulfill

their obligations to promote universal respect for and observance and
protection of all human rights and fundamental freedoms. Further,

the conference declared that ‘‘the universal nature of these rights and

freedoms is beyond question.’’ In this framework, ‘‘enhancement of

international cooperation in the field of human rights is essential for

the full achievement of the purposes of the United Nations.’’6

The Vienna conference declared that promoting and protecting

human rights and fundamental freedoms must be a priority objective

of the United Nations and a centerpiece of international cooperation.
In this regard, ‘‘the promotion and protection of all human rights is a

legitimate concern of the international community.’’7

The conference emphasized that all human rights were universal,

indivisible, interdependent, and interrelated.8 Democracy, develop-

ment, and respect of human rights and fundamental freedoms were

interdependent and mutually reinforcing.9 The conference reaffirmed

the right to development as established in the Declaration on the

Right to Development as a universal and inalienable right and an
integral part of fundamental human rights. As stated in the declara-

tion, the human person is the central subject of development. While

development facilitated the enjoyment of all human rights ‘‘the lack of

development may not be invoked to justify the abridgement of inter-

nationally recognized human rights.’’10

The conference recognized the important role of NGOs in promot-

ing human rights and emphasized the importance of continued dialo-

gue and cooperation between governments and NGOs.
The Vienna Program of Action contained a separate section on

‘‘cooperation, development, and strengthening of human rights,’’

which recommended that priority be given to national and international

action to promote democracy, development, and human rights.11 It

strongly supported establishing a comprehensive program within the

United Nations to help states build and strengthen adequate national

structures to observe human rights and maintain the rule of law.12 It

appealed to governments, competent agencies, and institutions to
considerably increase the resources devoted to building well function-

ing legal systems that can protect human rights and to national insti-

tutions working in this area.13

The conference considered human rights education, training, and

public information essential to promote and achieve stable and harmo-

nious relations among communities and to foster mutual understanding,
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tolerance, and peace. It called on all states and institutions to include

human rights and humanitarian law in the curricula of all learning

institutions.14

The conference further expressed its dismay at massive violations of
human rights, especially in the form of genocide, ethnic cleansing, and

systematic rape of women in war situations. It strongly condemned

such abhorrent practices and called for perpetrators of such crimes to

be punished.15 It also expressed dismay and condemnation that gross

and systematic violations and situations that obstructed the full enjoy-

ment of human rights continued to occur.16 It reaffirmed the impor-

tance of ensuring the universality, objectivity, and non-selectivity of

human rights issues.17

The conference called on states to abrogate legislation leading to

impunity for those responsible for grave violations of human rights,

such as torture, and to prosecute such violations, thereby providing a

firm basis for the rule of law.18 It reaffirmed that efforts to eradicate

torture should, first and foremost, be concentrated on prevention.19

The conference declared that widespread extreme poverty inhibited

the full and effective enjoyment of human rights; its immediate alle-

viation and eventual elimination must remain a high priority for the
international community.20 It affirmed that extreme poverty and social

exclusion constituted a violation of human dignity and called for

urgent steps to achieve better knowledge of extreme poverty and its

causes to promote the human rights of the poorest.21

The conference affirmed that respect for human rights and fun-

damental freedoms is a fundamental rule of international human

rights law. The speedy and comprehensive elimination of racism

and racial discrimination, xenophobia, and related intolerance was a
priority for the international community.22 The conference urged the

full and equal enjoyment by women of all human rights, adding

that this should be a priority for governments and the United

Nations.23

The conference underlined the importance of preserving and

strengthening the system of special procedures, rapporteurs, repre-

sentatives, experts, and working groups of the CHR and its sub-com-

mission to enable them to carry out their mandates. All states were
asked to cooperate fully with these procedures and mechanisms.24

Cooperation in the Human Rights Council

GA Resolution 60/251 establishing the HRC recognized that the pro-

motion and protection of human rights should be based on the
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‘‘principles of cooperation and genuine dialogue’’ aimed at strength-

ening member states’ capacity to comply with their human rights

obligations. Operative paragraph 4 of the resolution stated that the

work of the HRC shall be guided by the principles of ‘‘universality . . .
constructive international dialogue, and cooperation, with a view to

enhancing the promotion and protection of all human rights.’’

Operative paragraph 5(8) also declared that the council shall work ‘‘in

close cooperation in the field of human rights’’ with governments,

regional organizations, national human rights institutions, and civil

society. Operative paragraph 9 decided that council members should

uphold the highest standards in promoting and protecting human

rights, fully cooperate with the council, and be subject to the universal
periodic review mechanism during their term of membership. As

shown here, international cooperation thus features prominently in the

scheme of the HRC. This chapter endeavors to elucidate the content

of the idea of international cooperation.

International cooperation under human rights treaties and
jurisprudence

The duty to cooperate has been spelled out in the jurisprudence of

bodies such as the Human Rights Committee, which has repeatedly

pointed out that states must investigate allegations made against them

and inform the committee of its findings.

A state’s failure to furnish its observations leads the committee to

give due weight to the allegations, and a state’s failure to respond to a

petition submitted to the committee could lead to an adverse finding

against the state. In Dante Piandiong et al. v. The Philippines (Com-
munication no. 869/1999), the Human Rights Committee concluded

that, by ratifying the Optional Protocol on the procedure for indivi-

dual communications, a state undertakes to cooperate with the com-

mittee to permit and enable it to consider a communication. Moreover,

it ruled that a state party commits a grave breach of its obligations

under the optional protocol if it prevents or frustrates consideration

of the committee’s communication. Specifically, a state breaches its

obligations under the protocol if, having been notified of the commu-
nication, it proceeds to execute the alleged victim.25

Cooperation with human rights mechanisms and procedures

Over a number of sessions, the CHR adopted resolutions on cooperation

with representatives of UN human rights bodies that urged governments
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to refrain from all acts of intimidation or reprisal against individuals

who cooperate with representatives of UN human rights bodies, or

who have provided testimony to them, individuals who have availed

themselves of UN procedures to protect human rights and funda-
mental freedoms, and those who have provided legal assistance to

people for this purpose, individuals who submit or have submitted

communications under procedures established by human rights instru-

ments, and, finally, relatives of victims of human rights violations.26

Cooperation in the detection, arrest, extradition, and
punishment of persons guilty of war crimes and crimes
against humanity

On 3 December 1973, the GA adopted the Principles of International

Cooperation in the Detection, Arrest and Punishment of Persons

Guilty of War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity. This included a

set of principles of international cooperation in the detection, arrest,

extradition, and punishment of persons guilty of war crimes and

crimes against humanity. The document stated:

States shall cooperate with each other on a bilateral and multi-

lateral basis with a view to halting and preventing war crimes and

crimes against humanity, and shall take domestic and interna-

tional measures necessary for that purpose;

States shall cooperate with each other in the collection of

information and evidence which would help to bring to trial per-

sons against whom there is evidence that they have committed war

crimes and crimes against humanity;
In cooperating with a view to the detection, arrest and extradi-

tion of persons against whom there is evidence that they have

committed war crimes and crimes against humanity and, if found

guilty, their punishment, states shall act in conformity with the

provisions of the Charter of the United Nations and of the

Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning

Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance

with the Charter of the United Nations.27

Enhancing international cooperation in the field of
human rights

The CHR adopted a series of resolutions to enhance international

cooperation in human rights, which emphasized that international
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cooperation was essential to achieve the purposes of the United

Nations, including the effective protection and promotion of all

human rights. According to the commission, it was one of the pur-

poses of the United Nations and the responsibility of all member
states to promote, protect, and encourage respect for human rights

and fundamental freedoms through international cooperation. It con-

sidered that ‘‘international cooperation in this field, in conformity

with the purposes and principles set out in the Charter of the United

Nations and in international law, should make an effective and prac-

tical contribution to the urgent task of preventing violations of

Human Rights and of fundamental freedoms for all.’’28 The commis-

sion recognized that states have a collective responsibility to uphold
the principles of human dignity, equality, and equity at the global

level. The commission also invited states and relevant UN human

rights mechanisms to pay attention to the importance of mutual

cooperation, understanding, and dialogue to ensure the promotion

and protection of human rights.

The practice of human rights dialogues

The concept of a human rights dialogue has a long history. At the

birth of international humanitarian law, non-governmental efforts

were marshaled to persuade governments to accept and observe these

emerging norms. Inter-state representations constituted an emerging

humanitarian dialogue. Subsequently, the International Committee of

the Red Cross (ICRC) has consistently sought to work cooperatively

with governments to the fullest extent possible. The principles of

ICRC dialogue and contacts emphasize discreet confidence-building.
The International Labor Organization (ILO) has also developed a

tradition of dialogue. Its direct contact procedures provide opportu-

nities to pursue dialogue and cooperation. Since its adoption of the

declaration on fundamental labor standards, the ILO has accentuated

its practice of dialogue.

Following the entry onto the scene of the human rights treaty

bodies, their consideration of reports and visits to countries (in the

case of bodies such as the Committee Against Torture) have estab-
lished a rich tradition of human rights dialogue. General Comment

no. 31 of the Human Rights Committee is significant in this regard.

Human rights dialogues have been practiced by the European

Commission on Human Rights (now the European Court of Human

Rights), the Inter-American Commission and Court, and the African

Commission. Each has a solid body of practice. The peer review panel
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of NEPAD is blazing a new trail in developing human rights dialogue.

The OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities, the UN High

Commissioner for Human Rights, and the Council of Europe Com-

missioner on Human Rights also have significant practice. Under the
procedure established by ECOSOC Resolution 1503, there has been a

long-standing practice of dialogue in the confidential proceedings of

the CHR and through direct contacts with countries. There has also

been a significant practice of bilateral human rights dialogues between

countries and between multilateral or regional organizations and

individual countries. Finally, there have been examples of thematic

dialogues in human rights bodies on human rights issues of interna-

tional concern.
At the United Nations, more recently, there has been a distinct

policy emphasis on human rights dialogues. GA Resolution 48/141,

which established the post of UN High Commissioner for Human

Rights, mandated the High Commissioner to engage in a dialogue

with all governments to secure respect for all human rights. GA

Resolution 60/251 establishing the HRC recognized that promoting

and protecting human rights should be based on cooperation and

genuine dialogue aimed at strengthening member states’ capacity to
comply with their human rights obligations.29 Furthermore, the GA

decided that the council’s methods of work shall be transparent, fair,

and impartial and enable genuine dialogue, be result-oriented, and

allow subsequent follow-up discussions to recommendations and their

implementation, and allow for substantive interaction with special

procedures and mechanisms.

Based on the above, it can be concluded that a human rights dia-

logue involves substantive cooperation in good faith by all partici-
pants and participation of governments and civil society, is based on

international human rights law or international humanitarian law,

aims to promote and protect human rights, works to strengthen national

protection capacity in each country, includes an understanding for the

circumstances and history of each country, should be result-oriented,

and has appropriate follow-up.

Keeping this in mind, the remaining sections of this chapter high-

light the dialogue practice of some selected human rights/humanitarian
institutions and practitioners.

Bilateral human rights dialogues

A recent study of human rights dialogues commissioned by the Swiss

Federal Department of Foreign Affairs and published by the German
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Institute for Human Rights provided a useful summary of bilateral

human rights dialogues.30 The study contains a number of suggestions

for human rights dialogues. One suggestion is that planning a human

rights dialogue should take up existing international material, in par-
ticular the concluding observations by UN treaty bodies and the

recommendations of special procedures. Furthermore, partners should

avoid privileging political over social rights and vice versa. A human

rights dialogue should always respect that human rights are indivisible

and that effective human rights protection poses major challenges for

all countries.

Dialogue with non-state actors

The issue of human rights and non-state actors certainly attracts dif-

ferences of views.31 As a general proposition, it may be readily agreed

that everyone who can promote and protect human rights should be

encouraged to do so. International actors pursuing human rights

dialogues with particular countries can and sometimes do maintain

dialogue with non-state actors. The purpose of such dialogue could be

to understand better the capacity-building needs of a country in
human rights where national, regional, or international action might

be most beneficial to regions or groups, and how human rights edu-

cation could be enhanced. International or regional partners would

need to pursue such dialogues with the understanding and support of

the government concerned. This would be within the spirit of part-

nership in a common cause.

If the country is experiencing human rights problems, international

or regional dialogue partners may need to consult non-state actors to
ascertain and assess the problems to help the government solve the

problems. This would be a more delicate process and would need to be

accompanied by confidence-building measures to assure all sides that

the dialogue partner is intending to be helpful in a time of need.

If there is an armed conflict within the country, the international or

regional dialogue partner should be particularly discerning. Govern-

ments facing insurrection are naturally sensitive about foreign con-

tacts with insurrectionists. Where insurrectionists are committing acts
contrary to international human rights or humanitarian law, interna-

tional and regional actors must not be shy of calling on them to cease

such acts. If international or regional dialogue partners consider that

being in contact with such insurrectionists could help reduce outrages

on the population, they should explain this to the government and

endeavor to use their good offices to protect human rights.
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Dialogue with business

As with non-state actors, the subject of business and human rights

also gives rise to differing viewpoints. The Compact with Business,

which was launched by former secretary-general Annan, sought to

sensitize business on how it might help promote and protect human

rights and of the importance of not contributing to violations of

human rights. The initiative of the former Sub-Commission on the
Promotion and Protection of Human Rights had similar objectives

and even took this one step further by advocating a code of conduct

for business organizations when it came to protecting human rights.

More recently, the special representative of the secretary-general on

business and human rights has sought to find middle ground on these

issues.

Business organizations may contribute to the spread of human

rights education in primary and secondary schools and in higher
institutions of learning. Business organizations may contribute to

human rights capacity building within countries. Business organiza-

tions may contribute to alleviating the plight of vulnerable groups

such as minorities, indigenous populations, migrants, and the victims

of trafficking. Business organizations may use their good offices with

governments to help prevent, mitigate, or stop human rights viola-

tions, and to promote justice and redress. International business

organizations could make an important contribution to strengthening
the universality of human rights on the basis of the UDHR.

The African Peer Review Mechanism

The African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) has existed for about

four years. In March 2003, the heads of state of NEPAD and its

Government Implementation Committee, meeting in Abuja, Nigeria,

adopted a memorandum of understanding (MOU) on the APRM.
The MOU, which operates as a treaty, came into effect immediately

with the agreement of six countries to participate in the process.

The APRM process is based on a self-assessment questionnaire

developed by the APRM’s secretariat and is divided into four sections:

democracy and political governance, economic governance and man-

agement, corporate governance, and socio-economic development. The

APRM base document, which was adopted at the AU summit in

Durban in 2002, provided four types of review: (1) base review, which
is carried out within 18 months of a country becoming member of the

APRM; (2) periodic review, which is carried out every two to four years;
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(3) requested review, under which any country can request an additional

review for its own reasons; (4) crisis review, which occurs when early

signs of impending political or economic crisis would trigger a review.

Each participating country is required to have a national coordi-
nating structure to conduct broad-based and inclusive consultation of

key stakeholders in the public and private sectors. When the panel

conducts a review, it appoints an APR country review team that is

constituted for the period of the review visit.

The review process has a preliminary phase during which a support

mission seeks to ensure a common understanding of the philosophy,

rules, and processes of the APRM and to help countries that need

support with the national processes. Under stage one, the country in
question must answer a detailed questionnaire for the purposes of self-

assessment. The APRM secretariat makes a background study of the

country’s governance and development. This is shared with the coun-

try concerned and other partner institutions. After the self-assessment

is complete, the country must issue a draft program of action. After

the questionnaire and the program of action have been submitted to

the APR secretariat, it draws up an issues paper on matters that

require further assessment.
In stage two, the review team visits the country and carries out the

widest possible range of consultations with the government, officials,

political parties, parliamentarians, and representatives of civil society

organizations. In the third stage, a draft report is compiled, which is

based on the findings of the review team from its visit, the background

research of the APR secretariat, and the issues paper prepared by the

secretariat. The draft report is then discussed with the government con-

cerned. In stage four, the review team’s report and the final program of
action compiled by the government is sent to the APR secretariat and

the APR panel. The report is then submitted to the APR forum of

participating heads of state and government that recommends neces-

sary action. Peer pressure may be applied at this stage if necessary.

In stage five, the report is tabled in key regional and sub-regional

structures such as the Pan-African Parliament, the African Commis-

sion on Human and Peoples’ Rights, the Peace and Security Council,

and the Economic, Social and Cultural Council of the African Union.
The report becomes publicly available at this point.

After the review has been completed, the subject country is expected

to implement its program of action, and foreign donors are expected

to support the implementation of the plan of action. After a review is

concluded, a periodic review should be undertaken every two to four

years.32
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Dialogue with the human rights treaty bodies

The bodies established under UN or regional human rights treaties

engage in different forms of dialogue with governments and others. In

the first place, when they are considering reports or petitions, the treaty

bodies solicit information from states parties, engage in periodic discus-

sions with them, make representations to them, and indicate concluding

observations that suggest follow-up efforts. The aim here is to foster
compliance with the treaty concerned. Where a state is late in submitting

reports, comments, or information, representatives of treaty bodies may

engage in discreet contacts with governments to encourage cooperation.

In the second place, the principal UN human rights treaty bodies now

regularly exchange views with representatives of states party to the par-

ticular treaty. This may take place in Geneva or New York, where the

state representatives are present. These exchanges intend to allow the

state representatives to express views and share their experiences on
the treaty’s implementation arrangements. The conversations also allow

the treaty bodies to share their insights with the state representatives.

In the third place, the series of general comments adopted by human

rights treaty bodies represents a form of dialogue with the states col-

lectively. Based on their experience in considering reports by states, the

treaty bodies provide insights on how governments could work to give

effect to the treaty.

General Comment no. 31 of the Human Rights Committee, dis-
cussed above, is a particularly good example of this.

Dialogue with the UN human rights special procedures

The term UN human rights special procedures refers to the various

rapporteurs, experts, representatives, working groups, and similar

mechanisms established by the CHR, now the HRC. Some of these

special procedures have structural or thematic mandates. Examples of
this are the special procedures on international solidarity and human

rights, structural adjustment, and debts as they impact on human rights,

environmental dangers, and the right to development. On such topics,

those that hold the mandates of special procedures gather and analyze

information, consult with all concerned to obtain their insights and

pertinent information, and distil recommendations. They are, in effect,

engaged in a process of global dialogue on these structural issues.

A similar process takes place regarding thematic procedures on
economic, social, civil, or political rights. The special procedures on

the rights to food, education, health, and adequate standard of living,
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including housing, endeavor to gather information and insights on

their mandates and also to distil recommendation. A global dialogue

is also underway here.

The special procedures against torture, extra-judicial executions,
arbitrary detention, enforced and involuntary disappearances, violence

against women, trafficking in human beings, and on the human rights

of minorities, indigenous people, terrorism and human rights, and

similar subjects seek to gather information on their topics globally, to

be in touch with all who could provide information or shed light on

their topic, distil recommendations, and understand the situation

where problems are encountered in particular countries. They reg-

ularly visit countries to pursue their mandates.
There are some country-specific special procedures. Some of them

benefit from the cooperation of the country concerned and endeavor

to create a dialogue with the government to help restore or strengthen

human rights in the country. There have been instances where such

dialogue has been particularly beneficial and appreciated by the gov-

ernment concerned. Almost invariably, they are particularly appre-

ciated by the people of the country. Country dialogues, if carried out

in a spirit of confidence-building and cooperation and with the objec-
tive of protecting human rights, can be of great service.

Finally, special procedure mandate holders have an annual dialogue

with the HRC and, in some instances, with the Third Committee of

the GA. Typically, the special procedure mandate holder introduces

his or her report and engages in a dialogue with representatives of the

countries directly concerned in the report and with representatives of

UN member states. The aim here is to deepen the process of coop-

eration to protect human rights. In the past, special procedures had
been squeezed for time in the CHR. The HRC has allocated more

time for dialogues with special procedure mandate holders, and this

has been much appreciated by the human rights community.

As the dialogue deepens between the HRC and the special procedures,

there is a hope for increased emphasis on preventive human rights

strategies, specifically, heading off potential violations before they

occur. The HRC has an explicit mandate for dialogue and prevention,

and it would be natural to pursue a synthesis between the two: a dia-
logue for prevention and a dialogue for promotion and protection.

Dialogue with the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights

Since the position was established, the UN High Commissioner for

Human Rights has pursued different forms of dialogue. First, the High
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Commissioner has an annual dialogue session with the GA and the

HRC. This is an occasion for member states to listen to the experience

and insights of the High Commissioner, communicate their views, and

help develop cooperative approaches to advance the promotion and
protection of human rights.

In the second place, the High Commissioner maintains an ongoing

dialogue with partner departments and organizations of the UN system,

regional organizations, NGOs, and civil society. In the third place, high

commissioners have pursued contacts with representatives of national

human rights institutions and have sought to foster stronger national

systems to promote and protect human rights.

Fourth, successive High Commissioners have established a pattern
of visiting countries for dialogue to support the strengthening of

national human rights systems. They have also sought to emphasize

human rights capacity-building generally.

In her 2006 report to the GA, the current UN High Commissioner,

Louise Arbour, emphasized country engagement, which aims to address

protection gaps through a consultative process involving governments,

civil society, and other relevant international and national counter-

parts. The OHCHR, she emphasized, is not an arbiter or judge. Rather,
Arbour sees its work as an ongoing dialogue, bringing duty-bearers

and rights-holders together toward more effective promotion and

protection of human rights. To this end, country-level monitoring of

human rights developments and collection of information are indis-

pensable for an objective analysis of the human rights situation. This,

in turn, is fundamental in order to devise the most adequate forms of

technical cooperation.33

The High Commissioner considers national human rights institutions
a key element of the OHCHR country-engagement strategy. Further,

according to Arbour, the OHCHR’s expanded presence in the field,

both at country and regional levels, will allow it to achieve the greatest

impact.34 She is planning to expand country offices and increase support

to the human rights components of UN peace missions. Cooperation

with the UN resident coordinator system and UN country teams is, in

her assessment, also becoming more structured and systematic.

The UN High Commissioner for Refugees

In the past, the UNHCR has also deployed dialogue and good offices

to help head off problems. Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, a former

High Commissioner, identified three criteria for action by the High

Commissioner’s office. First, the needs to be met and the necessary
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action to be undertaken should be of a strictly humanitarian and non-

political character. Second, there should be a request to the High

Commissioner from the government directly concerned. Third, the

persons for whom the assistance program is to be implemented must
qualify as a refugee or be in a situation analogous to that of refugees.35

In its more recent history, the UNHCR has used international

conferences and plans of action to respond to refugee and displace-

ment crises, help contain them, and also stem situations that could

lead to refugee outflows. The UNHCR has used conferences and/or

plans of action for refugees in Southeast Asia, Central America, and

Central Africa. A UNHCR plan of action successfully addressed the

situation following the break-up of the Soviet Union and the fears of
refugee movements in the countries of the Commonwealth of Inde-

pendent States.36

The OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities

In 1990, the CSCE established the position of High Commissioner on

National Minorities to provide early warning and, where appropriate,

early action regarding tensions involving national minority issues that
have not yet developed beyond an early warning stage but could

develop into a conflict within the CSCE area, affecting peace, stability,

or relations between participating states. Within this mandate, the

High Commissioner is required to work in confidence and to act

independently of all parties directly involved in the tensions.

If, on the basis of exchanges of communications and contacts with

relevant parties, the High Commissioner concludes that there is a risk

of potential conflict, he/she may issue an early warning, which will be
communicated promptly by the chairman-in-office to the Committee

of Senior Officials (CSO). The High Commissioner may recommend

that he/she be authorized to enter into further contact and closer

consultations with the parties concerned with a view to possible solu-

tions, according to a mandate decided by the CSO.

The promotion of democracy and the rule of law

Article 21 of the UDHR proclaimed that the will of the people shall

be the basis of government authority. This will shall be expressed in

periodic and genuine elections conducted by universal and equal suf-

frage and held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures.

According to article 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights, everyone shall have the right and the opportunity (a)
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to take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly or through freely

chosen representatives; (b) to vote and to be elected at genuine peri-

odic elections that are held according to universal and equal suffrage

and by secret ballot, guaranteeing the free expression of the will of the
electors; (c) to have equal access to public service in his or her country.

The United Nations has had extensive experience in monitoring

popular consultations and elections in colonies and trust territories.

The aim of the UN’s involvement was to ensure that the people could

exercise their choice freely. United Nations supervision varied accord-

ing to the circumstances of the case and the mandate established by

the GA, the Trusteeship Council, or other UN organs. A distinction

was also drawn between supervising popular consultations and obser-
ving them. Supervision was wider in scope and covered the organiza-

tional aspects as well as the observation stage.

Prior to the 1990s, the United Nations had observed elections in a

few independent countries.37 However, from the 1990s, the United

Nations saw a determined push for more involvement in promoting

democracy and free elections. There is a Division for Electoral Assis-

tance within the UN Department of Political Affairs, which provides

advice and technical assistance at government request. It has helped
organize some elections and has observed many others. All three facets

of the division’s activities, advice and assistance, organization, and

observation to help countries conduct free elections and, in some

instances, avoid conflict that could occur over the conduct or results

of elections, involve dialogue and cooperation.

Since 1989, the United Nations has received over 140 requests for

electoral assistance from member states. Since the Electoral Assistance

Unit/Division was established in 1992, the United Nations has pro-
vided various forms of electoral assistance to over 70 member states.

Conclusion

From the foregoing discussion, it can be concluded that cooperation

as a human rights concept involves practical action in good faith to

promote and protect human rights. The above discussion presented

seven categories in which international law and practice requires
meaningful and substantive cooperative action. Dialogue as a human

rights concept is also intended to advance the promotion and protec-

tion of human rights in good faith. Both cooperation and dialogue are

meant to enhance human rights or their protection. Human rights

cooperation and dialogue can serve optimally if they are marshaled in

aid of the protection of human rights.
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9 Protection

The World Conference on Human Rights . . . expresses its dismay and

condemnation that gross and systematic violations of human rights and

situations that constitute serious obstacles to the full enjoyment of all

human rights continue to occur in different parts of the world.1

(Vienna Declaration)

Lack of protection is the Achilles heel of the human rights movement.

In its 2007 World Report, Human Rights Watch lamented:

Each government these days seems to have a ready excuse for

ignoring human rights. High-minded pronouncements occasionally

ring from capitals or from ambassadors to the United Nations, but

without the sustained follow-through needed for change. Commit-
ments are crabbed by caveats, engagements by escape clauses. . . . [T]he
excuses for inaction overwhelm the imperative of decisive action.2

This is a sobering assessment. And yet the idea of the protection of

human rights is a foundation of the contemporary human rights

movement and the international law of human rights.3 Protection has

preventive, curative, and remedial or compensatory aspects. National
authorities are, first and foremost, responsible for protection of

human rights. Where this is lacking, protection may be exercised

regionally pursuant to regional human rights conventions or inter-

nationally pursuant to the UN Charter or international human rights

conventions where applicable. This chapter examines the idea of pro-

tection of human rights in its different aspects and contexts.

Human rights protection at the national level

As discussed in Chapter 2 above, every country should be able to

show that it has an adequate and effective national protection system



in place, with constitutional, legislative, judicial, educational, institu-

tional, and preventive components. National protection systems are,

strategically, among the most important for future human rights stra-

tegies and a key concept for preventive human rights strategies. Based
on the work of international human rights treaty bodies, special pro-

cedures, and the empirical work of UN institutions such as UNDP

and OHCHR, more efforts should be deployed to strengthen national

protection systems in the future. Before these systems are strengthened,

however, the need for international protection remains staggering.

The continuing need for international protection

While it is an accepted rule of international law that each government

is primarily responsible for protecting the human rights of persons

within its jurisdiction, the need for international protection is an

empirically observable fact that continues to be evident today. The

sheer number and scale of situations involving shocking human rights

violations proves that international protection of human rights is a

continuing necessity. The following reasons for international protec-

tion may be noted.
There may, first of all, simply be a breakdown of government,

resulting in excesses being committed against persons within the gov-

ernment’s jurisdiction. For such persons, international protection may

be the only line of defense. The spate of extra-judicial killings in the

world is an example. Second, national laws or judicial policies may

actually be inconsistent with internationally recognized human rights

standards, and the only way to alter such laws may be through an

international forum. Third, the domestic judicial system may simply
fail, for example, when a person is unable to obtain any remedy for a

violation of his or her human rights. Fourth, in highly charged situa-

tions, such as in international or internal conflicts or in emergency

situations, an international presence may be indispensable to avoid or

minimize excesses or inhumane actions. Fifth, in a world undergoing

unprecedented political, economic, social, and cultural transforma-

tions, the pressures on governments are manifold, which can easily

lead to harsh treatment of some parts of the population. The refugee
and displacement crises in many parts of the world come to mind.

Sixth, the potential for barbarism continues to break out frequently,

wanton disregard for the elementary principles of humanity is ram-

pant. Incidents of piracy against refugees are vivid examples. Seventh,

there are some particularly vulnerable groups whose protection,

experience has shown, can only be assured by urgent international
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action. This is the case for victims of institutionalized racism and

racial discrimination, victims of slavery and slavery-like practices such

as trafficking, minorities, and indigenous populations.

In the Nottebohm case (second phase), the International Court of
Justice, referring to the institution of diplomatic protection, com-

mented that to ‘‘exercise protection, is to place oneself on the plane of

international law. It is international law which determines whether a

state is entitled to exercise protection.’’4 On an earlier occasion, in the

Reparation case, the court had expressly recognized the UN’s capacity

to engage in international protection.5

A third strand of the court’s jurisprudence is provided in the Bar-

celona Traction case, which drew attention to obligations ‘‘towards the
international community as a whole,’’ which were derived in con-

temporary international law from the principles and rules concerning

the basic rights of the human person, including protection from slav-

ery and racial discrimination. ‘‘Some of the corresponding rights of

protection,’’ the court affirmed, ‘‘have entered into the body of general

international law.’’6

These three cases indicate that the concept of international protec-

tion is an established part of international customary law.

Antecedents of international protection

The notion of protection (initially domestic protection) may be traced

back to times when organized human societies were emerging, and

notions of law and justice were evolving. As previously discussed, in

Freedom in the Ancient World, H. J. Muller showed how law codes—

written or unwritten—provided protection for the individual; Muller
also traced the ‘‘efforts of kings to protect ordinary men against the

abuses of power and privilege.’’7 Bello has found notions akin to pro-

tection in African customary humanitarian law and has reported that,

while not generally the case, during armed conflicts in certain parts of

Africa, some tribes ‘‘took pride in according respect and human rights

to women, children and old persons.’’8 In Asia, Charles Alexan-

drowicz found that high standards of protection of foreigners have

existed historically, irrespective of religion or civilization.9

In Europe in the sixteenth century, the institution of ‘‘protecting

powers’’ developed, as European powers obtained, through capitula-

tion treaties, the ‘‘right to exercise exclusive, extra-territorial jurisdic-

tion over their nationals in the Ottoman Empire, and later on in the

other independent countries of the Middle and Far East.’’ The insti-

tution of protecting powers, which could also be found in diplomatic
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and consular practice, subsequently evolved to become the ‘‘corner-

stone of the system of implementation of the Geneva Conventions’’ of

1949 on the laws of armed conflicts.10

The use of treaties to protect human rights, which was known even
in the practice of the ancient Greeks, began to assume prominence in

the seventeenth century. The Treaty of Westphalia (1648) sought to

ensure equality of rights for Roman Catholics and Protestants in

Germany. During the seventeenth century, in peace treaties, some

governments undertook to respect the rights of Roman Catholic sub-

jects of Protestant princes. In 1774, vis-à-vis Russia, Turkey aimed to

protect the Christian religion and its churches within its territory. The

Congress of Vienna of 1815 provided for the free exercise of religion
and equality, irrespective of religion, in various cantons of Switzerland

as well as for the equality of Christian denominations in Germany.

The congress also contained provisions aiming to improve the civil

status of Jews.11

The doctrine and practice of humanitarian intervention may also be

included among the antecedents of the practice of international pro-

tection. In previous centuries, when a state was so abusive to its own

population that it shocked the conscience of humanity, other states
have claimed the right to threaten or use force to assist the oppressed

persons. Setting aside the issue of the validity of such interventions in

contemporary international law, the practice does offer guidance on

one set of circumstances that warrants international protection: when

atrocities reach such a scale as to shock the conscience of humanity.

The concept of international protection may, furthermore, be traced

in the movements to abolish slavery, establish international humani-

tarian law concerning the conduct of hostilities and the protection of
human rights during periods of armed conflict, and develop interna-

tional social and labor legislation.

The institution of diplomatic protection, one of the hallowed insti-

tutions of international law, has also contributed to the development

of the concept of international protection of human rights. Diplomatic

protection proceeds from a state’s right to protect its nationals abroad.

As the Permanent Court of International Justice stated in the Mav-

rommatis Palestine Concession case, ‘‘it is an elementary principle of
international law that a state is entitled to protect its subjects, when

injured by acts contrary to international law committed by another

state, from whom they have been unable to obtain satisfaction through

the ordinary channels.’’12 In traditional international law, the respon-

sibility of states for damage done in their territory to the person or

property of foreigners was a part of the international standard of justice
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and the principle of the equality of nationals and aliens. As the Gen-

eral Claims Commission held in the Neer case, the propriety of gov-

ernmental acts should be put to the test of international standards.

In an important submission, Francisco V. Garcia-Amador, former
rapporteur of the International Law Commission, argued that what

was formerly the object of these two principles—the protection of the

person and of his property—is now intended to be accomplished by

the international recognition of the essential rights of human beings.13

In some peace treaties, special minorities treaties, and declarations

made after World War I, some states of central and eastern Europe

and Iraq accepted obligations toward their racial, linguistic, and reli-

gious minorities, according to which all of their nationals were equal
before the law and enjoyed equal civil and political rights. The relevant

treaties stated that their provisions constituted obligations of interna-

tional concern rather than domestic matters, and all were placed under

the guarantee of the League of Nations.

At the drafting of the UN Charter in San Francisco, the question

arose whether the Charter should define the role of the United

Nations in terms of promotion or protection. The drafters opted for

language calling for the achievement of international cooperation in
promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and funda-

mental freedoms. Notwithstanding the use of the term promotion, the

practice of the United Nations has confirmed the organization’s com-

petence to protect human rights. In 1972, one commentator wrote:

In the actual practice of the various organs of the United Nations

over the past 25 years the obstacles to taking action based on the

human rights provisions of the Charter have proved to be far less
formidable than the cleavage of theoretical opinions of scholars

and of abstract statements by governments would lead one to

assume. In the practice of the United Nations and its Members

neither the vagueness and generality of the human rights clauses

of the Charter nor the domestic jurisdiction clause have prevented

the United Nations from considering, investigating, and judging

concrete human rights situations, provided there was a majority

strong enough and wishing strongly enough to attempt to influ-
ence the particular development.14

The nature of protection: scholarly views

According to one expert, the institutions responsible for implementing

human rights are usually entrusted with one of two tasks—promoting
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or protecting human rights. The promotion of human rights implies

action directed toward the future, while the protection of human

rights is intended to ensure the observance of human rights under

existing law. Protection relies mainly on court processes, whereas pro-
motion makes use of every available legislative technique, including

studies, research, reports, and the drafting of texts.15

The same source listed political supervision among the techniques

used by institutions to protect human rights. Specifically, this means

supervision by the political organs of international organizations, such

as the UN General Assembly, and supervision by means of reports,

petitions, or complaints.

Atle Grahl-Madsen, who specialized in international refugee law,
defined protection as denoting measures of some kind or other taken

by a subject of international law to safeguard or promote the integrity,

rights, or interest of an individual. Protection may take many shapes.

One might distinguish between internal protection (the protection of

the law) and external protection (diplomatic or consular protection).

Moreover, protection may be active or passive.16

A third scholar writing in the field of international humanitarian

law employed the concepts of constraints and protection:

‘‘Constraints’’ is the most appropriate concept if the supervision

of the application of the norms rests with the parties themselves

(self-control). ‘‘Protection’’ would be an adequate description if

some agency other than the parties could, on their own initiative,

take steps to halt violations of the norms. ‘‘Rights’’ is the ade-

quate notion if the persons in whose interests the norms were

given could avail themselves of a formal procedure to secure that
the norms were respected. These persons, who would be the actual

or potential victims of the armed conflict, would therefore have to

have access to some kind of an impartial tribunal or other insti-

tution not subjected to the command of one of the parties to the

conflict.17

An expert on the ICRC, discussing that organization’s protection

functions, placed them into two categories: direct protection and
indirect protection. He submitted that the ICRC’s three basic roles

had both a direct and an indirect dimension: (1) ad hoc diplomacy; (2)

development of law; and (3) application of the law.18 There is much

merit in this frame of direct and indirect protection, which offers a

conceptual approach that corresponds closely to international protec-

tion as practiced in the United Nations.
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The responsibility to protect

The International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty

launched the concept of the responsibility to protect.19 In the com-

mission’s view, the responsibility to protect embraced three specific

responsibilities:

� the responsibility to prevent, namely, to address both the root causes

and direct causes of internal conflict and other man-made crises

putting populations at risk;

� the responsibility to react, namely, to respond to situations of com-

pelling human need with appropriate measures, which may include

coercive measures like sanctions and international prosecution, and

in extreme cases military intervention;

� the responsibility to rebuild, namely, to provide, particularly after
a military intervention, full assistance with recovery, reconstruction

and reconciliation, addressing the causes of the harm the inter-

vention was designed to halt or avert.

The commission was firm in its view that prevention was the single

most important dimension of the responsibility to protect. Prevention

options should always be exhausted before intervention was con-
templated, and more commitment and resources must be devoted to

it. The exercise of the responsibility to prevent and react should

always involve less intrusive and coercive measures before more coer-

cive and intrusive ones are applied.

The UN Summit of World Leaders in 2005 endorsed the responsibility

to protect. Leaders further declared their readiness to refer situations

of genocide, ethnic cleansing, crimes against humanity and war crimes to

the UN Security Council.

Preventive, curative, and remedial or compensatory protection

International protection may be grouped into three categories: antici-

patory or preventive, mitigatory or curative, and remedial or compen-

satory. Preventive protection means that the national authorities,

regional organizations, or the United Nations should try to anticipate
and head off potential situations of human rights violations before

they occur. This is a new thrust in the efforts of the human rights

movement, and prevention is still in its infancy.20 Prevention should

be an essential part of any national protection system.

Among the preventive measures taken by international bodies,

mention may be made of telegrams or urgent appeals addressed on
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behalf of victims or of interim measures undertaken on their behalf.

On some occasions, the UNSC and the HRC have met to consider a

situation and possibly intercede. Special procedures of the HRC address

urgent appeals to governments in cases of concern. The UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights may do likewise or may make public

statements expressing concern. The secretary-general may intercede if

this is considered helpful. The European Commission and the Inter-

American Commission on Human Rights have an established practice

of interceding urgently if they conclude that an individual is in

serious danger of irreparable harm. The good offices of interna-

tional officials, such as the director-general of the ILO, may also be

called on.21

Aside from these limited measures, such as appeals, interim mea-

sures, or the use of humanitarian good offices, the area of anticipation

and prevention represents one of the major gaps in the international

protection of human rights. In 1980, Theo C. van Boven, then director

of the UN Division of Human Rights of the CHR stated:

We are frequently faced in the United Nations with serious and

urgent problems of violations of human rights which arise in differ-
ent parts of the world, but, apart from statements of the Secretary-

General issued in a humanitarian spirit, or the exercise of his good

offices in certain cases, the organization is mostly unable to take

action in a situation where every day counts heavily notwithstanding

the hope and expectations of the international community for

such action. In the ILO, for example, the Director-General has

been granted the competence, in urgent cases, to approach the

government concerned to receive a mission from the organization
urgently to look into allegations of violations of trade unions

rights within the country in question. . . . We, in the United

Nations, similarly receive many complaints and disturbing reports

about grave human rights problems in this as well as in other

countries . . . but there is no similar possibility for action open to

us. In my view, this is a major deficiency in the arrangements.22

The situation has not changed markedly since then.
Curative protection involves efforts to mitigate and stop gross viola-

tions of human rights. The UNSC, the HRC, special procedures of the

HRC, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, and the secretary-

general endeavor to engage in mitigatory and curative protection.

Various procedures exist within different international organiza-

tions, which aim to stop or to mitigate excesses or cure or redress
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situations giving rise to such excesses. Among these are the UN pro-

cedures for dealing with complaints of human rights violations, ILO’s

complaints procedures, UNESCO’s complaints procedures, inter-gov-

ernmental complaints procedures (such as those under the European
Convention on Human Rights, the American Convention on Human

Rights or the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights),

investigation and fact-finding under various procedures in the United

Nations, ILO, the Council of Europe, and the OAS, visits or the

establishment of international presences, the activities of the ICRC,

the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, and the UNHCR, the

activities of NGOs, the exercise of good offices, and public denuncia-

tions of violations of human rights.
Some of the procedures within the different international organiza-

tions are intended to provide protection through remedies or com-

pensation. Of particular significance in this regard are the petition

systems under the European and American conventions on human

rights and under the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant

on Civil and Political Rights. Judicial measures of protection such as

those provided by the European Court and the Inter-American Court

of Human Rights are also relevant in this regard. Also related are the
efforts made within the United Nations to provide reconstruction

assistance to countries that have experienced extensive violations of

human rights, as well as to individuals who have been subjected to

such violations.23

Remedial and compensatory protection involves processes of estab-

lishing the truth about what took place in a situation of gross viola-

tions of human rights, bringing perpetrators to justice where possible,

and providing redress to victims of violations or to their families.
Truth and reconciliation commissions seek to ascertain and record

what took place. National or hybrid courts or the ICC, or ad hoc tri-

bunals—such as the international criminal tribunals for the Former

Yugoslavia, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, and Cambodia—may deal with

justice issues.

It should be pointed out that although preventive/anticipatory,

curative/mitigatory, and remedial/compensatory procedures have been

discussed, many procedures perform functions belonging to more than
one of these categories.

International protection

The international protection of human rights is called into the picture

when there has been a failure of national protection (see Table 9.1). It
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may be exercised even if regional bodies are aware of the situation. If

a situation of gross violations of human rights threatens or breaches

international peace and security, the primary (although not the exclu-

sive) protection actor should be the UNSC. The Security Council
usually engages in political protection, namely, it acts as it sees

appropriate according to the political circumstances. The UNSC may

engage in a higher standard of protection if it considers this appro-

priate, and it may even decide to refer situations to the ICC, as it

did in the case of Darfur. Further, it may choose, acting under the

mandatory chapter of the Charter, to establish an international crim-

inal tribunal to try those accused of criminal violations of human

rights.
Among the contemporary agencies of international protection are:

the United Nations, (including the UNSC, the Human Rights Coun-

cil, the Human Rights Committee, the Committee on the Elimination

of Racial Discrimination, the United Nations High Commissioner for

Refugees, the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights,

and the Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs) the

ILO, UNESCO, the ICRC, the Council of Europe, the ECHR, the

Organization of American States (the Inter-American Commission
and the Court of Human Rights), the Organization of African Unity,

the League of Arab States, and NGOs such as Amnesty International,

Human Rights Watch, the International Commission of Jurists, the

International Association of Democratic Lawyers, and the Interna-

tional League for Human Rights.

The degree of protection actually provided by these bodies is not

commensurate with the needs on the ground. Table 9.2 depicts the

performance of these bodies on a scale of zero to five. The only body
that comes out respectably is the ECHR.

Shades of protection: direct and indirect

The international protection of human rights in the contemporary

world can be described as direct or indirect. Direct international pro-

tection means the intercession of an international entity either at the

behest of a victim, by persons on their behalf, or by the international
protecting agency to halt a violation of human rights. Examples of

direct international protection are the activities of the UN High

Commissioner for Refugees, the UN High Commissioner for Human

Rights, the ICRC, and the various petitions or complaints procedures

such as that provided under the Optional Protocol to the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
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Table 9.1 The protection roles of international human rights institutions

The Security Council � acts to prevent gross violations of human rights that
may threaten international peace and security;

� acts urgently to mitigate and arrest gross violations
of human rights that actually threaten or breach
international peace and security;

� deals with situations of criminal violations of
human rights by referring them to the
International Criminal Court.

The General Assembly � responds to situations of gross violations of
human rights that are of international concern.

ECOSOC � acts to prevent situations of gross violations of
economic, social and cultural rights;

� responds to situations of gross violations of
economic, social and cultural rights.

The International
Criminal Court

� tries charges of international crimes brought
before it by the prosecutor of the ICC.

The Human Rights
Council

� promotes international cooperation for the
universal protection of human rights;

� acts to prevent situations of gross violations of
human rights;

� responds urgently to situations of gross violations
of human rights.

The Human Rights
Committee

� considers reports from states parties;
� considers individual petitions from states parties
that have accepted this competence.

The Committee on
Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights

� considers reports from states parties.

The Committee on the
Elimination of Racial
Discrimination

� considers reports from states parties;
� considers petitions under article 14.

The Committee on the
Elimination of
Discrimination Against
Women

� considers reports from states parties;
� considers individual petitions from states parties
that have accepted this competence;

� conducts investigations if states parties accept this
competence.

The Committee
Against Torture (CAT)

� considers reports from states parties;
� considers individual petitions from states parties
that have accepted this competence;

� a sub-committee may visit places of detention if
states parties ratify an Optional Protocol to the
Convention.

The Committee on
the Rights of the Child

� considers reports from states parties;
� may make visits to states parties that have
accepted this competence.

(table continued on next page)
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However, much of the protection activities undertaken in the interna-

tional community may be classified as indirect protection. Among these

are the creation of an international environment that is conducive to the
realization of human rights; the elaboration of norms and standards;

education, teaching, training, research, and the dissemination of infor-

mation;24 and the provision of advisory services in human rights.

The following section examines how various organizations and pro-

cedures have approached the application of direct protection.

The League of Nations: the concept of ‘‘guarantee’’

Some treaties concluded after the First World War entrusted the task

of guaranteeing rights for minority groups to the League of Nations.

The Tittoni Report, which was accepted by the Council of the League

of Nations in 1920, addressed the meaning of the term guarantee:

[I]t may be advisable at the outset to define clearly the exact

meaning of the term ‘‘guarantee’’ of the League of Nations. It

seems clear that this stipulation means, above all, that the provi-
sions for the protection of minorities are inviolable, that is to say,

they cannot be modified in the sense of violating in any way rights

actually recognized, and without the approval of the majority of

the Council of the League of Nations.25

The report, the International Protection of Minorities Under the

League of Nations, which was written by the United Nations in 1947,

Table 9.1 (continued)

The Committee on the
Rights of all Migrant
Workers and Members
of their Families

� considers reports from states parties;
� convention envisages a petitions procedure that
is not yet in force.

The European Court
of Human Rights

� considers petitions from individuals in states
parties to the European Convention.

The Inter-American
Court of Human Rights

� considers cases referred to it by the
Inter-American Commission or by states parties.

The Inter-American
Commission on Human
Rights

� makes periodic visits to states parties;
� Considers some individual petitions from within
states parties.

The African Commission
on Human and Peoples
Rights

� considers reports from states parties.
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noted that in exercising the supervision that it assumed under the

minorities treaties, the League Council had used the methods of per-

suasion or pressure of a purely moral or political nature to the exclu-

sion of compulsory measures. This was due mainly to the fact that an
accused state had a seat on the Council if it were charged with having

infringed its obligations and could use its veto to block any adverse

discussion. In response to the question ‘‘Could the Council give orders

or injunctions to a state which was violating the obligations assumed

in respect of the treatment of minorities and lay down how it should

behave?’’ the report answered: ‘‘It might be thought so, from reading

the very general provisions on the subject. . . . The council could con-

sider, discuss or publicly criticize the conduct of any State and note
failures to comply with the obligations assumed.’’26

The International Labor Organization

In the UN system, the ILO has come closest to developing a quasi-

judicial protection system. In brief, the ILO approach to protection

encompasses prescription of standards on matters within its compe-

tence; supervisory procedures to oversee the application of those
standards; quasi-judicial complaints procedures to deal with allega-

tions of human rights violations; and measures of fact-finding, med-

iation, conciliation, direct contacts, and good offices.

ILO organs have repeatedly insisted on the strictest compliance with

the terms of international labor conventions by states, irrespective of

their political, economic, or social systems or of their level of eco-

nomic development. International labor organs have also insisted that

the protection provided for by international labor conventions is
international protection. This principle was admirably brought out by

an ILO commission of inquiry in 1956. Responding to Greece’s con-

tention that it had proclaimed a state of emergency in accordance with

its national law and that the government was the sole judge of the

need to proclaim a state of emergency, the commission stated:

The Commission understands perfectly the argument that con-

formity with the constitution would make the Government in the
eyes of Greek Law the sole judge of the need to proclaim a state

of emergency. But it has not that effect in international law. The

Commission takes the view that it is an accepted principle of

international law that a State cannot rely on the terms of its

national law, or otherwise invoke the concept of national sover-

eignty, to justify non-performance of an international obligation.
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Any doubt concerning the extent of such obligations must be

determined by exclusive reference to the relevant principles of

international law, whether made express by the parties to a treaty

or derived from another source of international law, in particular,
international custom and general principles of law.

The commission added:

All the main legal systems accept in some form the principle that

pleas of justification on grounds such as self-defense are subject

to legal review. If a plea of emergency is to be treated in interna-

tional law as a legal concept there similarly has to be appraisal by
an impartial authority at the international level. It is for this

reason that international tribunals and supervisory organs, when

seized of such a plea, have invariable made an independent deter-

mination of whether the circumstances justified the claim, and

have not allowed the State concerned to be the sole judge of the

issue.27

The International Committee of the Red Cross

During the 1970s, the ICRC undertook a comprehensive review of its

role and activities. One of the background papers prepared for that

review described Red Cross protection as embracing three categories

of activities to protect individuals in conflicts: helping to develop

international humanitarian law; helping to apply that law; and enga-

ging in ad hoc diplomacy on the basis of humanitarian motivation.28

An ICRC committee that discussed the results of this in-depth
review noted that the final report ‘‘does not define the meaning of

‘protection’ but it obviously refers to the protection of victims of

armed conflicts or internal disorders who are in the hands of adverse

authority or of an authority which does not afford them appropriate

guarantees.’’ A footnote to this passage added:

Like the Report, the Geneva Conventions, and the Red Cross Sta-

tutes contain no definition of ‘‘protection,’’ undoubtedly because
it is a concept that is easily understood. Yet if a definition were

required one might say that in the Red Cross action ‘‘to protect’’

implies preserving victims of conflicts who are in the hands of an

adverse authority from the dangers, sufferings and abuses of power

to which they may be exposed, defending them and giving them

support. In a broader context, one might say that ‘‘protection’’ also
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includes developing, publicizing and ensuring application and

respect for international humanitarian law.29

More recently, the ICRC published ‘‘Strengthening Protection in War,’’
which summarized the reflections of four workshops of humanitarian

scholars and humanitarian organizations. According to workshop

participants, the concept of protection encompasses

all activities aimed at ensuring full respect for the rights of the

individual in accordance with the letter and the spirit of the rele-

vant bodies of law, i.e. human rights law, international humani-

tarian law and refugee law. Human rights and humanitarian
organizations must conduct these activities in an impartial

manner (not on the basis of race, national or ethnic origin, lan-

guage or gender.30

The participants considered a protection activity to be any activity that

prevents or puts a stop to a specific pattern of abuse and/or alleviates

its immediate effects; restores people’s dignity and ensures adequate
living conditions through reparation, restitution, and rehabilitation;

and fosters an environment conducive to respect for the rights of indi-

viduals in accordance with the relevant bodies of law. They recognized

that ‘‘no single organization is able to meet the sheer diversity of pro-

tection needs as this requires a wide array of skills and means. It is

therefore natural that various organizations operate in the same arena

and often cater to the same beneficiaries, regardless of the situation.’’31

In 2003, another ICRC report, ‘‘International Humanitarian Law
and the Challenges of Contemporary Armed Conflicts,’’ stated:

First, the ICRC believes . . . that the four Geneva Conventions

and their Additional Protocols, as well as the range of other

international IHL treaties and the norms of customary law pro-

vide a bedrock of principles and rules that must continue to guide

the conduct of hostilities and the treatment of persons who have

fallen into the hands of a party to an armed conflict. Second . . .
some of the dilemmas that the international community grappled

with decades ago were, in general, satisfactorily resolved by

means of IHL development. Today, the primary challenge in these

areas is to either ensure clarification or further elaboration of

the rules. Thirdly, international opinion—both governmental and

expert, as well as public opinion—remains largely divided on how
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to deal with new forms of violence, primarily acts of transnational

terrorism.32

Protecting powers under the Geneva Conventions

Georges Abi-Saab has classified the functions of protecting powers

under the Geneva Conventions into the following categories:

(a) Liaison functions between the detaining or occupying power, the

protected persons and the power of origin. These include not only

the communication of information requests or clarifications, but

also exercising its good offices in cases of disagreement on the inter-
pretation or application of the conventions or for the conclusion of

special agreements;

(b) Relief and assistance activities in favor of protected persons;

(c) Scrutiny of the implementation of the Convention by the detaining

or occupying power. This function consists of supervising the treat-

ment of the protected persons by the detaining power to make sure

that it conforms with their rights under the Conventions. More spe-

cifically, this implies having access to protected persons (the right
to visit occupied territories, prisoners of war and internment camps,

etc.) and the power to probe and investigate their conditions and the

treatment they receive; it implies also having access to the occupying

or detaining authorities in order to make presentations, to lodge

complaints for violations of the Conventions and to demand their

rectification; and in general the right of assisting protected persons

to obtain from the detaining power the treatment which is guaran-

teed for them by the Conventions. This is ‘‘protection’’ stricto-sensu,
although the term is used lato sensu to cover all of these functions.33

The United Nations

At the San Francisco conference in 1945, draft proposals on human

rights were considered by two committees. Committee I/1 adopted the

sponsoring powers’ proposal to promote and encourage respect for

human rights, with only minor drafting changes. In its discussion,
however, several important issues were raised. Some delegations com-

mented on the meaning of the terms promotion and protection, and it

was suggested that to promote human rights be replaced by stronger

expressions, such as to assure or to protect human rights. But sub-

committee I/1/A held that ‘‘assuring or protecting such fundamental

rights is primarily the concern of each state. If, however, such rights
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and freedoms were grievously outraged so as to create conditions

which threaten peace or to obstruct the application of provisions of

the Charter, then they cease to be the sole concern of each State.’’34

Committee II/3 incorporated an Australian proposal into article 55
of the Charter, which stated that the organization should not only

promote respect for human rights but also the observance of human

rights. When this provision was later discussed, it was explained that

the committee intended ‘‘to reinforce ‘respect,’ which has the con-

notation of passive acceptance, by ‘observance’ which is intended to

imply active implementation.’’ It was added that ‘‘‘observance’ implies

an obligation to change the laws of one’s own country to implement

this article, whereas ‘respect’ merely means respecting the laws of
other countries in this regard.’’35

International organizations are growing institutions, and their

competences and functions evolve through practice over time.36 In

1980, the GA noted the ‘‘growing awareness of the international com-

munity of the need to ensure effective promotion and protection of

human rights’’37 and affirmed ‘‘that the efforts of the United Nations and

its member states to promote and to protect civil and political rights,

as well as economic, social and cultural rights, should continue.’’38

There can be little doubt that the United Nations is competent to

act for the protection of human rights, particularly in situations where

there is a consistent pattern of gross violations of human rights and

fundamental freedoms. UN efforts to halt such violations are clear

proof of this.

On 4 March 1966, in Resolution 1102 (XL), ECOSOC invited the

CHR to consider the question of the violation of human rights and

fundamental freedoms as a matter of importance and urgency and to
submit its recommendations on measures to halt such violations to the

council. In response to this resolution, the CHR adopted Resolution 2

(XXII) of 25 March 1966, which informed ECOSOC that it will be

necessary for the commission to consider fully the means by which it

may be more ‘‘fully informed’’ of violations of human rights with a view

to devising recommendations for measures to halt them. In Resolution

1164 (LXI) the next year, the council welcomed the commission’s deci-

sion to consider its tasks and functions and its role in relation to human
rights violations, and concurred with the commission’s view that it would

be necessary for the commission to consider the means by which it might

be kept more fully informed of violations of human rights, with a view

to devising recommendations for measures to stop to these violations.

On ECOSOC’s recommendation, made in the same year, the GA

adopted Resolution 2144 (XXI) of 26 October 1966 that invited
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ECOSOC and the CHR to give urgent consideration to ways and

means of ‘‘improving the capacity of the United Nations’’ to put a

stop to human rights violations.

Stemming from Council Resolutions 1102 and 1164 and GA Reso-
lution 2144, the CHR interpreted its competence as including ‘‘the

power to recommend and adopt general and specific measures to deal

with violations of human rights.’’39 In the preamble to its resolution

1235 (XLII) and in paragraph 1, ECOSOC noted Commission Reso-

lution 8 (XXIII) and also

welcomed the decision of the Commission on Human Rights to

give annual consideration to the item entitled ‘‘Question of the
violation of human rights and fundamental freedoms, including

policies of racial discrimination and segregation and of apartheid

in all countries, with particular reference to colonial and other

dependent countries and territories . . . ’’

Paragraph 2 of the council’s resolution authorized the commission to

examine information relevant to gross violations of human rights and

make a thorough study of situations that reveal a consistent pattern of
violations of human rights.

From 1966 until its last session in 2005, the commission publicly

considered the question of violations of human rights each year.

During the annual debates, allegations of violations of human rights

have been made against various countries. Situations of gross viola-

tions of human rights were also considered in the GA, the UNSC,

the ECOSOC, and other organs. Moreover, many situations have

been considered confidentially within the procedure established by
Council Resolution 1503 (XLVIII). Indeed, in 1979, the GA, ‘‘con-

scious of the responsibility of the United Nations . . . in dealing with

situations of mass and flagrant violations of human rights,’’ reaf-

firmed ‘‘that mass and flagrant violations of human rights are of spe-

cial concern to the United Nations,’’ and urged ‘‘the appropriate

United Nations bodies, within their mandates, particularly the Com-

mission on Human Rights, to take timely and effective action in

existing and future cases of mass and flagrant violations of human
rights.’’ The assembly stressed ‘‘the important role that the Secretary-

General can play in situations of mass and flagrant violations of

human rights.’’40

The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights has a mandate from

the GA to promote and protect human rights. High commissioners

have issued public statements about situations of concern to them,
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established investigations into some such situations, and have sought

to exercise their good offices to protect human rights where, in their

judgment, this might be useful.41

The secretary-general sometimes also acts to protect human rights.
The secretary-general may speak out on occasions, establish investi-

gations, or use good offices where considered appropriate.42

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees43

Article 8 of the Statute of the Office of the United Nations High

Commissioner for Refugees44 defines that office’s protection functions

as follows:

The High Commissioner shall provide for the protection of refu-

gees falling under the competence of his Office by: (a) Promoting

the conclusion and ratification of international conventions for

the protection of refugees, supervising their application and pro-

posing amendments thereto; (b) Promoting through special agree-

ments with Governments the execution of any measures calculated

to improve the situation of refugees and to reduce the number
requiring protection; (c) Assisting governmental and private efforts

to promote voluntary repatriation or assimilation within new

national communities; (d) Promoting the admission of refugees,

not excluding those in the most destitute categories, to the terri-

tories of States; (e) Endeavoring to obtain permission for refugees

to transfer their assets and especially those necessary for their

resettlement; (f) Obtaining from Governments information con-

cerning the number and conditions of refugees in their territories
and the laws and regulations concerning them; (g) Keeping in

close touch with the Governments and inter-governmental orga-

nizations concerned; (k) Establishing contact in such manner as

he may think best with private organizations dealing with refugee

questions; (l) Facilitating the co-ordination of the efforts of pri-

vate organizations concerned with the welfare of refugees.

Article 9 adds that the ‘‘High Commissioner shall engage in such
additional activities, including repatriation and resettlement, as the

General Assembly may determine, within the limits of the resources

placed at his disposal.’’

The Conclusions on the International Protection of Refugees,

adopted by the executive committee of the UNHCR program, reaf-

firmed ‘‘the fundamental importance of the Statute of the Office of the
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United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees as a basis for the

international protection function of the High Commissioner.’’45 The

‘‘fundamental importance of international protection’’ has been reit-

erated46 and the Executive Committee has also ‘‘reaffirmed the need
to intensify its role in the field of protection.’’47

The UNHCR Handbook for Emergencies defines the aim of inter-

national protection as being to ensure that treatment of refugees is in

accordance with internationally accepted basic standards, especially

the principle of non-refoulement, according to which refugees may not

be forcibly returned to a country where they have reason to fear per-

secution. Moreover, before this aim can be realized, asylum seekers

must be admitted to the state where they are seeking refuge, without
any discrimination as to race, religion, nationality, political opinion or

physical incapacity. Therefore,

When an influx of persons who may be of concern to UNHCR

occurs, the overriding priority is to ensure that at least temporary

asylum is granted to them. An on-the-spot presence and quick

action are generally crucial to the attainment of United Nations

HCR’s objectives particularly where there is danger of refoule-
ment or abuses of human rights such as arbitrary detention or

mistreatment.

UNHCR does not, as a principle, favor granting temporary asylum or

refuge, preferring rather to emphasize the need to grant durable

asylum. However, this may not be immediately possible, and repre-

sentatives and field officers may decide that, in the circumstances, only

temporary asylum should be requested, without prejudice to sub-
sequent efforts to obtain asylum.48

In 2002, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees published an

‘‘Agenda for Protection,’’ which has six goals: strengthening imple-

mentation of the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol; protecting

refugees within broader migration movements; sharing burdens and

responsibilities more equitably and building capacities to receive and

protect refugees; addressing security-related concerns more effectively;

redoubling the search for durable solutions; and meeting the protec-
tion needs of refugee women and children.49

The United Nations Human Rights Council

In its resolution establishing the Human Rights Council, the GA

affirmed the need for all states to continue international efforts to
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enhance dialogue and broaden understanding among civilizations,

cultures, and religions. It recognized that the promotion and protec-

tion of human rights should be based on the principles of cooperation

and dialogue, and aimed at strengthening the member states’ capacity
to comply with their human rights obligations.

The core mandate given to the Human Rights Council was to promote

universal respect for the protection of all human rights and funda-

mental freedoms for all without distinction of any kind. The council

should address situations of violations of human rights, including

gross and systematic violations, and make recommendations. Fur-

ther, according to the GA, the work of the council should be guided

by the principles of universality, impartiality, objectivity and non-
selectivity, constructive international dialogue and cooperation with a

view to enhanced promotion and protection of human rights.

The council is further mandated to promote human rights educa-

tion and learning, as well as advisory services, technical assistance and

capacity building to be provided in consultation and with the consent

of the member states concerned; to serve as a forum for dialogue on

thematic issues; to make recommendations to the GA for the further

development of international law in the field of human rights; to pro-
mote the full implementation of human rights obligations undertaken

by states and the follow-up of the goals and commitments related to

the promotion and protection of human rights emanating from UN

conferences and summits; to contribute, through dialogue and coop-

eration, to the prevention of human rights violations and respond

promptly to human rights emergencies; to work in close cooperation

in the field of human rights with governments, regional organizations,

national human rights institutions, and civil society; to make recom-
mendations with regard to the promotion and protection of human

rights; and to undertake a universal periodic review of the fulfillment

by each state of its human rights obligations and commitments.

So far, the Human Rights Council has emphasized cooperation and

dialogue and has been reluctant to take on situations of gross viola-

tions of human rights. NGOs have expressed great concern about this

reluctance (see Table 9.2).

Protection of civilians in armed conflict: UN Aide Memoire

The UN Aide Memoire on the Protection of Civilians in Armed Con-

flict50 set out an agenda for protecting civilians, placing emphasis on

prioritizing and supporting the immediate protection needs of displaced

persons and civilians in host communities through measures to enhance
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security for displaced persons, measures to enhance security for civilians

who remain in their communities, and for host communities living in or

around areas where refugees or internally displaced persons take shelter.

The Aide Memoire called for facilitation of safe and unimpeded

access to vulnerable populations as the fundamental prerequisite for
humanitarian assistance and protection through appropriate security

arrangements, engagement in sustained dialogue with all parties to the

armed conflict, facilitation of the delivery of humanitarian assistance,

compliance with obligations under relevant international humanitar-

ian, human rights and refugee law, and counter-terrorism measures in

full compliance with all obligations under international law, in parti-

cular international human rights, refugee and humanitarian law.

It urged strengthening the capacity of local police and judicial sys-
tems to protect civilians and enforce law and order through deployment

of qualified and well trained international civilian police, technical assis-

tance for local police, judiciary and penitentiaries, reconstruction and

rehabilitation of institutional infrastructure, and mechanisms for mon-

itoring and reporting alleged violations of humanitarian, human rights,

and criminal law.

It stressed the importance of addressing the specific needs of women

for assistance and protection through measures to protect them from
gender-based discrimination and violence, rape, and other forms of

sexual violence; implementation of measures to report and prevent

sexual abuse and exploitation of civilians by humanitarian workers

and peacekeepers; mainstreaming of gender perspective, including the

integration of gender advisers in peace operations. It also emphasized

the need to address the specific needs of children by preventing or

stemming the recruitment of child soldiers; initiatives to secure access

Table 9.2 The performance of the international protection system (five-star
rating: 0 = no protection; 5 = highest protection)

UN Security Council **
UN General Assembly **
UN Economic and Social Council
The former CHR/Human Rights Council **
The special procedures of the HRC ***
UN human rights treaty bodies **
European Court of Human Rights ****
Inter-American Court of Human Rights ***
African Commission on Human and People’s Rights **
Arab Commission on Human Rights
National human rights institutions worldwide **
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to war-affected children; negotiated release of children abducted in

situations of armed conflict; effective measures to disarm, demobilize,

reintegrate and rehabilitate children recruited or used in hostilities;

specific provisions for the protection of children (including where appro-
priate, the integration of child protection advisers in peace operations);

implementation of measures for reporting on and prevention of sexual

abuse and exploitation of civilians by humanitarian workers and peace-

keepers; family reunification of separated children; and monitoring

and reporting on the situation of children.

Finally, the Aide Memoire called for putting an end to impunity for

those responsible for serious violations of international humanitarian,

human rights, and criminal law through establishing and using effec-
tive arrangements to investigate and prosecute serious violations of

humanitarian and criminal law; exclusion of genocide, crimes against

humanity and war crimes from amnesty provisions; and referral of

situations to international courts and tribunals.

Protection of children in armed conflicts

A report of the secretary-general submitted to the GA in 2004 pro-
vided a comprehensive assessment of the UN system response to children

affected by armed conflict.51 The report grouped recommendations for

improving and sustaining efforts on children and armed conflict

(CAAC) into four categories, which constitute the medium-term stra-

tegic priorities for the UN system to improve its response to children

affected by armed conflict: (a) continued vigorous advocacy for chil-

dren affected by armed conflict; (b) an effective and credible mon-

itoring and reporting system on child rights violations; (c) enhanced
mainstreaming of CAAC issues across the United Nations system; (d)

improved coordination of CAAC issues across the United Nations

system.52

On advocacy, the report concluded that there was continuing need

for a special representative of the secretary-general (SRSG)-CAAC as

an independent advocate reporting directly to the secretary-general

and recommended the introduction of appropriate mechanisms to

measure progress against benchmarks established each year. The
mandated functions of the SRSG-CAAC should focus on the follow-

ing: integrating children’s rights and concerns into the United

Nations’ peace and security, humanitarian and development agendas

throughout all phases of conflict prevention, peace-building, peace-

making, and peacekeeping activities; unblocking political impasses to

secure commitments from political actors on child protection on the
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national and regional levels and ensuring adequate follow-up to these

commitments; and ensuring the inclusion of children and armed con-

flict concerns in all relevant reports submitted to the UNSC by the

secretary-general. It called for reporting child rights violations to relevant
bodies, such as the secretary-general, the UNSC, governments, and

regional mechanisms, and advocating the inclusion of appropriate

measures in resolutions, such as sanctions, for actors violating CAAC

norms and standards. It called for a collaborative process to produce

the secretary-general’s annual report to the UNSC on CAAC. The report

should focus on progress in applying CAAC norms and standards,

including reporting on child rights violations in situations of conflict;

suggestions for measures to ensure compliance with norms and stan-
dards; and high-level analysis of CAAC trends with recommendations

on improvements to the UN system response, particularly with sug-

gestions on how UN peace and security mechanisms can respond better

to CAAC and progress on developing a monitoring and reporting

system for child rights violations.

The document recommended producing an annual report to the GA

and the CHR, using inputs from key UN actors. The report should

include a high-level analytical assessment of CAAC in all conflict situa-
tions (i.e. not just countries on the UNSC’s agenda); progress in the

UN system’s advocacy, mainstreaming and coordination efforts on

CAAC issues; and prioritizing next steps for the UN system in

improving its response to CAAC.

The document recommended providing proactive advocacy support

to the secretary-general, heads of agencies, special representatives, resi-

dent coordinators/humanitarian coordinators (RCs/HCs), and other

high-level UN officials, primarily through inter-agency committees such
as the Executive Committee on Humanitarian Affairs (ECHA), the

Executive Committee on Peace and Security (ECPS), the Senior Man-

agement Group, and annual meetings of RCs and HCs; co-chairing a

coordination mechanism at the UN on children affected by armed

conflict; and maintaining a high-profile public awareness of CAAC

issues as required to achieve political advocacy objectives, including

cooperation with the Department of Public Information.53

The report further urged that the advocacy role of the ERC and the
High Commissioner for Human Rights should also be systematically

resorted to in support of CAAC concerns and issues.54

The report urged that a robust monitoring and reporting system for

child rights violations in conflict situations should be developed in three

distinct stages: developing an accepted, standardized and practical

methodology to identify, document, and verify child rights violations;
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setting up and coordinating networks of actors to document child

rights concerns, and establishing responsibilities and procedures for

disseminating and leveraging the information.55

Protection of women

In Resolution 1325(2000), the UNSC called on all parties to armed

conflict to respect international law applicable to the rights and pro-

tection of women and girls, especially as civilians, in particular the

obligations applicable under the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and the

Additional Protocols of 1977, the Refugee Convention of 1951 and

the Protocol of 1967, the Convention on Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women of 1979 and the Optional Protocol of

1999, and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child of 1989 and

the two Optional Protocols of 25 May 2000, and to bear in mind the

relevant provisions of the Rome Statute of the ICC (paragraph 9). The

council further called on all parties to armed conflict to take special

measures to protect women and girls from gender-based violence,

particularly rape and other forms of sexual abuse, and all other forms

of violence in situations of armed conflict (paragraph 10).

Protection of internally displaced persons

The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement provide that national

authorities have the primary duty and responsibility to provide protec-

tion and humanitarian assistance to internally displaced persons within
their jurisdiction. Certain internally displaced persons, such as children,

especially unaccompanied minors, expectant mothers, mothers with

young children, female heads of household, persons with disabilities, and

elderly persons, are entitled to protection and assistance required by their

condition and to treatment that takes account of their special needs.

All authorities and international actors should respect and ensure

respect for their obligations under international law, including human

rights and humanitarian law, to prevent and avoid conditions that
might lead to displacement of persons. In addition to general princi-

ples, the principles contain guidance on protection from displacement

(prevention), protection during displacement, humanitarian assistance,

and principles relating to return, resettlement, and reintegration.

UN field operations and human rights: the Brahimi Report56

The Brahimi Report’s wide- ranging recommendations advocated
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� the essential importance of the UN system adhering to and pro-

moting international human rights instruments and standards and

international humanitarian law in all aspects of its peace and

security activities;
� improving respect for human rights through the monitoring, edu-

cation, and investigation of past and existing abuses;

� providing technical assistance for democratic development;

� promoting conflict resolution and reconciliation techniques;

� addressing variables that affect peace implementation such as

issues of ethnicity or religion or gross violations of human rights;

� addressing past violations of human rights;

� working for respect of minority rights: ‘‘Long-term preventive
strategies . . . must . . . work to promote human rights, to protect

minority rights and to institute political arrangements in which all

groups are represented.’’

Further, the report called for

� the building of a culture of respect for human rights;

� observing international standards for democratic policing and
human rights;

� integrating human rights specialists in peace-building missions;

� upholding the rule of law and respect for human rights through

teamwork on the part of judicial, penal, human rights and policing

experts;

� recognition of the critical role of the human rights components of

a peace operation for effective peace-building;

� training military, police and other civilian personnel on human
rights issues and on the relevant provisions of international

humanitarian law;

� a doctrinal shift in the use of civilian police, other rule of law

elements and human rights experts in complex peace operations

to reflect an increased focus on strengthening rule of law insti-

tutions and improving respect for human rights in a post-conflict

environment;

� human rights monitoring;
� meeting threshold conditions in the implementation of ceasefire or

peace agreements, such as consistency with international human

rights standards; and

� rebuilding civil society and promoting respect for human rights in

places where grievance is widespread, keeping in mind interna-

tional conventions and declarations relating to human rights.
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Universal criminal jurisdiction

The Princeton Principles of Universal Jurisdiction (2001) offered a

recapitulation of international law that is relevant to the issue of

impunity. Impunity has been identified as a key issue if successful

prevention of violations of international human rights and humani-

tarian law is to be achieved. According to the principles:

(a) Universal jurisdiction may be exercised by a competent and ordinary

judicial body of any state in order to try a person accused of com-

mitting serious crimes under international law, provided the person

is present before such judicial body.57

(b) Serious crimes under international law include: (1) piracy; (2) slavery;

(3) war crimes; (4) crimes against peace; (5) crimes against humanity;

(6) genocide; and (7) torture.58

Conclusion

The protection idea is crucial to the survival of the human rights

movement. The idea that one should come to the aid of those whose

rights are at risk or are being violated is at the heart of the human

rights movement. Protection is a noble idea—but not an easy one.

Protection challenges the good faith and the efficiency of governments

and of the international community. The massive violations of human
rights that continue to take place in numerous parts of the world tell

us that protection is largely illusory for millions of people worldwide.

The international community must renew its resolve to strengthen

human rights protection. This requires the development of strong

national protection arrangements inside each country and efficient

protection arrangements regionally and internationally. The General

Assembly’s endorsement of the responsibility to protect must be given

concrete application, particularly by the Security Council and the
Human Rights Council. The challenges of protection remain daunting

in the contemporary world.
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10 Justice, remedy, and reparation

The World Conference on Human Rights expresses grave concern about

continuing human rights violations in all parts of the world in disregard

of standards as contained in international human rights instruments and

international humanitarian law and about the lack of sufficient and effective

remedies for the victims.

(Vienna Declaration, paragraph 29)

For decades, Chile was a jewel of democracy in Latin America. Then,

in 1973, General Augusto Pinochet overthrew the democratically elec-

ted government of President Salvador Allende and proceeded to impri-

son, kill, torture, and ‘‘disappear’’ people by the thousands.1 While he

ruled, General Pinochet had powerful backers.2 Even after he left
office, the law could not reach him. But then a Spanish prosecutor,

imbued with contemporary human rights ideas, sought to extradite

him to Spain for prosecution in connection with the deaths of Spanish

nationals. After Pinochet went to the United Kingdom for medical

treatment, the Spaniards sought his extradition to Spain. The case

reached the highest court in England, the House of Lords, which

made important pronouncements on contemporary human rights

ideas. But General Pinochet was allowed to return to Chile on a
technicality. Chilean prosecutors then sought to bring Pinochet to

trial, but he evaded this on grounds of ill health and ended his years

fighting off prosecution in his own country. The principle of justice

had caught up with him—just as it did with Slobodan Milosevic and

Charles Taylor.

The idea of justice is similarly at the heart of two major interna-

tional campaigns currently under way: the campaign of the descendants

of African slaves to be compensated for the crimes perpetrated against
their ancestors and the campaign of indigenous peoples for justice

against genocides that were perpetrated against their ancestors.3



One would think it a simple and compelling idea—that those who

have suffered gross violations of human rights are entitled to justice in

their own countries if available or in the international community if

not.4 But often people do not receive justice, remedy, or reparation.
The World Conference on Human Rights bemoaned this fact, as

could be seen in the epigraph which opens this chapter. The human

rights movement is swimming against strong currents of barbarism

and bad governance. And yet, it tries to lay the foundations for justice,

remedy, and reparation. This final chapter discusses three ideas that

have been at the heart of the international human rights movement

since the UN was established but that have only been given limited

practical expression worldwide thus far. The first two ideas, closely
related to justice and remedy, are that victims of human rights viola-

tions are entitled to a remedy and to redress and that victims of gross

violations of human rights are entitled to have those responsible

brought to justice. It is only recently since the international criminal

tribunals and the ICC were established that these ideas are being given

some practical, albeit limited, application.

The third idea—compensation or reparation for violations of

human rights or for gross violations—is implicit in earlier ideas of
justice and remedy. It is only recently that it has been explicitly ela-

borated in the international community with the GA’s adoption of a

set of guidelines on this topic in 2006.

The Second American Restatement of the Foreign Relations Law of

the United States, as was discussed earlier, is considered an authoritative

summary of contemporary international law on human rights because of

the high quality and objectivity of the experts who drafted it. It provides

a succinct statement of the law on remedies in the following terms:

� A state party to an international human rights agreement has the

remedies generally available for violation of an international agree-

ment, as well as any special remedies provided by the agreement,

or against any other state party violating the agreement.

� Any state may pursue international remedies against any other state

for violating the customary international law of human rights.

� An individual victim of a violation of a human rights agreement
may pursue any remedy provided by that agreement or by other

applicable international agreements.5

Since this document was issued in 1987, the law has evolved and crys-

tallized further, and it is now possible to offer the following additional

propositions:
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� A victim of a human rights violation is entitled to redress and,

where called for, reparation in accordance with the international

law of human rights and human rights treaties.

� The forms of redress vary depending on the facts of the case and
as considered just in the eyes of the impartial decision-maker.

� The reparation or compensation varies depending on the facts of the

case and as considered just in the eyes of the impartial decision-maker.

� Those responsible for international crimes, such as genocide, ethnic

cleansing, war crimes, crimes against humanity, and torture, are sub-

ject to international jurisdiction. If not tried objectively and seriously

in a national court of their home country, the responsible indivi-

duals may be brought to justice before the courts of any other
country or before the ICC, where its jurisdiction is applicable.

� In situations where gross violations of human rights have occurred,

the victims and their families are entitled to a serious investigation

to ascertain and record what occurred, identify those responsible,

and indicate paths of reconciliation or justice.

� The people of each country must decide freely which path they

wish to follow to achieve reconciliation or justice.

The following pages examine justice, remedy, and reparation more

closely.

Justice

Discussing justice, liberty, and equality, the philosopher Mortimer

Adler argued for the sovereignty of justice:

[W]e must note the sovereignty of justice. It regulates our thinking

about liberty and equality. Without its guidance, certain errors are

unavoidable and certain problems insoluble. [J]ustice is the supreme

value, a greater good than either liberty or equality, and one that

must be appealed to for the rectification of errors with regard to

liberty and equality.6

He continued:

Only justice is an unlimited good. . . . One can want too much

liberty and too much equality—more than is good for us to have

in relation to our fellow men, and more than we have any right to.

Not so with justice. No society can be too just; no individual can

act more justly than is good for him or his fellowmen.7
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Those who have suffered gross violations of human rights are entitled

to justice. In the international human rights movement, there is growing

emphasis that victims of gross violations and/or their families have the

right to a process that establishes the facts of what took place and
draws lessons to prevent similar occurrences in the future. This is

sometimes given the label of transitional justice.

According to the organization Transitional Justice, the major approa-

ches to transitional justice include the following:

� domestic, hybrid, and international prosecutions of perpetrators

of human rights abuse;

� determining the full extent and nature of past abuses through truth-
telling initiatives, including national and international commissions;

� providing reparations to victims of human rights violations, including

compensatory, restitutionary, rehabilitation, and symbolic reparations;

� institutional reform, including the vetting8 of abusive, corrupt, or

incompetent officials from the police and security services, the

military, and other public institutions, including the judiciary;

� promoting reconciliation within divided communities, including

working with victims on traditional justice mechanisms and for-
ging social reconstruction;

� constructing memorials and museums to preserve the memory of

the past;

� taking into account gendered patterns of abuse to enhance justice

for female victims.9

The prosecution and trial of those accused of genocide, ethnic cleans-

ing, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and torture is considered
essential to prevent such acts in the future. International law prohibits

amnesties for such international crimes, and tribunals such as those

established to deal with crimes in Cambodia, Rwanda, Sierra Leone,

and the Former Yugoslavia are adding important new practice and

jurisprudence in the fight against criminal violations of human rights.

Since the ICC was established, the court’s prosecutor has initiated

prosecutions against persons accused of international crimes in Darfur,

Sudan, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and northern Uganda.
The former presidents of Liberia and the Former Yugoslavia have

appeared before ad hoc international criminal courts. These ground-

breaking precedents illustrate that those responsible for human

rights violations, even at the highest levels, may be brought to justice.

The ICC is a key human rights institution that deserves worldwide

support.
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Remedy and reparation

The remedy and reparation ideas affirm that victims of human rights

violations are entitled to be compensated for their pain and suffering

if the circumstances make this possible. In 2005, after years of study

by independent experts and governmental comments, the CHR adop-

ted a set of basic principles and guidelines on the right to remedy and

reparation for victims of violations of international human rights law
and international humanitarian law.10 The document was subse-

quently endorsed by the ECOSOC and adopted by the GA.11 The

principles may be far from being applied in practice, but they are vital

to attaining justice in the future.

The CHR recommended that states take the basic principles and

guidelines into account, promote respect of them, and bring them to

the attention of executive bodies of governments, in particular law

enforcement officials and military and security forces, legislative
bodies, the judiciary, victims and their representatives, human rights

defenders and lawyers, the media and the public in general.

The commission recalled that the Rome Statute of the ICC required

the establishment of ‘‘principles relating to reparation to, or in respect

of, victims, including restitution, compensation and rehabilitation.’’ It

also called for the establishment of a trust fund for the victims (and

their families) of crimes within the court’s jurisdiction and mandated

the court ‘‘to protect the safety, physical and psychological well-being,
dignity and privacy of victims’’ and to permit the participation of

victims at all ‘‘stages of the proceedings determined to be appropriate

by the Court.’’

The commission affirmed that the principles and guidelines were

directed at gross violations of international human rights law and serious

violations of international humanitarian law which, by their very grave

nature, constituted an affront to human dignity. It recalled that inter-

national law contained the obligation to prosecute perpetrators of
certain international crimes according to international obligations of

states and the requirements of national law or as provided for in the

applicable statutes of international judicial organs. It further stated

that the duty to prosecute reinforces the international legal obligations

to be carried out in accordance with national legal requirements and

procedures and supports the concept of complementarity.

The commission declared its conviction that, in adopting a victim-

oriented perspective, the international community affirmed its human
solidarity with victims of violations of international law, including

international human rights law and international humanitarian law.
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The basic principles and guidelines, as eventually adopted by the GA,

contained 13 chapters with core provisions of international human

rights law. Because of the clarity and firmness of the document, it is

summarized below. The document is a magisterial summary of the
contemporary international law on human rights and the ideas of

justice, remedy, and reparation.

The basic principles and guidelines recall that the obligation to

respect, ensure respect for, and implement international human rights

law and international humanitarian law emanates from treaties to

which a state is a party, customary international law, or the domestic

law of states. The principles further urge that states should, as required

under international law, ensure that their domestic law is consistent
with their international legal obligations by:

� incorporating norms of international human rights law and inter-

national humanitarian law into their domestic law or otherwise

implement them in their domestic legal system;

� adopting appropriate and effective legislative and administrative

procedures and other appropriate measures that provide fair, effec-

tive, and prompt access to justice;
� making available adequate, effective, prompt, and appropriate reme-

dies, including reparation, as defined below;

� ensuring that their domestic law provides at least the same level of

protection for victims as required by international obligations.

The principles further specify that the obligation to respect, ensure

respect for, and implement international human rights law and inter-

national humanitarian law includes the duty to:

� take appropriate legislative and administrative and other appro-

priate measures to prevent violations;

� investigate violations effectively, promptly, thoroughly, and impar-

tially and, where appropriate, take action against those allegedly

responsible in accordance with domestic and international law;

� provide equal and effective access to justice for those who claim to be

victims of a human rights or humanitarian law violation, irrespective
of who may ultimately be the bearer of responsibility for the violation;

� provide effective remedies to victims, including reparation, as descri-

bed below.

The principles underline that states must investigate violations of

international human rights law and international humanitarian law.
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Further, if there is sufficient evidence, they must also submit the

person allegedly responsible for the violations to prosecution and, if

found guilty, punish her or him. Moreover, in these cases, states

should, in accordance with international law, cooperate with one
another and assist international judicial organs in these violations.

To that end, where so provided in an applicable treaty or under

other international law obligations, states should incorporate or

otherwise implement appropriate provisions for universal jurisdiction

within their domestic law. Moreover, where it is so provided for in an

applicable treaty or other international legal obligations, states should

facilitate extradition or surrender offenders to other states and to

appropriate international judicial bodies. They should also provide
judicial assistance and other forms of cooperation in the pursuit of

international justice, including assistance to and protection of victims

and witnesses. This should be done according to international human

rights legal standards and subject to international legal requirements,

such as those relating to the prohibition of torture and other forms of

cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment.

The principles specify that, where provided for in an applicable treaty

or other international legal obligations, statutes of limitations shall
not apply to gross violations of international human rights law and

international humanitarian law that constitute crimes under interna-

tional law. Domestic statutes of limitations for other types of viola-

tions that do not constitute crimes under international law, including

time limitations applicable to civil claims and other procedures, should

not be unduly restrictive.

According to the principles, victims are people who individually or

collectively suffered harm, including physical or mental injury, emo-
tional suffering, economic loss, or substantial impairment of their

fundamental rights, through acts or omissions that constitute gross

violations of international human rights law or international humani-

tarian law. Where appropriate, and in accordance with domestic law,

the term ‘‘victim’’ also includes the immediate family or dependants of

the direct victim and persons who have suffered harm when interven-

ing to assist victims in distress or prevent victimization. A person shall

be considered a victim regardless of whether the perpetrator of the
violation is identified, apprehended, prosecuted, or convicted and

regardless of the familial relationship between the perpetrator and the

victim.

The principles have further provisions on treatment of victims. They

state that victims should be treated with humanity and respect for

their dignity and human rights, and appropriate measures should be
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taken to ensure their safety, physical, and psychological well-being

and privacy, as well as that of their families. The state should ensure

that its domestic laws provide that a victim who has suffered violence

or trauma should benefit from special consideration and care to avoid
retraumatization during legal and administrative procedures.

As remedies for gross violations of rights, the principles include the

victim’s right to equal and effective access to justice; adequate, effec-

tive, and prompt reparation for harm suffered; and access to relevant

information concerning violations and reparation mechanisms.

According to the principles, victims of gross violations should have

equal access to an effective judicial remedy as provided for under

international law. Other remedies include access to administrative and
other bodies, as well as mechanisms, modalities, and proceedings con-

ducted in accordance with domestic law. Obligations arising under inter-

national law to secure the right to access justice and fair and impartial

proceedings shall be reflected in domestic laws.

To that end, states should:

� disseminate information about all available remedies for gross and

serious violations of international human rights law and interna-
tional humanitarian law;

� take measures to minimize the inconvenience to victims and their

representatives, protect against unlawful interference with their

privacy, and ensure their safety from intimidation and retaliation,

as well as that of their families and witnesses, before, during, and

after judicial, administrative, or other proceedings that affect the

interests of victims;

� provide proper assistance to victims seeking access to justice;
� make available all appropriate legal, diplomatic, and consular means

to ensure that victims can exercise their rights to remedy for gross

and serious violations of international human rights law or inter-

national humanitarian law.

In addition to individual access to justice, states should endeavor to

develop procedures to allow groups of victims to present claims for

reparation and receive reparation. An adequate, effective, and prompt
remedy for gross violations of international human rights law or serious

violations of international humanitarian law should include all available

and appropriate international processes in which a person may have legal

standing and should be without prejudice to any other domestic remedies.

The principles stipulate that adequate, effective, and prompt repara-

tion is intended to promote justice by redressing gross and serious
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violations of international human rights law or international humani-

tarian law. Reparation should be proportional to the gravity of viola-

tions and the harm suffered. In accordance with its domestic laws and

international legal obligations, a state shall provide reparation to vic-
tims for acts or omissions that can be attributed to the state and

constitute gross and serious violations of international human rights

law or humanitarian law. In cases where a person, a legal person, or

other entity is liable for reparation to a victim, such party should

provide reparation to the victim or compensate the state if the state

has already provided reparation to the victim.

States should endeavor to establish national programs for reparation

and other assistance to victims if the party liable for the harm suffered is
unable or unwilling to meet their obligations. States should also enforce

domestic judgments for reparation against individuals or entities liable

for the harm suffered and endeavor to enforce valid foreign legal judg-

ments for reparation in accordance with domestic law and international

legal obligations. To that end, states should provide effective mechan-

isms to enforce reparation judgments under their domestic laws.

In accordance with domestic and international law and taking

account of individual circumstances, victims of gross and serious vio-
lations of international human rights law and international humani-

tarian law should, as appropriate and proportional to the gravity of

the violation and the circumstances of each case, be provided with full

and effective reparation as laid out in principles 19–23, which include

restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction, and guarantees

of non-repetition.

Restitution should, whenever possible, restore the victim to the ori-

ginal situation before the violation occurred. Restitution includes, as
appropriate: restoration of liberty, enjoyment of human rights, iden-

tity, family life and citizenship, return to one’s place of residence,

restoration of employment, and return of property.

Compensation should be provided for any economically assessable

damage resulting from gross and serious violations of international

human rights law and international humanitarian law, such as physical

or mental harm; lost opportunities, including employment, education,

and social benefits; material damages and loss of earnings, including
loss of earning potential; moral damage; costs required for legal or

expert assistance, medicine and medical services, and psychological

and social services.

Rehabilitation should include medical and psychological care as

well as legal and social services. Satisfaction should also include any

or all of the following:
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� effective measures aimed at the cessation of continuing violations;

� verification of the facts and full and public disclosure of the truth

to the extent that such disclosure does not cause further harm or

threaten the safety and interests of the victim, the victim’s rela-
tives, witnesses, or persons who have intervened to assist the victim

or prevent the occurrence of further violations;

� the search for the whereabouts of the disappeared, the identities of

abducted children, and the bodies of those killed, and assistance in

the recovery, identification and reburial of the bodies in accor-

dance with the expressed or presumed wish of the victims or the

cultural practices of the families and communities;

� an official declaration or a judicial decision restoring the dignity,
reputation, and the rights of the victim and of persons closely

connected with the victim;

� public apology, including acknowledgment of the facts and accep-

tance of responsibility;

� judicial and administrative sanctions against persons liable for the

violations;

� commemorations and tributes to the victims;

� inclusion of an accurate account of the violations that occurred in
international human rights law and international humanitarian

law training and in educational material at all levels.

Guarantees of non-repetition should include any or all of the follow-

ing measures, which will also contribute to prevention:

� ensuring effective civilian control of military and security forces;

� ensuring that all civilian and military proceedings abide by inter-
national standards of due process, fairness, and impartiality;

� strengthening the independence of the judiciary;

� protecting persons in the legal, medical, and health care profes-

sions, the media and other related professions, and human rights

defenders;

� providing human rights and international humanitarian law edu-

cation to all sectors of society and training for law enforcement

officials as well as military and security forces;
� promoting the observance of codes of conduct and ethical norms,

in particular international standards, by public servants, including

law enforcement, correctional, media, medical, psychological, social

service, and military personnel, as well as by economic enterprises;

� promoting mechanisms for preventing and monitoring social con-

flicts and their resolution;
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� reviewing and reforming laws contributing to or allowing gross

violations of international human rights law and serious violations

of international humanitarian law.

The guidelines further call on states to develop means of informing

the general public and, in particular, victims of gross violations of

international human rights law and serious violations of international

humanitarian law, of the rights and remedies addressed by the princi-

ples and of all available legal, medical, psychological, social, adminis-

trative, and all other services to which victims may have a right of

access. Moreover, victims and their representatives should be entitled

to seek and obtain information on the causes leading to their victimi-
zation and on the causes and conditions pertaining to the gross and

serious violations of international human rights law and international

humanitarian law, and to learn the truth about these violations.

The guidelines underline that the application and interpretation of

its provisions must be consistent with international human rights law

and international humanitarian law, and be without discrimination.

Conclusion

The ideas of justice, remedy, and reparation will be crucial to the

success of the human rights movement in the twenty-first century.

Governmental leaders who trample on the rights of their own people

must know that they run the risk of being brought to justice—if

applicable before the ICC. People who have undergone gross viola-

tions of human rights are entitled to a process of reckoning and

reconciliation to help heal their wounds and prevent atrocities in the
future. Victims of gross violations of human rights are entitled to

redress and appropriate reparation. Redress and reparation should be

provided nationally. If the circumstances warrant, redress and repara-

tion may also be required internationally. The ideas of justice, redress,

and reparation buttress the entire human rights movement.
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11 Conclusion

At the end of this presentation of contemporary human rights ideas,

we may ask: What will the role of these ideas be and how can we build

on them in the twenty-first century? These questions are urgent

because, when it comes to both dignity and freedom, humanity finds

itself in a perilous condition at this stage in history. Earlier in this

book, we touched on the fact that nearly a billion people in the world

live in dire poverty, while the overwhelming majority experience

deprivations and want.
The mapping of the human genome; experimentation in bio-

technology; experiments such as cloning; the intrusiveness of modern

telecommunications technology; global warming; gender and racial

discrimination; the growing incidence of HIV/AIDS; mass migration

across borders in search of economic opportunities; international

criminality and human trafficking; violence and ill treatment of

women; the exploitation of children; inequitable conditions for mino-

rities and indigenous populations; continuing vast numbers of refu-
gees and internally displaced persons; and the dangers of global

terrorism—all present us with a vast array of predicaments and chal-

lenges that will test the human rights approach and the human rights

ideas that have been discussed in this book.1 How should these human

rights ideas influence policies and strategies for improving the human

condition in the future?

The opening chapter of this volume presented a sense of the rolling

history of the human rights idea, with different societies learning from
one another, cross-fertilizing, and contributing to the enrichment of

rights. This brought us to the stage where the World Conference on

Human Rights of 1993, representing countries throughout the globe,

re-endorsed the international human rights norms contained in the

UDHR and other instruments promulgated by the UN. The world

conference was preceded by preparatory meetings in different parts of



the world and by great debates and discussions about human rights.

The conference represented a consensus of humanity around con-

temporary human rights ideas.

We must always go forward, enriching and deepening the human
right project. Whatever the historic paths of different societies may

have been, humanity came together at the end of the twentieth century

and gave its blessings to the Vienna Declaration and Program of

Action, some of whose provisions we have drawn on in different

chapters. It is important to maintain a perspective of the world rally-

ing together in unison behind shared values rather than harping on

our different journeys to the twenty-first century.

The rolling perspective of the historical development of human
rights also tells us that, in the future, we must further enrich and

enlarge the stock of international norms on human rights. New pro-

blems and challenges will require human rights responses. As human

beings interact more through migratory movements, and as global

terrorism presents wrenching issues about the balance between human

rights and security, it will be important to remember always the basic

notion of the dignity of every human being and the principle of

humanity in our treatment of everyone.
The idea of international obligation is vital to the cause at hand

because it conveys a simple but powerful thought, namely that, under

international law, the duty of governments to respect human rights is

not a matter of discretion but a matter of legal obligation. Govern-

ments have freely consented to these obligations. They cannot claim

differences of culture or religion or social systems as pretexts for non-

compliance. International law is clear: governments must live up to

the laws they have freely accepted. There are detailed legal instruments
regulating the conduct of governments, and they must be held to

compliance.

All governments have legal obligations under the UN Charter,

international law, and treaties to respect, protect, and ensure the

observance of human rights. The obligations under the UN Charter

are firm obligations and may have the status of jus cogens, for the

Charter is considered the core document of international constitu-

tional law. There can be no doubt about governments’ normative
obligations. They are spelled out in the Charter, the UDHR, the

International Convention on the Rights of the Child (which has near

universal ratification), and in other human rights treaties. In practical

terms, this means that we have long passed the stage where there can

be debates about the meaning of human rights. Human rights have

been firmly defined under international law, and states have distinct
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legal obligations to respect international and regional human rights

norms.

The idea of international obligation, translated into action in the

twenty-first century, requires all governments to live up to their inter-
national human rights commitments in good faith. At a time when

human rights are adversely affected by poverty, conflicts, inequality,

terrorism, state violence, and poor governance, this is admittedly no

easy task. But, as a matter of principle and of policy, there can be no

alternative to insisting that governments should be inspired by and

should live up to their commitments to implement international

human rights norms.

The processes under international and regional human rights trea-
ties have an important role to play in helping guide governments

along the path of compliance with their human rights obligations. The

UN Human Rights Council has established a universal periodic

review process that requests all governments to appear before the

council and report on progress and problems being encountered.

Carried out meaningfully and in good faith, this process can help in

the global implementation of human rights. The special procedures of

the Human Rights Council—its thematic and country fact-finding and
study experts—have a valuable role to play in helping governments live

up to their international obligations. At the end of the day, improve-

ment in the quality of governance is a matter of the highest priority.

The idea of the universality of human rights carries the powerful,

simple message that every human being is entitled to respect for and

protection of certain basic rights that are included in the UDHR.

These include the right to be respected as a person before the law, the

right not to be enslaved, the right not to be tortured, and the right to
be free from arbitrary arrest or imprisonment. Here, again, uni-

versality may be more formal than real in many parts of the world.

But this does not diminish the power of the idea, which has a mag-

netic pull. This idea is intended to beckon all societies toward the

practical implementation of universal rights. Even though despots

may violate human rights, they still pay lip service to the validity of

the human rights idea. This is important for the future of humanity.

The idea of universality is a dynamic one and, in the circumstances
of our times, should help remind us that all human beings are entitled

to respect for their dignity and should be treated in accordance with

the principle of humanity when it comes to civil, political, economic,

social, and cultural rights. The idea of universality is a positive one for

the poor and suffering masses of humankind, rather than an imposi-

tion of foreign values on different peoples. It surely must be accurate
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to say that no matter where an individual is born, he or she should be

treated with respect and with dignity and should not have to undergo

enslavement, torture, or discrimination—to mention only a few of the

problems widespread today. All people have an interest in supporting
and upholding the idea of universality. This is why a great deal of the

academic questions about universality misunderstand the positive,

pro-people thrust of the idea. Can anyone say that a human being

should not be free of enslavement, torture, and discrimination? That

women should be subjected to violence, honor killings, and trafficking?

And children should be sexually exploited?

The idea of equality must drive us to strive for equal life chances

and equitable treatment of peoples within and across societies and to
combat the pernicious discrimination against people. In each society,

the search for genuine equality must be an ongoing process within the

constitutional and legal structure, the courts, educational institutions,

and national human rights institutions. A society scrutinizes itself in

the quest for more fairness and justice.

The elimination of gender and racial discrimination will require

continuing global mobilization. Violence and injustice against women

remains rampant. Pernicious practices such as honor killings and traf-
ficking into slavery and prostitution are widespread. Education for

girls is often disadvantaged. Women remain at the mercy of men. The

world can never be content with this as a matter of simple justice for

more than half of the global population. What is required is no less

than a revolution as far as the human rights of women is concerned.

One is dealing here with entrenched biases and discriminations

rooted in millennia of societal approaches and mores. What else can

drive the movement for change if not the universal human rights idea
and its championship of the rights of women? International human

rights norms battle against social and cultural practices that adherents

of cultural relativism choose to overlook. Take the practice of female

genital mutilation for example. When this problem was first brought

up before the United Nations in the last quarter of the twentieth century,

some governments raised arguments of cultural history and context. But

they no longer do so. Nonetheless, the problem has not disappeared.

Its final disappearance will come with global education of people in
the values of human rights. But the practice is on the defensive, and the

international human rights movement brought this about. The mission

of human rights is to help change the world for the better.

Racial discrimination is another case in point. It is still widespread,

and change will require continued pressure and mobilization nationally

and internationally. What one is dealing with here are attitudes and
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prejudices rooted in human nature and history. International human

rights law requires governments to have laws and institutions that will

guard against discrimination in public policy and institutions, pro-

mote respect and tolerance, monitor prejudice and seek to combat it,
and work constantly for better understanding of the UDHR’s precept

that all human beings are born free and equal. This is another example

where the international human rights movement battles against ancient,

innate prejudices and strives to make the world a better place. One can

think of many other campaigns for equality that are similar, such as

the fight for fair treatment for minorities, indigenous populations, and

migrants. The international human rights movement is in the van-

guard for change and justice. This is a pro-people agenda.
The future of human progress and prosperity will depend on the

future march of the democracy idea. This is because of a simple truth,

namely that in numerous countries across the globe, unrepresenta-

tive, inefficient, and corrupt governments are a blight on their own

people. The rolling perspective of the history of the human rights idea

has brought us to the stage where the UDHR proclaimed that the will

of the people shall be the basis of authority of governments. The

world conference in Vienna re-endorsed this precept. Debates rage
about the definition of democracy and what gives some the right to

preach democracy or impose democracy to others. Some of this is

understandable, but this does not gainsay the fundamental point that,

while each country should choose its path to democracy, it is the will

of the people that should decide. There should be no debate about

this. And yet, in numerous countries, people have no say in how they

are governed.

This must be pointed out and denounced wherever it happens. Who
should do this? The people of each country, to be sure. But often they

are not in a position to do so. Oppression and persecution may have

them cowering for shelter and safety. Nevertheless there are coura-

geous voices for freedom. Non-governmental organizations can help.

International organizations can help. Democratic governments can

also help. The community of democracies should help.

This is not an easy task, but it should be done as a matter of justice

and efficiency. When the World Bank issued its 2007 report assessing
the performance of different countries, it rode into a firestorm. But it

is a strong institution and has protective gear and good assets. It must

not retreat. Future generations will thank it. The international human

rights movement is also aiming at a global revolution in the way

people are governed. The international human rights norms and jur-

isprudence help arbiter the pursuit of democracy globally.
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The international human rights norms and jurisprudence also have

a central role to play in the quest for poverty reduction and for

development. What is involved is defining the content of governance.

If the democracy idea means that the will of the people must decide,
the right to development means that the mission of government must

be to realize the basic economic, social, cultural, civil, and political

rights of people. The right to development begins in each country, and

then it moves across to the plane of international cooperation. The

right to development means that governments must use available

national resources efficiently and equitably in seeking to provide

decent life chances for individuals and groups. The right to develop-

ment means that economic, social, and cultural rights should be made
judicially enforceable within each country. It means that each country

should monitor itself and try to spot situations where poverty can be

prevented. The concept of preventable poverty should take on a cen-

tral role in anti-poverty reduction strategies.

The right to development means that countries should cooperate

with one another in a fair, rules-based system of international eco-

nomic relations. The internal and international dimensions of the right

to development must go hand in hand. National implementation lays
the basis for a dynamic approach to international implementation.

National implementation of the right to development brings us back

to the central mission of the human rights movement, namely to

change the world so it becomes the mission of governments to respect,

protect, and ensure the basic rights of its people. Democracy and

good governance are essential for this.

The protection idea is, at heart, an expression of sentiments of

shared humanity and solidarity among peoples across the globe.
According to this idea, when human rights are violated, we should

come to the aid and assistance of one another. Sixty years after the

UDHR was adopted, millions of people continue to be arbitrarily

executed, tortured, enslaved, discriminated against, made to disappear,

and to suffer the ravages of inequality. Despite lofty doctrines such as

the responsibility to protect, protection is very hard to come by. The

world is faced with a veritable crisis of protection.

When the war-time blueprints for the United Nations were devel-
oped by governments, civil society, academics, and thinkers, a central

hope was that it should defend human rights. Writing for the Inter-

national Law Association, Hersch Lauterpacht, the great jurist, advo-

cated establishing an international bill of human rights. Writing for

the Institute of International Law, Charles de Visscher, another great

jurist, called for the fundamental rights of human beings to be the basis
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for the restoration of international law in the post-war world. Non-

governmental organizations at the San Francisco conference pressed

for the inclusion of the human rights provisions of the Charter.

For six decades, the United Nations had to struggle with contending
ideas of state sovereignty and international protection. State sovereignty

is still predominant, but the United Nations has made significant

strides in developing some institutions and procedures of protection.2

Following the abolition of the CHR and its replacement by the new

Human Rights Council, practically every aspect of the functioning

and procedures of the commission had to be re-negotiated. The prin-

cipal result has been an emphasis by the majority at the United

Nations that situations of human rights violations should be dealt
with through procedures of cooperation and dialogue.

International cooperation in the field of human rights should

proceed on the basis of three principles: respect, confidence-building,

and protection. Respect means that even when one is dealing with a

government that has given cause for concern, engagement must be

carried out in a manner that facilitates communications and dia-

logue. Confidence-building means that consensus must be built up

around a set of ground rules for identifying situations of concern. The
GA, ECOSOC, and the CHR articulated such ground rules on differ-

ent occasions. The criteria used included the following: a situation

involving a consistent pattern of gross violations of human rights

(ECOSOC); a situation of mass and flagrant violations of human

rights (GA); a situation of widespread international concern (CHR); a

criminal violation of human rights (statute of the ICC); and a pro-

hibited practice such as arbitrary and summary executions, torture,

enforced or involuntary disappearances, violence against women, reli-
gious persecution.

Protection means that when it has been determined that there is a

situation of gross violations of human rights, the UN is entitled to

discuss it, adopt resolutions or statements about it, order fact-finding

into it, make recommendations about it, launch a dialogue with the

government about it, condemn the violations if necessary, send UN

peacekeepers or observers if possible, and refer the situation to the pro-

secutor of the ICC or to the UNSC if necessary.
The idea of protection means that every state should have an ade-

quate and effective national protection system that is capable of

spreading a culture of human rights and stepping in where protection

is necessary. When protection fails, the international community is

entitled to step in and supplement the national protection system or

substitute for it if necessary.
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The human rights movement is at a historic crossroads. What is at

stake is whether the international community will stand up to protect

those whose rights are being violated or whether it will engage in weak

processes of diplomacy, cooperation, and dialogue. There are interna-
tional laws to be followed in dealing with these challenges. Dialogue

and cooperation, for example, have specific content, as has been

shown in this book. Dialogue and cooperation must serve to protect

rather than to shield perpetrators.

The ideas of justice, remedy, and reparation are meant to galvanize

world attention to the fact that human rights violations are unac-

ceptable, must be remedied, and that those who have suffered grievous

violations of human rights are entitled to redress and compensation.
The GA’s guidelines on redress and compensation are meant to heighten

governmental and popular consciousness about the need to work for

justice, redress, and compensation in the world.

Contemporary human rights ideas can help take us forward toward

a world of greater human dignity, freedom, and respect for the basic

rights of the individual. The challenge at hand is to implement the

norms of international human rights law. Contemporary human rights

ideas have a strategic mission: to rally the world around the belief that
human rights are enabling and empowering, that human rights ideas

are creative and foster development, that equality, development, and

democracy can help build a better future, that gross violations of

human rights sap the creative energies of humankind and impoverish

us all, and that we must stand up to protect victims, for justice for all,

and for the universal validity of the human rights idea. Whatever

governments may do, people will stand up for these ideas; people will

vindicate them through struggle. The human rights idea will win in the
end because this is the will of the people. In his Nobel Prize winning

poem Gitanjali, Rabindranath Tagore expressed the shared values of

humankind:

The same stream of life that runs through my veins night and day

runs through the world and dances in rhythmic measures.

It is the same life that shoots in joy through the dust of the earth

in numberless blades of grass and breaks into tumultuous waves
of leaves and flowers.

It is the same life that is rocked in the ocean-cradle of birth and of

death, in ebb and flow.

I feel my limbs are made glorious by the touch of this world of

life. And my pride is from the life-throb of ages dancing in my

blood this moment.3
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His plea for freedom and human rights was stirring:

Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high;

Where knowledge is free;
Where the world has not been broken up into fragments by

narrow domestic walls;

Where words come out from the depth of truth;

Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection;

Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way into the

dreary desert sand of dead habit;

Where the mind is led forward by thee into ever-widening thought

and action—
Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake.

This is my prayer to thee, my lord, strike, strike at the root of

penury in my heart.

Give me the strength lightly to bear my joys and sorrows.

Give me the strength to make my love fruitful in service.

Give me the strength never to disown the poor or bend my knees

before insolent might.4
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